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INTRODUCTION: FROM MEDIUM TO SITE

Framing Exhibition

Approaching *The Paradise Institute*, a work by the Canadian artists Janet Cardiff and George Bures Miller, we find ourselves in a doubly enclosed space. Already within the “white cube” of the gallery, we encounter a large, two-level plywood box complete with stairs and doorways leading in and out. Looking inside from a distance, we can just make out the plush stadium seating commonly associated with the multiplex theater. Yet there is nothing slick or manufactured about the surrounding plywood construction—on the contrary, it seems to have been practically thrown together. Both the box and its interior seem out of place in a museum setting, albeit for different reasons.

Figure 1.1. Janet Cardiff and George Bures Miller, *The Paradise Institute*, 2001. Approach.
While the box is not without a certain minimalist aesthetic, it fails to hold our attention as form. Circumnavigating the work does not prompt us to reflect on its structure per se, so much as it heightens our anticipation to discover what lies within. The kind of theatricality invoked is not the phenomenological sense of the term with which Michael Fried designated the pull of minimalist sculpture, but more the prosaic feeling of suspense with which we might await a fairground attraction or a theatrical spectacle. And as with such attractions, here one may not simply enter, but must first obtain a ticket and wait in line for the performance to commence. Even at a distance, *The Paradise Institute* evokes a social space whose conventions are distinct from those of the art gallery or museum.

Climbing the steps, we find headphones waiting on the seats. When we place them over our ears, the exterior sounds of the gallery are quickly muffled, and our immediate aural environment is swallowed up in the projected static of white noise. Darkness follows as the doors to the outside are closed. Simultaneously relaxed by the seating and made anxious by the claustrophobic enclosure (how would we leave if we needed to get out?), we wait for the show to begin. But as soon as the noise of our fellow audience members falls away, noise and conversation begin anew. Over to the left, and just behind us on the right, people are again talking—new people. Cardiff and Miller recorded the audio for the piece using binaural technology, which gives a powerful sense of spatial location to the sounds we hear. While aurally isolated from the actual people around us, we hear the conversations of people who seem to surround us. There is a sense of uncanny doubling as real and recorded sounds overlap and coalesce. We hear people rustling in their seats, taking off items of clothing, and whispering to one another—all preparing for the movie, for the main attraction. A cell phone goes off and a woman quickly tells the caller, “I have to go, I’m in a movie.” Occurring in an eerily precise stereo sound and at seemingly discrete spatial locations, the experience is quite realistic—which is not at all to say that it is simply taken for reality. Even those spectators who might have been momentarily fooled quickly recognize that they are listening to an illusion. But far from ruining the work, the spectator’s double consciousness—her simultaneous experience of real and recorded sounds, and her ability to distinguish between them—is fundamental to the experience the work seeks to engender. For within *The Paradise Institute*, reality is not so much banished as redoubled, creating a spectatorial environment distinct from yet coexistent with the physical space of the theater.

As the screen lights up, its glow falls on a miniature diorama of seats, a proscenium, and a balcony, at the far edge of which we might understand ourselves to be seated. Cardiff and Miller have here constructed an alternate universe, a heterotopia in miniature. Gazing on this tiny diorama,
seated comfortably on our full-sized chairs, we can give ourselves over to the spectacle because we are secure in the knowledge that it is a spectacle and that we are situated on the outside of that spectacle, looking in. The headphones we are given to wear—like the diorama before us and the makeshift theater in which we sit—draw attention to the staged character of the illusion. Yet *The Paradise Institute* will not allow any secure boundary between reality and illusion to be maintained. If the apparatus is foregrounded, it is not for the purpose of dismissing illusion and maintaining a contravening reality, but rather so as to throw our demarcation of reality and illusion into doubt.

Suddenly, we are addressed by woman’s voice just to our left: “Here’s your drink … have some of my popcorn.” In between distracting bursts of crunching, she says that she has heard of the film we are about to see, that it was based on a real story, that the experiments carried out in it were done by Americans in World War II. But then again, she may be mistaken—that may be another movie. On the screen, the film begins. But with this voice beside us, it is as if we have already been placed in the center of the fiction, rather than simply before it. Dramatic elements are now erupting all around, and it is not clear they even belong to the same drama. Before us on the screen, we see a nurse approach a man strapped to a bed. His chest is bare. While he begs her to stop, she slowly bends down and presses her lips to his chest, kissing and then lightly biting him. The scene is emotionally charged, but like the voices, it solicits our attention without grounding it in a coherent narrative.

A voice from the audience behind us crudely interjects, “Now that’s nursing!”—distracting us again, pulling our attention away from the characters on the screen and toward those seated in the audience. At
several points, the woman’s voice beside us asks whether “you might have accidentally left the stove on at home.” As she does so, the film cuts to scenes of a burning house, which feel completely exterior to the narrative space of the film, despite the fact that that narrative space has not been fully established. This other scene strives to become “our” house, despite our conscious disavowal. And it is a house—as Freud once described the subject of the unconscious—of which we are an uncertain or absent master. “Do you want some more popcorn?” we are repeatedly asked, and it soon begins to feel as if we are choosing to answer with our silence. As repetition works performatively to assign ownership and responsibility, we cannot help but feel implicated in the conversation. We leave the comforts of our typical, distanced spectatorship and begin to occupy an awkward space inside the fiction.

As the story evolves, the uneasy distinction between the two sides of the screen begins to break down completely. A diabolical man merely evoked in the narrative seems to become detached from it, crossing over into our space on this side of the screen. A sense of vertigo overtakes us as we are constantly thrust into new and different locations. As the suspenseful music builds and the screen goes blank, we lose all ability to discern where the fiction is located. The diabolical man, now beside us in the audience, laughingly describes our predicament: “You thought you were pretty smart—playing both sides. How long did you think it could last?” We hear a crowd of people pounding on the plywood theater within which we are seated, demanding that we “get out!” As the crowd begins shouting a countdown, we see a burning house on the screen before the film abruptly ends, the doors to the outside open up, and we file out of the black box for the newly comforting light of the gallery.

Within The Paradise Institute, we do not really confuse fact and fiction because we know full well that everything taking place is a fiction. But it is not a coherent or delimited fiction. It is fractured, multiple—existing in too many places at once. Rather than remaining in its proper place on the far side of the screen, its fictional world seems to spill over into the space of the theater—crowding us out, leaving us with no escape. Tellingly, the work begins with an admonishment that the spectator will not be able to leave once the performance has begun, and unlike traditional theaters, it contains no brightly glowing exit sign reassuring us that its fictional world can be quickly and definitively left behind in the event of an emergency. In this, Cardiff and Miller’s work seems not only to hyperbolize the enclosure of the cinematic situation, but to allegorize its egress into a more wide-ranging cinematization of society—a condition it presents as ambivalently pleasurable and nightmarish at the same time.
The word “paradise” derives from the Old Iranian pari (around) + daiz (build), used to designate an artificially constructed enclosure. The work’s title refers not merely to an imagined world, but to the specific conditions of imaging and imagination made possible by the cinematic enclosure. *The Paradise Institute* itself is doubly enclosed: physically situated within the art gallery’s white cube, it nevertheless stages a dramatic encounter with the cinema theater’s black box and thus with a tradition of aesthetic exhibition and spectatorship quite antithetical to the space within which it is housed. The work plays out within a miniature theater that both is and is not a cinematheque. The seats are real, comfortable—we are encouraged to sit in them. Yet the diorama before the screen is miniaturized, the space compressed as if viewed at great distance through an enormous telephoto lens. The scene is eminently theatrical. The art gallery—and by extension, the art world—has become a place to stage the cinematic experience.

These two cultural sites—art gallery and cinema theater—have long been conceptualized in diametric opposition. Within the gallery's brightly illuminated container, the aesthetic spectator navigates a physical encounter with the space of the object-cum-installation in a temporality of her choosing. The cinema’s black box, by contrast, intentionally negates both bodily mobility and environmental perception so as to transport the viewer away from her present time and local space, into the narrative space of the cinematic world on screen. These two institutions, these two models of exhibition and spectatorship, would seem irreconcilable. Yet since the 1990s, artists and arts institutions around the world have embraced the idea of moving-image installation to such an extent that it has already become the norm rather than the exception within contemporary art galleries and museums.

The confusion of inner and outer space within *The Paradise Institute*, its ambivalent position between the traditions of the black box and the white cube, is metonymic of the ambivalent exhibitionary situation of contemporary moving-image art practice. Art institutions have responded by increasingly accommodating the traditional conditions of cinematic exhibition, creating de facto black boxes that exist uneasily alongside their familiar white cubes. But the creation of these spaces alone has done little to reconcile many of the vexing aesthetic and conceptual issues raised by the meteoric rise of the moving image in and as a contemporary art practice. How are we to understand the hybrid new institutional situation these works have entailed—this complex of exhibitionary and spectatorial models adopted from the traditional sites of the black box and the white cube?
The Paradise Institute’s explicit staging of these disjunctive sites may be hyperbolic, but it is hardly idiosyncratic. In fact, such a staging can be seen to reflect a more generalized turn away from long-standing concerns with the specificity of a work’s medium toward a newfound importance of thinking about the specificity of a work’s site. Rooted in a response to 1960s minimalism and Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology of embodied experience, postwar art criticism first began to articulate a concern with site as a means of shifting attention away from the art object as a discrete, isolated, and autonomous entity toward a more encompassing concern with the situation or environment in which any aesthetic encounter inevitably takes place. A popular interpretation of site specificity—one that reached its peak with the debates over Richard Serra’s *Tilted Arc* (1981–1989)—held that an artwork and its physical site were indissociably linked. Serra contended that to move his sculpture was to destroy it, since its creation was utterly specific to the physical location where it was installed. Yet this literal and material conception was only one of a number of ways of thinking about site. For if minimalism shifted attention from the self-contained object to the environmental conditions of its display, the postminimalist practice of institutional critique would explore those conditions in their social, cultural, and institutional parameters. As has been articulated in a broad and diverse literature, postminimalist works exchanged a phenomenology of individual perception for a cognitive and conceptual analysis of institutions and practices, making the artwork a function of its site, always already enfolded within a cultural frame that guides and prestructures the aesthetic encounter. Such a *situational* perspective is fundamental to any investigation of the moving image in contemporary art, in which the institutional and cultural dialectic of the black box and the white cube remains a perplexing quandary. Over the last decade, this renewed conception of site has been the focus of a wide-ranging literature attempting to think about the newfound installation of the moving image within contemporary art in terms of a more general theorization of place, site, and situation. Our contemporary experience of place has itself become inextricably bound up with the technologies and institutions of mediation. Moving images never merely represent place, they must always also take place—they must be produced and exhibited within material spaces that are themselves structured through social, institutional, and discursive vectors. Furthermore, the moving image is itself radically nonlocalizable: it exists simultaneously in the spatiotemporal event of projection and in the realm of imaginative transport that the act of projection makes possible. Giuliana Bruno, for instance, has given particular emphasis to the kinds of displacement occurring within the body of the cinematic spectator as cognitive and affective linkages are formed through a logic of association. Stressing the bivalency of our common rhetoric of the moving im-
age, she describes the “mobile dynamics involved in the act of viewing films, even if the spectator is seemingly static. The (im)mobile spectator moves across an imaginary path, traversing multiple sites and times. Her fictional navigation connects distant moments and far-apart places.” For Bruno, as for many contemporary theorists, the complex nature of cinema’s movement belies any totalizing critique of cinematic illusionism—a critique itself born of early attempts to straitjacket film into the modernist paradigm of medium-specificity.

Indeed, for roughly the first half century since its birth, cinema’s relationship to artistic modernism had almost invariably been conceived as a question of ontology—as a search for cinema’s singular essence. Through reflection on cinema’s specificity as a medium, the idea went, this essential nature could be isolated and purified within a properly modernist art of cinema. Yet time and time again, cinema’s complex ensemble of social and technological factors frustrated this mode of reduction. Not only could cinema not be definitively confined to a singular material ontology, it could not even be definitively separated from the rival arts of painting, music, sculpture, and performance. But for artists and critics of the post-war era, the idea that cinema might never be able to be fashioned into a properly modernist art began to seem less of a problem with cinema than a problem with the medium-specific conception of artistic modernism.

For Rosalind Krauss, who has described this expansion in terms of a “post-medium condition,” its historical origins were grounded in three fundamental events of the early 1970s. First, she contends, a widespread critique of presence within poststructuralist philosophy had the effect of making the quest for singular essences within aesthetic modernism seem hopelessly quixotic. Second, the aesthetic implications of Marcel Duchamp’s readymades were finally internalized within conceptual art and were understood to raise a problem of art in general that threatened to subsume the consideration of any given individual. But it is Krauss’s third event—the historical arrival of video technology and its “instant success” within art practice—that touches most directly on the present investigation.

For despite the many attempts to locate the “specificity” of video as an artistic medium, Krauss argues, video could not be definitively separated from broadcast television, and thus it was necessarily implicated within “diverse forms, spaces, and temporalities for which no single instance seems to provide a formal unity for the whole.” Modernist theory “found itself defeated” by this “constitutive heterogeneity,” which precipitated a larger shift away from both a critical paradigm of medium-specificity and those forms of artistic practice—such as the structural film—fundamentally grounded on that paradigm. Krauss’s argument here harks back a quarter century, to her 1976 essay for the inaugural issue of *October*. In “Video: An Aesthetics of Narcissism,” Krauss had described...
video as raising a particular challenge to the modernist conception of medium-specificity. While the material technology of video is obvious enough, she wrote, “the ease of defining it in terms of its machinery does not seem to coincide with accuracy; and my own experience of video keeps urging me towards the psychological model.” Against her own commitment to Clement Greenberg’s formalist paradigm, she admitted that video art was oriented more by “the reception and projection of an image, and the human psyche used as a conduit” than by any interrogation of the material qualities of the apparatus itself.13

But what seemed a difficulty specific to video soon became, within Krauss’s “Sculpture in the Expanded Field,” a more general problem with the modernist conception of medium tout court. Leveraging the structural anthropology of Claude Levi-Strauss, she suggested that the organization of contemporary art was no longer “dictated by the conditions of a particular medium … on the grounds of material, or, for that matter, the perception of material,” but rather around “terms that are felt to be in opposition within a cultural situation.”14 The shift she announced, from an analysis of a work’s material medium to an analysis of a work’s situation within a cultural field—was provocative in its time and enduring in its application.15 Krauss’s use of the term “expanded” is intriguing because the term was not particularly common within the art criticism of the period. It seems reasonable to assume that she appropriated it from one of her essay’s key examples: Robert Morris, who had employed the term in his 1966 “Notes on Sculpture” thirteen years before. Morris uses the term three separate times in his conclusion to this canonical text on minimalism, first contending that the sculptural work is no longer the myopic focus of attention, but simply one component within a newly “expanded situation.” He adds that recent works have “expanded the terms of sculpture by a more emphatic focusing on the very conditions under which certain kinds of objects are seen,” and concludes by reiterating that the sculptural object must henceforth be understood within an aesthetic situation that has become both “more complex and expanded.”16

Few would dispute the obvious aesthetic and conceptual lineage from “Notes on Sculpture” to Krauss’s “Sculpture in the Expanded Field,” in which Krauss would take Morris up on both his “complexity” and his “expansion” of the sculptural field. What has been insufficiently acknowledged is that the rhetoric that Morris employs so emphatically was decidedly not idiosyncratic at the time he was writing. Morris might have been the first to apply it to the sculptural situation. But he would have been well aware that the predominant reference point for aesthetic “expansion” in New York circa 1966 was to be found in a contemporary rhetoric of expanded cinema. Neither Morris nor Krauss has acknowledged this link. And to the extent that the expanded cinema would enter the retrospective art historical consciousness, it would do so through a
text that—quite inadvertently—functioned to conceal the close historical association between these two correlative expansions.

**Situating Expanded Cinema**

As Anne Wagner has noted, the hyperbolically rigorous formulation of Krauss’s diagrammatic structures in “Sculpture in the Expanded Field” suggests a palpable yearning for something like a scientific model of art criticism—one in which “the idiom of sculpture might thus be plotted and structured, schematized and categorized, so that what is new and relevant in ongoing practice could be cleanly and confidently intelligible, its proper place laid open to view.” Krauss describes her field as “logically expanded” yet contained by a “finite set of related positions.” The continual movement from one to another of these positions is “entirely logical” and the “strongest work will reflect the condition of the logical space.”

Humanism was in crisis in the 1970s, and its attempts to renew and reassert itself by means of the cultural credibility of science were suddenly everywhere in evidence. Yet beyond this more general context, there was a more specific discursive lineage from which Krauss would have wanted to distance herself: Gene Youngblood’s *Expanded Cinema*.

The two texts, occurring at either end of the 1970s, occupied extreme points on the rhetorical spectrum. Far from the conspicuous rigor of structuralist equations, Youngblood’s unapologetically funky, tie-dyed, star-child ethos announces itself at the outset with a particularly striking image: “a hairy, buckskinned, barefooted atomic physicist with a brain full of mescaline and logarithms, working out the heuristics of computer-generated holograms or krypton laser interferometry” heralding a new “Paleocybernetic Age” as the new Dawn of Man. Crafted deep within the trenches of the late 1960s West Coast counterculture, this was a synergetic vision of artists using advanced technology to midwife an imminent sociopolitical revolution. At the book’s center, science fiction author Arthur C. Clarke—whose six-channel, Super Panavision feature *2001: A Space Odyssey* (1968) with Stanley Kubrick had arguably become the first countercultural epic—concludes his interview declaring that “the goal of the future is total unemployment, so we can all play.”

Indebted to the sweeping world historical visions of Marshall McLuhan, Buckminster Fuller, and Norman O. Brown—all cited regularly within the book—*Expanded Cinema* was less art criticism than Weltanschauung. The domain circumscribed by Youngblood’s “expanded cinema” is ultimately nothing less than life itself: “a process of becoming, man’s ongoing historical drive to manifest his consciousness outside of his mind.” For art critics of Krauss’s generation, engaged in an arduous struggle to shift profoundly conservative institutions of art and academe toward an engagement with the deeply suspect terrain of contemporary

From Medium to Site
art and Continental philosophy, Youngblood’s subject matter alone made the book a difficult sell; the rhetorical style necessarily consigned it to oblivion. As the principal optic through which the idea of expanded cinema would be viewed, Youngblood’s book ironically ensured that the idea was largely excised from the art historical record.22 Yet the history of the expanded cinema cannot be recovered simply through a recovery of Expanded Cinema because Youngblood, by his own account, was not much concerned with the prior history or development of the idea. His criticism, written largely for the Los Angeles Free Press in the late 1960s, is an invaluable account of the cultural zeitgeist and a tour de force of parascholarly speculation, but it is not particularly representative of the art or criticism that occasioned the term’s emergence in mid-1960s New York. Within Youngblood’s text, “expansion” is left ill defined—a generic synonym for a diffuse formal, technological, or conceptual novelty. This generality, combined with an outsized attention to the latest technologies of video, holography, and early computing, helped to cement a mistaken association between expanded cinema and technological innovation. To his credit, Youngblood occasionally tried to forestall such an association. Like Sheldon Renan, who had previously described the expanded cinema as “a spirit of inquiry,” Youngblood began by describing it as a kind of “expanded consciousness.”23 But consciousness of what? And what kind of consciousness?

As this study will show, the idea of expanded cinema that emerged between 1964 and 1966 in New York was not primarily a “consciousness raising” about sociopolitical conditions, nor was it a meditative inquiry into the interior of one’s own consciousness. Rather, it was an emerging
consciousness of the paradoxical site specificity of cinematic practice: a growing awareness of the institutional conditions through which art’s exhibition was structured, and the concomitant understanding that a reinvention of these institutions would run parallel to any possible rejuvenation of the avant-garde project.

For the artists and critics of this earlier New York scene, as well as for many of those who would follow in the next decade in Europe and America, the very complexity of the sociopolitical issues they faced required disembarking from the extravagant rhetoric of world historical revolution in order to bring a degree of analytic specificity to the particular social and cultural situations in which they were themselves embedded. It was a concern that developed in parallel with the ideas of John Cage and the aesthetics of sculptural minimalism, and one that would come to be more explicitly theorized under the rubrics of site specificity and institutional critique in the decades to come. Within the expanded cinema, it emerged not so much from an intentional effort of abstraction and conceptualization, but more as an almost inevitable consequence of the displaced condition of the moving image within the institutions of postwar art.

Minimalist painting and sculpture are typically seen as the fountainhead for a whole range of critical interrogations into material and ideological structures of exhibition that would become increasingly prevalent over the late 1960s and 1970s. Yet the expanded cinema anticipated many of these problematics in a more direct and tangible way than was possible within painting or sculpture, precisely because it was necessarily forced to reach outside the disciplinary conventions of the gallery’s “white cube” altogether. While early works such as Robert Morris’s Green Gallery exhibition (1963) and Hans Haacke’s Condensation Cube (1963–1965) were crucial in helping to mitigate the autonomy of the sculptural object and focus attention on the terms of its institutional containment, artists quickly began to risk reinventing the wheel—specifically, Duchamp’s Bicycle Wheel of 1913.

Consciously or unconsciously, spectators of painting, film, and performance have always understood the art gallery, the cinema hall, and the theatrical stage as being governed by their own particular conventions of production and reception. Calling attention to this fact, in and of itself, accomplished little. Well before the modern era, self-reflexivity had long been a staple of all manner of aesthetic production and, on its own, was neither especially innovative nor particularly critical. Absent some “outside” against which to constitute a figure/ground relationship, the early practitioners of “institutional critique” risked remaining trapped within a deadened reflexivity—forced to gesture vaguely toward a sphere of life naively supposed to exist outside the regulation of either institutions or media. By contrast, the most sophisticated projects moved beyond the
cul-de-sac of mere self-referentiality toward a cunning juxtaposition of exhibitionary frames. Robert Smithson and Marcel Broodthaers invoked museums of natural history and galleries of ethnography because they functioned in some senses very much like museums and galleries of modern art, despite having radically distinct histories, audiences, purviews, and missions. By defamiliarizing accepted paradigms of exhibition and reception, these kinds of institutional dislocations allowed for generative new models of ambivalence and contradiction beyond the ritual lamentation of institutional “enclosure.” In Krauss’s terminology, they allowed the conventions of these different sites to become “layered” in new and unforeseen ways.24

The expanded cinema might be understood as precipitating an analogous change of venue for the motion picture experience. It was comparatively easy to make different kinds of films, but much more difficult to change the way in which films were seen. When artists of the early 1960s turned to the technology of cinema, they found an already existing cultural practice that could never have the aesthetic autonomy of painting or sculpture. However much they wanted to divorce themselves from Hollywood’s model of industrial practice, its half-century dominion had established protocols for exhibition and spectatorship that had long since been internalized by layperson and connoisseur alike. Artists turning to cinema’s material technology were necessarily implicated in these preexisting models of cinematic exhibition and spectatorship, as well as in shared assumptions about the legitimate nature and purpose of the moving image. These artists discovered the need to grapple not simply with the forms of commercial cinema, but with these accepted norms of cinematic exhibition and spectatorship. The expanded cinema recognized that it was no longer sufficient to change the form of cinema: one needed to change the total situation within which the moving image was exhibited and seen as well as the context within which it was understood.

In order to recover a sense of the difficulty and possibility that the moving image occasioned for artists of this period, we need to move beyond the account of medium-specificity so familiar from midcentury modernist criticism. Rather than asking how film was articulated as an artistic medium, we need to ask instead how the very idea of “medium” was being transformed by the essentially hybrid and diffuse nature of the moving image. Doing so requires taking seriously the metaphor of spatial dislocation that lies at the heart of the term “expanded cinema.” It entails setting aside long-standing fixations on cinematic ontology in order to explore the aesthetic and conceptual consequences of cinema’s curiously displaced cultural situation within the postwar era. Attending to this displacement, we might adapt André Bazin’s famous inquiry to ask not what is cinema, but where?25 For it is only by adopting such a situational or
environmental perspective that we are able to grasp the significance of the moving image within postwar art practice as a force of material, perceptual, affective, and institutional dislocation.

Writing about the disruptive transformations wrought by the invention of photography and cinema upon the early twentieth-century conceptualization of art, Walter Benjamin described the manner in which technologies become uniquely visible in their birth and obsolescence—the way in which a technology’s obsolescence can trigger remembrance of the utopian aspirations of its birth. Americans in the 1960s were witnesses to a dramatic conjunction of birth and obsolescence within moving-image culture. As broadcast television surged forward, the film industry found itself in a precipitous decline. Despite a massive growth in drive-in theaters all over suburban America, overall ticket sales dropped by an astonishing 75 percent from 1946 to 1963. B-movies and theatrical gimmicks signaled ever more desperate attempts to lure back a vanishing theater audience. The ornate movie palaces of Hollywood's golden age were quite literally falling apart in every major American city. Yet at the very moment that cinema’s future looked most uncertain, the lost glamour of cinema’s past was being newly presented to millions of people in their homes, between commercials, on television.

Isolated in his bed as a sickly child, Andy Warhol experienced classical cinema almost exclusively through the interlaced lines of the cathode ray tube. Rather than experiencing the collective space though which the cinema had long been understood, he came to know it as a private experience, one that reached him in the most intimate of spaces. Television prompted not only a radical disruption of space, but a newly asynchronous quality of time. Despite its technological novelty and its unique ability to broadcast live, much of early television actually consisted of Hollywood cinema. Broadcasters, suddenly faced with hundreds of hours to fill, turned to a dead stock of feature films often unseen for decades. In the days when it was nearly impossible to see films more than a few months old, television brought this previously neglected work to public consciousness with a newly historical distance. Even as it threatened its future, the television industry paradoxically helped establish an interest in cinema’s forgotten past.

At the same time, and after decades of theoretical debates, the question of cinema’s status as a modern art seemed to have finally been resolved. Following in the footsteps of Venice and Cannes, the New York Film Festival, founded in 1963, bestowed both critical recognition and cultural legitimacy on the European-centered “art cinema” of the time, granting it a prestigious institutional home alongside the city’s symphony orchestra and opera company at the recently created Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts. Film was said to have finally “taken its place alongside
the other arts.” But the vision of cinema developing at Lincoln Center was one that quite literally had no place for the radically divergent conjunction of art and the moving image that was then emerging. Working outside the framework of the European art cinema—but equally distant from the expressive, personal, and “visionary” experimental film—the artists of this expanded cinema were not interested in advancing the medium of cinema as an autonomous art so much as in utilizing the idea of the moving image to challenge the institutions and practices of postwar art as such.

The peripheral location of these practices within traditional histories of art and film was by no means accidental. The difficulty of situating expanded cinema within the discursive landscape of art or film history has been inextricably bound up with the difficulty of locating its practices definitively within a singular exhibitionary site. The discursive and institutional promiscuity of the moving image—its failure to establish itself solely within the institutions of the theater or the gallery, within the discourses of film studies or those of art criticism—has occasioned a critical blindness that cannot be remedied through the simple reintroduction of a few neglected artists or works. Yet the difficulty of definitively locating this work within the accepted historiographic and critical landscape of the period is a direct index of its contemporary relevance. For in their sustained effort to give birth to a radically new way of experiencing the moving image, these artists both necessitated and helped to forge a novel institutional and discursive location between the white cube of the art gallery and the black box of the cinematic theater whose implications have yet to be fully registered, let alone understood.

Just as minimalist sculpture’s interrogation of the gallery space would lead to sculpture’s expansion into the landscape, thus changing our ideas about the nature and possibilities of sculpture, the expanded cinema’s interrogation of the cinema theater would lead to an expansion of the moving image into the art gallery and the performance stage, where it would transform our understanding of the nature and possibilities of the moving image. The movement of the moving image became something to be explicitly staged, drawing attention to the theatricality implicit in its presentation and spectatorship. In articulating this exhibitionary situation as such—foregrounding the often unconscious, implicit conditioning of aesthetic production and reception—the expanded cinema moved away from the autonomous, medium-specific practices that we associate with high modernism and toward the more environmental, mediated, and site-specific conceptual practices that would follow in its wake. Marshall McLuhan may have proclaimed that “the medium is the message,” but the artists of the expanded cinema understood that the very nature of a moving-image medium was irrevocably bound up with the specificity of its exhibitionary situation. As both a conceptual inquiry
and an aesthetic practice, the expanded cinema sought to break free of the norms of industrial exhibition and spectatorship by returning to forgotten models of early and precinematic history, locating the cinematic event somewhere between the immersive tradition of the movie theater’s black box and the more distanced perception characteristic of the gallery’s white cube, and employing the dislocating qualities of the moving image as a metaphor through which to consider the spatiotemporal character of art in a newly televisual age.

During the 1960s, the films of Jean-Luc Godard would introduce ideas from theater, literature, music, and painting to subvert established codes of cinematic representation. The expanded cinema might be understood as proposing a fundamentally analogous yet opposite strategy: asking how the moving image might be introduced as a subversive agent into the material and institutional spaces of the other arts. Not content to restrict cinema to an autonomous and isolated purity, these artists sought to mobilize the idea of cinema in order to intervene within a diverse array of exhibitionary situations. By destabilizing accepted conventions of exhibition and spectatorship, these artists did not seek to bolster a modern art of cinema, but rather to leverage the aesthetic, historical, and even ontological hybridity of cinema to initiate an interdisciplinary transformation of postwar art and its institutions.
RHETORICS OF EXPANSION
You know, this 3-D process isn't all that glamorous or new or exciting.

ANDY WARHOL
In April 1964, the World’s Fair came to New York. Reports of nightmarishly congested parking and two-hour-long exhibit lines were unable to dissuade millions of visitors from all over the world. Many locals attended the fair not once or twice but literally dozens of times during the two summers it was open. Yet if the success of previous World’s Fairs had rested on their ability to inhabit a futural temporality—to offer viewers spectacular yet convincing dreamworlds of tomorrow—the New York World’s Fair managed to botch the job entirely. Despite its resolutely “space-age” theme, it was widely criticized as being neither forward-looking nor visionary. Largely planned and designed in the late 1950s, by the mid-1960s it had become a kind of living relic, a ready-made ruin. As America and the world had changed drastically, the fair seemed frozen in time. Rather than familiarizing viewers with a strange and exciting future yet to come, it managed to defamiliarize that which had seemed natural only a few years back.

On the same site a quarter century before, the 1939 World’s Fair had been received with both popular and critical acclaim. General Motors’ Futurama exhibit was a heady vision of the future metropolis featuring towering skyscrapers, elevated multilane highways, and cars for everyone. Coming at the end of the Great Depression, when many families didn’t yet own cars and superhighways were cultural novelties, Futurama inspired millions. Yet for the baby-boomer generation coming of age in 1964, burgeoning suburbs and extended workaday commutes were beginning to provoke a reconsideration of the automotive romance. General Motors doubled down. Its updated Futurama II showcased a robotic “Jungle Road Builder” intended to delve deep into the last untrammeled jungles of the world, eviscerate everything in its path, and leave behind elevated asphalt superhighways. For the nascent youth culture of the 1960s, these kinds of technologies were a proverbial “road to nowhere”—a vision of the future better left in the past.

What did seem particularly new and exciting was the spectacular range of multiscreen cinema that was there on display. Man in the 5th Dimension at the Billy Graham’s Christian Evangelical Association Pavilion, Saul Bass’s The Searching Eye at the Kodak Pavilion, American Journey at the US Pavilion, The Triumph of Man—“an immersive panoramic journey
through the ages”—at the Travelers Insurance Pavilion, To the Moon and Beyond at the Transportation and Travel Pavilion, and Charles and Ray Eames’s Think at the IBM Pavilion were among the most popular exhibits of the fair. To Be Alive!, produced by Alexander Hammid and Francis Thompson for the Johnson Wax Pavilion, was perhaps the most popular and celebrated of them all. Hammid was principally known for his collaboration with Maya Deren on Meshes of the Afternoon twenty years before, and Thompson for his prismatic city symphony NY, NY of 1957. Their collaboration on To Be Alive! proved quite unlike these earlier works. A program presented the short film’s message: “While millions of people are frustrated in this complex modern world of ours, there are millions of others who retain a sense of the underlying wonder of the world, who have a capacity for finding delight in normal, everyday experience, and who realize that there can be great joy in simply being alive!”

While the fair would be roundly criticized for its aesthetic conservatism, Thompson and Hammid’s panoramic triple-screen film was an instant standout. Combining images from Africa, Italy, and the United States, To Be Alive! was like an abridged, cinematic version of Edward Steichen’s The Family of Man from the decade before, and it was similarly well received. According to the company magazine, “more than 300 members of the New York press corps gave the film a standing ovation” after the advance screening, and played to “capacity audiences every day of the fair.” Viewers were forced to wait “as long as two hours” to see the eighteen-minute film, and attendance over the twelve months of the fair reached more than five million within its single theater. “Tremendous success brought inquiries and requests to see the film from throughout the world. Celebrities came almost every day until our guest register read like an international Who’s Who of entertainment, business and government leaders.” As with The Family of Man, the frenzied pitch of excitement was in no small part due to the particular conjunction of an innovative aesthetic form with a clear and uplifting social message.

To Be Alive! received a number of honors, including the 1965 Academy Award for Best Short Subject Documentary. More intriguingly, the film would also take pride of place within a special issue of the underground journal Film Culture devoted to expanded cinema the following year. “To Be Alive! and the Multi-Screen Film” began with the breathless declaration that now that To Be Alive! had been given an Academy Award, the multiscreen film, “once a freak of the film world . . . was recognized as a new and effective motion picture form by the Industry.” One might reasonably ask why a publication devoted to experimental and avant-garde film would concern itself with what the industry considered “effective,” but this declaration exemplifies the confusion surrounding the rhetoric of expanded cinema within the mainstream and alternative press. While the term often implied a broad range of activities beyond the industrial...
norms of cinematic presentation, the most obvious and persistent of these activities, and therefore the one most quickly and powerfully associated with it, was the use of multiple projection. Yet the widespread excitement over multiscreen cinema as new technology and a new form of cinematic practice was possible only due to a particularly acute form of historical amnesia, because the multiscreen cinema that emerged in the 1960s was neither particularly novel nor greatly innovative. Rather, it was merely the latest iteration of a technology that had been invented and reinvented compulsively, and almost continuously, since the late nineteenth-century birth of cinema itself.

Well before the emergence of classical Hollywood, even before the most rudimentary grammar of industrial cinema, Raoul Grimoin-Sanson provided the template for the monumental, immersive cinematic spectacle with his Cinéorama of 1897. Conjoining the nineteenth-century fascination with panoramic painting and the newly invented technology of cinematographic projection, this ciné-panorama employed ten synchronized, radially facing movie cameras in a hot air balloon to capture its ascent over the city of Paris. For its debut at the Paris Exposition Universelle of 1900, spectators were situated within a similar basket while ten synchronized projectors, located beneath them, projected the film in a 360-degree panorama some one hundred meters in circumference. Despite its unqualified popular success, Grimoin-Sanson’s exhibit was prematurely shut down after being declared a fire hazard by the city police, and his company went bankrupt immediately thereafter. Its commercial failure would serve as a template for a range of beleaguered efforts over the next fifty years as a succession of artists and engineers again and
again reinvented the ciné-panorama as a spectacle of overwhelming and immersive monumentality. The most famous of these attempts within film’s silent era was undoubtedly Abel Gance’s “invention” of his three-screen Polyvision cinema for his 1927 feature Napoléon. And during a few brief climactic moments at the end of that film’s final reel, Gance would indeed use these three screens in a radical new way, presenting different images on each in a kind of simultaneous montage. Yet for most of the final reel, the multiple screens functioned just as they had for Grimoin-Sanson: augmenting the scale of the image with the creation of a single, continuous ciné-panorama. It was certainly this expanded scale, rather than any novel possibilities for juxtaposition, that captured the immediate attention of Hollywood. By the late 1920s, Fox was promoting its Grandeur process, Paramount its Natural Vision, and Warner Brothers its Vitascope—all expensive, large-format processes that magnified the size and quality of the cinematic image but failed spectacularly at the box office and were abandoned soon after their introduction.

After the Great Depression, the multiscreen panoramic cinema was again “invented” by Fred Waller for the 1939 World’s Fair. His Vitarama used eleven linked cameras and projectors to display a greatly enlarged image inside a hemispheric screen, while his enormous domed “movie-mural” within the fair’s Perisphere was even larger. While generating considerable excitement at the time, his work was also quickly forgotten. In the 1950s, multiple projection would once again be rediscovered by Hollywood as it desperately sought ways of contesting the falling box office receipts that attended the rising popularity of television. Cinerama, like its distant namesake, used linked cameras and projectors to create a single panoramic image, while Todd-AO, VistaVision, CinemaScope, and Ultra Panavision achieved a similar scale by means of larger film (Todd-AO), anamorphic compression (VistaVision, CinemaScope), or both (Ultra Panavision).

Contemporary advertisements for all three processes regularly invoked a similar rhetoric of immersion: the viewer did not watch at a distance, but was brought “inside” the spectacle. Often coupled with this immersivity was the promise of a new kind of “active” cinematic subject: a Todd-AO advertisement from the 1950s describes “a quality so perfect that the audience become part of the action, not just passive spectators.” This parody of the Brechtian imperative reveals the nature of this early industrial “expanded cinema.” Beyond the minutiae of diverse technological inventions, beyond the breathless publicity campaigns proclaiming the utter novelty of each newly minted procedure, we can locate a single, almost unwavering aim from the multiscreen Cinéorama of 1900 to the multiscreen Cinerama of the 1950s: the enfolding of the spectator in an immersive, diegetic world through the overwhelming sensory con-
Figure 1.4. Schematic from This is Cinerama souvenir book, 1951.
ditions of display. These supposedly radical innovations in multiscreen projection were, on a fundamental level, structured by a surprisingly fixed understanding of the spectator-screen relationship. By immersing the subject within an overwhelming accumulation of visual data, they sought to produce a heightened experience of reality without too great a concern for realism. Within industrial practice, the history of multiscreen technology might reasonably be considered little more than a footnote in the history of widescreen technology.⁸

As such, it should come as no surprise that the industrial adoption of CinemaScope in the 1950s and early 1960s would signal the obsolescence of multiscreen experimentation within the industrial cinema. Of the various processes, CinemaScope was clearly the least impressive, containing only a fraction of the visual or auditory detail of the other alternatives. Nevertheless, because it required only minor modifications to existing processes of production and distribution, it was considered the only eco-
nomically feasible option for mass distribution. Using only a single lens, CinemaScope adequately addressed the desire for a larger and more immersive spectacle without the complexity and risk that attended multiple projection formats like Cinerama.

Returning to the ‘64 World’s Fair with this history in mind, it is difficult to understand what was so wildly innovative about Thompson and Hammid’s piece. In his interview for Film Culture, Thompson claimed that To Be Alive! had not intended to subsume the multiple screens into a single, oversized image, yet all the evidence points to the film having precisely this effect. Maxine Haleff describes the width of the three screens as “enveloping” the viewer and producing an effect of “heightened reality.”9 The fair’s guidebook was even more explicit, advertising “the Tri-Screen System that puts you in the picture.”10 Both mirrored the rhetorical tropes regularly employed to advertise Cinerama, Todd-AO, and CinemaScope throughout the previous decade. In fact, Hammid was quite forthright in his description of the triple camera setup he had designed for the film: “the purpose is to have the cameras aligned so that the images coincide precisely.”11 In discussing those few sequences making simultaneous use of different images, Thompson spoke not of montage or juxtaposition, but of narrative efficiency: “We love this method, because we can say a lot more using less viewing time … in the pottery sequence, we show the beginning, middle and end of one process all at once, and it’s done.” Multiple images here do not disrupt or even complicate the narrative, they merely accelerate it. Thus, despite their implicitly disjunctive potential, multiple screens were understood principally as a means for creating a singular panoramic, introducing audiences to the “novel” experience of multiscreen spectatorship while keeping the resulting experience firmly within the comfortable conventions of industrial practice.12

Jonas Mekas—filmmaker, critic, and champion of the underground film community—was one of the few to dissent from the prevailing excitement over these new multiscreen spectacles. As the World’s Fair was wrapping up in the summer of 1965, he wrote that the idea of “expansion” presented within these new multimedia shows was simply a quantitative rather than a qualitative change: “Expanded consciousness is being confused with the ability to see more color images, with the expanded eye, with the quickness of the eye.”13 Mekas’s lament signals a prescient concern that, while shifting the formal vocabulary of cinematic representation, these works merely reiterated the same exhausted model of immersive spectacle that had characterized their historical predecessors for over half a century. The kind of “active” spectatorship these works proposed was not unlike those advertisements for Todd-AO and CinemaScope a decade before: it consisted in having to keep pace with the increased amount of visual data being generated through the encompassing size of the spectacle. Mekas’s worry would prove well founded. Having
already found success with three screens, Thompson and Hammid doubled the number of screens to six for their *We Are Young* (1967) at Expo 67 in Montreal. And not to be outdone, Roman Kroitor there developed a projector that handled 70mm film lengthwise, thus magnifying the image by a factor of four and setting the stage for the popularization of the now celebrated IMAX cinema. Within a decade, the legacy of these vivid demonstrations of the efficiency of sensory bombardment could be found everywhere, from multinational trade shows and corporate exhibitions to rock concerts and religious revivals.\(^\text{14}\)

More fundamentally, the obsession with these supposedly new material technologies failed to represent any critical investigation of cinema itself as a *social technology*—as a set of historically contingent practices of exhibition and spectatorship. Yet the attention lavished on the supposedly revolutionary multiscreen spectacles of the World’s Fair served to displace and conceal another vision of cinematic expansion that was then emerging. For just as the World’s Fair was packing up at the end of August 1965, preparations were being made for an entirely different sort of festival at the Film-Makers’ Cinematheque that winter. If the World’s Fair effectively summarized the past and predicted the future of multimedia spectacle, the decidedly low-tech, artisanal, and critically unheralded Expanded Cinema Festival would serve both as its antipode and critical rejoinder. Minimalist rather than maximalist, the “expansion” in its name did not concern the size or number of screens, nor the speed or intensity of the imagery projected on them. A conceptual rather than a formal expansion, it did not concern the formal qualities of cinematic *image* so much as the institutional qualities of the cinematic *situation*. By actively embracing the heterogeneous conditions of exhibition and spectatorship within cinema’s forgotten infancy, it sought to transform the discussion then taking place about the modern art of cinema. Rather than asking what kinds of cinema might be properly designated as “modern art,” it asked how the very nature of modern art was being reconceptualized through its belated incorporation of the aesthetics and philosophy of the moving image.

**The Cinematic Situation: Expanded Cinema and the Undisciplining of Spectatorship**

Film is an art in evolution. It is the dark glass for the physical and visual change in motion about us. But now, the most revolutionary art form of our time is in the hands of entertainment merchants . . . Vistavisionaries of Hollywood, with their split-level features and Disney landscapes . . . what of the artists, poets, experimenters in America, who must work as if they were secret members of the underground?

*Stan Vanderbeek, “The Cinema Delimina,”* 1961
Writing in his movie column for the Village Voice in November 1965, Jonas Mekas was resolutely uncertain how to describe what was then taking place at the Expanded Cinema Festival, or how it should be understood in relation to the established norms of cinema: “Not all that’s happening at the Film-Maker’s Cinematheque this month can be called cinema,” he wrote. “Some of it has no name of any kind.” These new practices, he said, had “dissolved the edges of this art called cinema into a frontiersland mystery. Light is there; motion is there; the screen is there; and the filmed image, very often, is there; but it cannot be described or experienced in terms you describe or experience the Griffith cinema, the Godard cinema, or even Brakhage cinema.”

Unbound by the narrative, exhibitionary, or spectatorial conventions of the Hollywood studio film (Griffith cinema), the European art film (Godard cinema), or the New American Underground (Brakhage cinema), this new work seemed to function at “the edges of this art called cinema”—working along the frames and boundaries of cinema—to affect a practice of dissolution. In his review, Mekas figures cinema both as an abstract idea and as a concrete experience, as an institutionalized model of perceptual relations and as an uncertain medium for artistic practice.

In contrast to the monumental, technology-driven spectacles of the recently concluded World’s Fair, the most significant works of the Expanded Cinema Festival that winter were notable not for what they added to the commonplace experience of cinema, but for what they took away. A single work serves to reveal the vast aesthetic and conceptual chasm between these two contemporary visions of cinematic expansion: Nam
June Paik’s *Zen for Film (Fluxfilm #1)*. It was the “almost classical simplicity and purity” of Paik’s work that first allowed Mekas to grasp the underlying aesthetics of this new expanded cinema. Within the *Fluxus Codex*, the work is represented not by a frame enlargement or a still from a performance, but by a singular object: an old film spool and its case. It is a strangely fitting image, capturing as it does the peculiarly bifurcated nature of Paik’s cinematic practice: torn between aesthetic object and theatrical event. Paik’s name is partially covered, which—accidental or not—is indicative of the collective, even anonymous Fluxus spirit in which the work was created. The reel is old, rusted and damaged with time, yet the film is perfectly clear and transparent. Laid against the heavy rusted metal of its container, it is barely visible. When discovered, it seems almost ethereal.

The celluloid itself seems to partake in a transformation as it is pulled off its containing spool—stacked on the reel, it looks heavy and substantial, but unwound, it dissipates into empty space, into nothingness. Yet it
is a nothingness that goes on and on for hundreds of feet, like a pure index for time passing. For the spectator first experiencing the film, there is nothing: no image, no sound—nothing to see. There is no “film” there. But after time allows the shock to subside, there is a subtle but totalizing transformation within the spectator’s frame of reference. Comparable to the reversal of a figure/ground relationship, Paik’s film suddenly appears there where it previously was not. The experience of the bright screen illumination, faintly flickering, suddenly becomes visible as such. One has the experience of simply being present in a particular space, watching light being projected through a moving celluloid strip. It is an experience diametrically opposed to that of the narrative film, wherein all sense of local space and present time are meant to be definitively negated by the spatiotemporal conditions of the cinematic narrative into which we have become absorbed.

Zen for Film (Fluxfilm #1) was both an individual work and a more general manifesto for a new conception of cinematic practice. Bruce Jenkins has described Paik’s work as being “unburdened by either the seriousness of the Godardian intervention or the shame of the Brakhagean attitude toward mainstream media,” and thus able to offer up “an immaculate conception of the cinema that was at once child-like and cunning . . . a gesture that seems both infantile and recherché . . . a radical intervention to the nature of a medium that seemed no longer stable, fixed, finished.”

As the title clearly indicates, this was only the first in a series of future Fluxfilms. Appropriately for an initial work, Paik used not film stock, but film leader—the introductory material used to feed the photographic material through the mechanical gates. His radical gesture consisted simply in using that leader as the final product, a “degree-zero” phenomenology of cinematic experience.

Despite all this simplicity, Zen for Film is a dynamic work whose content has continued to develop over the span of its existence. At its first exhibition, the print was relatively clean, and the normal accumulation of dust and scratches from the process of running through the projector was not yet visible. Of course, in normal films, these processes are almost never visible. Prints inevitably age—they accumulate dust, marks, scratches, blips in the soundtrack, even tears that have to be taped up. But even when these signs of aging are present, the spectators rarely notice them, caught up as they are instead in both the dense visual field of the photographic image and the unassailable progression of the cinematic narrative. We have the illusion that, excepting films from an entirely different era, films do not age. Or rather, that films do not even exist—the cinematic image simply appears, as if by magic, on the screen before us. But Paik reverses every element of this situation, point for point. We are trapped not in the progression of the narrative and the visual density of the photographic image, but in a temporality of the present—in

Figure 1.7. Nam June Paik, Zen for Film, 1964. Unique 16mm film. The Gilbert and Lila Silverman Fluxus Collection, gift, Museum of Modern Art, New York. Zen for Film exists in three versions: the original 16mm film (at right) exists as a unique print; it was later produced in a small version for handheld loop viewer (at left) with a cover designed by George Macunias; eventually, it was incorporated into the Fluxfilm theatrical compilation in the 1970s.
a heightened experience of our phenomenological environment that, though perhaps familiar within the museum or gallery space, remains utterly foreign within the cinematic theater. For once, we are not there, in the dreamworld of the film, but here, within our own bodies, in present time and local space, resolutely sequestered on this side of the cinematic screen.

And on this side of the screen, we become acutely aware of the process of projection itself—the normally invisible and inaudible workings of the projector as the celluloid winds through its various cogs and sprockets to be pierced by the white-hot beam of concentrated light, illuminating both the dim cone of particulate dust above us and the bright rectangular plane across the room. The difference between the materiality of the process and the immateriality of the resulting image becomes newly evident. Who knew that projectors were so noisy, so laborious? The process suddenly seems so material, so tangible, so corrosive. Does the delicate celluloid—which typically contains such an extraordinary wealth of information—really have to be forced through all those mechanical gears, such that a single scratch becomes magnified a hundredfold? Heated to such an extent that a momentary catch or slippage of the early nitrate film stock carried a significant risk of fiery explosion? It becomes difficult to reconcile the ethereal cinematic image, so directly geared into the body of the viewer, with this clumsily mechanical process of screening, the churning gears, the friction, the light and the heat that together constitute the physical labor of projection.

On the screen, at first, we see nothing. In fact, the very brightness of the screen’s unchecked reflectivity may cause us to squint or turn away. But as our eyes adjust and we become more attentive to the minimal surface, we begin to notice minor occurrences we have trained ourselves to overlook. The tiny marks of dust on the lens or the celluloid, the small scratches or indentations, are all blown up on the wall like an abstract canvas, illuminated, and endlessly progressing in subtle variation. But in contrast to the narrative feature, we are not invited across the barrier of the screen, and thus our eyes begin to wander. We notice the environment within which the screening is taking place, itself undergoing subtle modulations of light, yet stilled and silent under the auratic pressure of the film’s presentation. We see the reactions of the other audience members illuminated by the screen in a curious reversal—has the film itself become a projector? Have we become the entertainment? While the ordinary rules of cinematic projection and spectatorship have obviously been suspended, one thing seems certain: the exhibition of the film has itself become the event. It makes no sense to talk of the content or even the form of Zen for Film without first acknowledging its more foundational aspect as an event, the screening as itself a kind of performance. Paik put the work of showing on display. By removing the depth of the photographic
image, by removing the narrative progression involved in even the most abstract film or soundtrack, Paik left the event-like character of the cinematic exhibition as the sole element on which his spectators could focus. By reducing the cinematic transaction to its barest essentials—projector, screen, audience, and environment—he articulated a positive field within which a new model could begin to take root.

Zen for Film had originally premiered, in Paik’s absence, in May 1964 as part of the 12 Fluxus Concerts series. The rhetoric of the concert, which was commonplace within artists’ performances of this time, reveals the extent to which Paik, like so many students of John Cage, was indebted to the expanded conception of music the composer had developed in the 1950s. By the time Zen for Film was presented at the Expanded Cinema Festival the following year, it had already come to seem emblematic of a much larger reimagining of the cinematic experience that was then occurring. Cage himself described Paik’s film as forming a kind of conceptual trilogy with Robert Rauschenberg’s White Paintings of 1951 and his own composition 4’33” the following year. Cage had previously characterized the White Paintings as a kind of temporal event or performance, a kind of filmless cinema in which the canvas becomes a screen for the projection of lights, shadows, and particles. His description of Zen for Film placed it in similar conceptual terrain, but in an unmistakably
different context. He began by invoking his oft-repeated story of a poetry contest to choose the Sixth Patriarch of Zen Buddhism. An elder monk had written what was assumed to be the winning entry: “The mind is a mirror; it collects dust; the problem is to remove the dust.” Yet the contest was unexpectedly won when an illiterate kitchen hand, hearing these words, dictated his own entry in response: “Where is the mirror, where is the dust?”

Cage continued, in reference to Paik’s film, “In this case, the dust is on the lens of the projector and on the blank developed film itself. There is never nothing to see. Here, we are both together and separate. My 4’33”, the silent piece, is Nam June’s Zen for Film. The difference is that his silence was not sounds but something to see.” Cage saw that the absence in these works was conceived as an opening up to the outside, to a modality of perception fundamentally rooted in the experience of process. Dust—whose insignificant materiality was normally imperceptible—became the evidence of process, the figuration of an ongoing temporality within a form of spectatorship now conceptualized as an event. As complement and antipode to the human (ashes to ashes...), dust was like the high and low sounds Cage heard in the anechoic chamber: a perpetual background hum of life unframed and unframeable. By contrast, the aesthetic event is always framed, and what these three “silences” all produced was a consciousness of that framing as such. Cage described the three works in terms of a change in location:

In [4′33″] the sounds of the environment remain, so to speak, where they are, whereas in the case of the Rauschenberg painting the dust and shadows ... come to the painting. In the case of the Nam June Paik film ... the focus is more intense. The nature of the environment is more on the film, different from the dust and shadows that are the environment falling on the painting, and thus less free.

In each, the spectator is led to a manner of perceiving that initiates an understanding of the aesthetic environment and the degree to which our perceptual encounter is thoroughly disciplined and channeled prior to the event of spectatorship. Cage saw Paik’s work as a kind of magnifying glass: “less free” in that it was a deliberate and focused intensification. While this can be understood as a kind of analytic reduction of the material of film to its limit or degree zero of articulation, Paik’s Zen for Film, like Cage’s 4′33″, followed Rauschenberg’s White Paintings in contending that “there is no zero to which returning applies.” Watching Zen for Film, one was “seeing something that won’t exist again,” Cage would later state, “but that also will exist again—in another form. In fact, it will never not exist. It’s like the silent piece, which you can always hear.”
For Rauschenberg, Cage, and Paik, the point of these formal reductions was not a reflexive investigation of the essence of the material itself, but rather a foregrounding of the particular situation of spectatorship, the manner in which the aesthetic event must always take place within a given environment. Like Francis Picabia’s audacious set design for the ballet *Relache* (1924), in which hundreds of lights on stage were trained on the audience rather than the dancers, *Zen for Film* effected a complete reversal of perspective. While most often understood in terms of its magnification of dust and scratches and the insistent figuration of material entropy this implies, the brilliant light of Paik’s projection must also be understood as the illumination of the spectatorial environment as an essential force in the production of cinematic meaning. And yet *Zen for Film* does not evoke precisely the same phenomenological consciousness that the work of sculptural minimalism sought to make explicit. For even as Paik abjures the construction of a distinct cinematic space-time, the title and mechanism of his work necessarily invoke the larger culture of cinema and cinematic exhibition. As such, *Zen for Film* causes an unresolved, and perhaps unresolvable, reorientation in our understanding of cinematic experience. We become newly aware of the ineluctable hybridity of cinema’s environmental situation—of its curious existence in between the fictional time and space of the cinematic image and the literal time and space of the exhibitionary situation.

At the beginning of the 1950s, Rauschenberg’s *White Paintings* and Cage’s *4’33”* would together initiate an aesthetic revolution whose implications have long been considered central to the postwar development of the plastic and performing arts. In clarifying these implications for the moving image, Paik’s *Zen for Film* extended this aesthetic revolution into the realm of cinema. Cage saw *Zen for Film*, like Rauschenberg’s *White Paintings* or his own *4’33”*, not so much as an individual work of art, but rather as a fundamental gesture of reorientation, an invitation to a vast, uncharted domain of aesthetic and conceptual inquiry. Sheldon Renan would succinctly register the implications of this reorientation in his 1966 essay for the “Expanded Cinema” issue of *Film Culture*. He describes his experience watching movies in the Blue Mouse, an aging movie theater in Portland, Oregon:

There is a slight stain across the screen in the Blue Mouse. And the pictures that play over it are scarred with a steady rain of scratches worn into the film. Age-cracks flash by like brittle lightning. Chemical deterioration turns moldy once gorgeous Technicolor. Crude splices make characters jerk, dialogue disappear. The framing slips and Kirk Douglas poses heroic in the sunset with his feet standing on his head. Critics do not go to the Blue Mouse. Critics assume that, unlike the performance of a play or the
dancing of a dance, a film is the same from seeing to seeing. Critics write of films as if each had a content fixed and immutable.  

In “The Work of Art in the Age of Its Mechanical Reproducibility,” Walter Benjamin contended that the inherent reproducibility of the cinematic medium voided any necessary relation to physical site, the traditional foundation of art’s unique “aura.” Yet Renan here explicitly contrasts his own heightened experience of the cinematic situation with this critical commonplace, describing the man in the Blue Mouse as being moved not by the movie alone, but by “the whole sensuous movie experience.” What the crumbling, dilapidated condition of the Blue Mouse foregrounds are those ordinarily invisible environmental factors through which the cinematic event is inevitably yet unconsciously governed. The perceptual reversal elicited within Paik’s *Zen for Film* has become a generalized condition of the cinematic experience as such.

For Renan, the Blue Mouse reveals that film “never exists purely by itself,” but is a function of “quite variable conditions”—a whole range of “affective elements” substantialized within a “total cinematic experience.” The cinematic screening is not conceptualized here as a mechanistic repetition, but rather as a specific, ephemeral iteration—a temporal event structured by the variability of its performative conditions. In language quite obviously indebted to Cage and Rauschenberg, he concludes, “No movie ever looks quite the same. No movie IS quite the same. A movie is a thing alive, and it slowly dies. In that vulnerability, of film’s materials and of our own awareness, is the richness of the movie experience.”

Renan may have been inspired by the surrealist Robert Desnos, who wrote in 1927, “There are cinemas where it’s irritating to watch even the most beautiful film, others where the atmosphere is seductive enough to make the silliest story bearable. Above all, cinema auditoriums must be afflicted with the same decay as the films they show.” More proximately, he had surely been provoked by Claes Oldenburg’s performance of *Moveyhouse* for the Expanded Cinema Festival at the Forty-First Street Theater in December 1965.

While film screenings in the festival’s small theater were rarely even half-full, Oldenburg’s performance was unusually crowded. For the concluding days of this month-long festival, Robert Rauschenberg and Robert Whitman joined Oldenburg in a triple bill of theatrical premieres, so it was understandable that many would take this opportunity to see what all the talk was about. But Oldenburg’s *Moveyhouse* was claustrophobic not simply because of the crowds, but also because the artist had prohibited anyone from sitting in the theater’s seats. Like spectators late to a sold-out feature, the audience for *Moveyhouse* were forced to crowd the aisles to see whatever they could see. It had been billed as a “sculpture in light, time and space, etc., using actual material.” This actual
material was, first and foremost, the theater itself. A single flashlight shone through the blades of a fan whose slow movement rhythmically punctured the light on its way across the room to faintly illuminate the screen. Absent a projected film image, light and screen did not melt away in the production of another, cinematic space, but remained resolutely here, in the space of the theater—obdurate, physical objects to be looked at rather than through.

Like the light of Paik’s projector, Oldenburg’s faintly flickering screen causes a reversal of perspective: rather than creating a window on another world, it simply illuminates the seats and the space of the theater itself. With such a change in perspective, Oldenburg here seems to want to invoke the nineteenth-century origins of cinema, in which the movement of the moving image was as startling and provocative as the questions it seemed to pose for the future of modern art. Moveyhouse recalls this earlier moment by displacing movement from the screen to the theater, estranging his spectators from their familiarity with the cinematic experience. In the seats where his spectators were specifically not allowed to sit, Oldenburg had placed a small audience of his own: exhibitionists, rather than voyeurs. Following index cards given out by uniformed ushers,
these individuals would smoke, take off their coats or put them back on, snore loudly, tear out clippings from a newspaper, change their seats, cause a commotion, and generally act like an audience not transfixed or captivated by the movie they had paid to see. They were an audience, in other words, that would not seem out of place in the Blue Mouse that Renan describes. Collectively, these individuals did not define a distinct theatrical space any more than the flashlight created a distinct cinematic space. For while the demarcation between the chairs and the aisles might seem to form a barrier analogous to that of the proscenium stage, Oldenburg’s actors were themselves oriented toward the blank screen. Moveyhouse thus invokes one of the great self-reflexive tropes from cinematic history—we watch an audience watching the movie, and so make a spectacle of a perception of spectacle that is ultimately our own.35

The purposeful dissolution of these boundaries between actor and audience, of the frame by which we understand the work of traditional theater, had emerged as central tenet of the Happenings—a mode of non-theatrical performance that, by the time of Moveyhouse, had become well known, if not well understood. Yet Moveyhouse was less an intervention against the theatrical stage than a particular staging of what might be called the theater of cinema. Echoing Renan, Oldenburg described how “sitting in a certified theater I find myself always watching what I am not supposed to; the peeling walls, the frayed rugs, the crossing and uncrossing legs of girls in the audience, etc. etc. and I see no reason for eliminating the power which place has over the audience.”36 In their admittedly perverse accounts of cinematic spectatorship, Oldenburg and Renan were remarkably close to what Roland Barthes would describe a decade later, in “Leaving the Movie Theater,” as a “perverse” mode of cinematic spectatorship: “ready to fetishize not just the image but precisely what exceeds it: the texture of the sound, the hall, the darkness, the obscure mass of the other bodies, the rays of light, entering the theater, leaving the hall.”37

Far from condemning this “perverse” model of spectatorship, Barthes presented it as a uniquely fluid and multifocal model of critical engagement. As was common in the film theory of the 1970s, Barthes described the captivating power of the cinema in terms of an imaginary identification—a process of interpellation that needed to be resisted through the imposition of a certain critical distance.38 But Barthes himself resisted the idea that this critical distance should be imposed solely through cognitive means, such that the ideal spectator would arrive at the cinema “armed with the discourse of counter-ideology.”39 Such a purely intellectual resistance to cinema’s fascinating power did not reveal the complexity of its inner workings so much as negate them entirely. As such, it had the paradoxical effect of leaving the unconscious, affective nature of this power wholly intact.
Rather than withholding one’s fascination with the image, Barthes proposed that one might allow oneself to be “hypnotized by a distance”—by all that “exceeds” the image within the total “cinematic situation.” This distance “is not critical (intellectual); it is, one might say, an amorous distance … a jouissance of discrétion.” Barthes asks that this last term be considered not only as “discretion” or “discernment,” but in terms of its etymological roots as “separation” or “disjunction.” Comparing this split attention to the liminal state of emerging from a movie theater, groggy and bedazzled, he speaks of “being fascinated twice over, by the image and its surroundings.”

Such a hybrid form of attention would refuse the absorptive singularity of the dream, but no longer in the name of a simple material or ideological “reality” beyond all dreaming. Rather, it would work to replace the strict opposition between reality and dream with the structural ambivalence of fantasy. The world of the cinematic projection thus “remains concomitant to the consciousness of reality (that of the place where I am)” and the double consciousness thus precipitated within the spectator becomes a kind of “dislocation.” Within this newly hybrid mode of attention, the traditional, monological relationship between spectator

Figure 1.10. Claes Oldenburg, notebook page for Moveyhouse performance, “This Ticket Admits Nothing,” 1965. Collection of Claes Oldenburg and Coosje van Bruggen.
and image would not be negated so much as “complicated” by a newfound attentiveness to the total cinematic situation.

It was precisely this “perverse” interest in the event of cinematic exhibition itself, as well as in the spectacle being exhibited, that would become central to the development of the expanded cinema in mid-1960s New York. Well before the early proponents of “apparatus theory” in the 1970s would locate the spectator in a consistent, coherent, and unified position vis-à-vis the cinematic spectacle, the artists and critics of expanded cinema had sought instead to emphasize the radical contingency of the cinematic screening, its essentially unstable, performative character, and the essential heterogeneity of its exhibitionary environment. For Renan, there could be no single overarching model of cinematic spectatorship because there was no single universalizable context of cinematic exhibition with which such a model would coincide. Where Walter Benjamin saw an infinitely identical, reproducible cinematic text overturning the place-bound aura of the work of art, Renan—under the influence of Cage—understood every instance of cinematic projection as a singular event, fundamentally conditioned by the malleable dynamics of its specific time and place.43

Oldenburg understood his Happenings as reconfigurations of very commonplace situations and experiences: “simply sitting and watching in an isolated way something that’s very familiar.”44 The utterly unremarkable practice of going to the movies constituted a prime target. Yet Oldenburg’s Moveyhouse, like Renan’s Blue Mouse, actually served to highlight the radical transformations then taking place within this familiar institution. Oldenburg stressed that it was only after he had seen the Forty-First Street Theater that he agreed to do a work for the festival. His description situates it at the intersection of public and private histories: it is “the room in the Wurlitzer building where the Wurlitzers used to promote the sales of their violins and things by giving recitals. My friend Rudy Wurlitzer can remember having a recital in there. That’s why its walls are all done up with scenes of Europe, pillars along the side, and all that kind of stuff gives it a certain identity … something like that late Paramount; there’s enough to look at, if you don’t want to look at the screen or the stage.”45

The baroque embellishments of the Forty-First Street Theater, a miniature version of Hollywood’s golden-age cinema palaces, provided a feast for the eyes independently of anything taking place on the screen. Its ornamentation provided it with “a certain identity” that gave Oldenburg “something to work with”—something that could not be reproduced in any “neutral” space.46 The theater’s name itself was part of this identity—not in its innocuous incarnation as the Forty-First Street Theater, but rather, as it was known to Oldenburg, as the “Wurlitzer auditorium.” The
Wurlitzer family's organs were an iconic feature of many golden-age theaters in the 1920s and 1930s, including both the Paramount that Oldenburg references and the Blue Mouse described by Renan. These theater organs, typically used to introduce the evening's entertainment, embodied the tradition of live theatrical performance that maintained a direct continuity with the live piano accompaniment and sound effects within the so-called silent cinema and, going back even further, with cinema's ancestry in nineteenth-century vaudeville stage and variety shows.

By the 1940s, the Wurlitzer organs had mostly vanished from the theaters, and with them, the links to this historical tradition. The opulent décor of these theaters was not so easily removed, and thus often persevered despite decades of neglect, as in the case of the Blue Mouse. The Wurlitzer auditorium indexed not only a generic past, but a specific moment within cinema's early cultural history that had become newly relevant in the 1960s: cinema's uncertain status as a modern art and its proper place vis-à-vis established paradigms of fine art and culture. Faux colonnades and trompe-l'oeil murals—high camp by the 1960s—recalled cinema's early anxiety over its working-class roots in the nickelodeon and the traveling peep show as well as the tension that the proponents of this characteristically American art form felt in measuring up against the established cultural patrimony of Europe.

But these theaters did more than point toward the past: they spoke to the massive transformations taking place in cinematic exhibition in the present. New York's Paramount—only a few blocks from the Wurlitzer auditorium, off Forty-Third Street, and with a lobby modeled after the Paris Opera House—closed three months after Moveyhouse was performed. At the very moment that the classical golden-age theater was experiencing a dramatic and irrevocable decline, the moving image was migrating to a heterogeneous range of new sites: from the grandiose new purpose-built Cinerama theaters to decaying, impoverished, working-class theaters like the Blue Mouse; from expansive twenty-five-hundred-car drive-in theaters in the suburbs to the intimately sized black-and-white television sets in the family living room. Last but not least, a range of new independent theaters—some converted from preexisting movie houses, others nothing more than a projector and some temporary seats—were dedicated to new forms of experimental and art cinema.

The Blue Mouse Renan describes was built in 1912, still in the industry's infancy. It was among the first theaters in the Pacific Northwest and had its heyday in the late 1910s and 1920s, when it premiered the first sound films in the region (introduced by its own Wurlitzer organ). By the 1930s, however, it was playing only second-run films. After the Blue Mouse was forced to relocate to a much poorer neighborhood, the organ was sold, and the theater became increasingly derelict, screening...
cartoons and serials on the weekends. Only the name and original signage remained of its noble origins. The Wurlitzer auditorium, while superficially resembling a golden-age theater, had actually begun its life as a musical recital hall before being converted into a stage for off-Broadway theater in the late 1950s. In December of 1965, at the conclusion of the Expanded Cinema Festival, it had become the latest venue for the quintessentially peripatetic Film-Makers’ Cinematheque.48 “All this moving around has got to stop,” festival producer John Brockman had declared of an organization that had held six separate locations over the last two years, “I took this job to bring some sanity to the experimental film world.”49 Just two years later, the Film-Makers’ Cinematheque would leave to circulate among several more temporary venues, while the Forty-First Street Theater would spend its final days as a porn theater, like so many others around Forty-Second Street.

The histories of both the Blue Mouse and the Wurlitzer auditorium highlight the degree to which these institutions are neither singular nor eternal, but constantly changing to accommodate new social functions. Just as “movie theater” is an abstraction that fails to account for the tremendous heterogeneity of screening sites across the twentieth century, “film” cannot be seen as a single thing from one era to the next. If critics did not visit the Blue Mouse, as Renan charged, it was because they felt obliged to ignore the idiosyncrasies of the theatrical context as extraneous to the film itself. Theaters like Blue Mouse and the Wurlitzer auditorium, by contrast, virtually insisted on their context. As such, they necessarily promoted the “diffuse” or “disjunctive” attention Barthes described.

Moveyhouse was not a work of film theory: it was impressionistic rather than didactic. Nevertheless, it conveyed a strong impression of the dynamic and unfixed character of cinematic exhibition: that cinema is not an eternal medium possessed of a singular essence, but a deeply historical form whose seven-decade trajectory had been one of almost constant transformation. On the one hand, there was the specificity of the cinematic situation in general—the particular bodily habitus promoted through its confluence of mechanical and architectural design. Within the cinematic screening, in contrast to spectators in a gallery or actors on a stage, the conjoined elements of projector, screen, and seated audience

**Figure 1.11.** Blue Mouse theater, Portland, Oregon, with original 1912 signboard, immediately prior to demolition, 1977.
were all “fixed” in place, and this fixity was understood to engender certain perceptual and psychological consequences for the spectator. As initially developed by Jean-Louis Baudry and Christian Metz in the early 1970s, the theory of the cinematic apparatus, or dispositif, conceptualized the cinematic situation as a deep structure analogous to the Quattrocento system of perspectival representation, to which any cinematic spectator would be invariably subjected. Yet Renan and Oldenburg point toward another, less considered path, which involves not the psychoanalysis or phenomenology of an ahistorical structure, but an archeology of the variability and transformation of heterogeneous sites of exhibition and the differing models of spectatorship they engender.

John Cage had long been instrumental in articulating that a work’s exhibitionary context constituted as significant an aspect of the work as anything internal to its material form. And Cage had attended Oldenburg’s Moveyhouse, alongside Robert Rauschenberg, Robert Whitman, Merce Cunningham, Robert Morris, Yvonne Rainer, Andy Warhol, and Marcel Duchamp—an audience that attests not only to the work’s perceived importance, but to the interdisciplinary milieu within which these ideas of art, film, and performance were being incubated. Yet Cage, for his part, was not enthralled so much as horrified. “It was a police situation,” he later remarked to Richard Kostelanetz, “it was politically bad—telling people not to sit down. I refused, so I sat down, and so did Duchamp.”

Duchamp, at seventy-eight, could certainly be excused for not wanting to stand for the length of the performance in a uncomfortably crowded aisle—he later apologized to Oldenburg for having to sit down—yet Cage felt something much larger was at stake.

Kostelanetz: Were you uncomfortable standing up?
Cage: No. I refuse to be told what to do.
Kostelanetz: When you go to a conventional concert, do you sit in the seat?
Cage: No one tells me that I can’t get up and walk around. They do give me a ticket for a seat, and if I use it, that’s my business.

Cage’s rejoinder is sincere and impassioned, yet seems profoundly odd—even petulant: “I refuse to be told what to do.” Is Cage’s difficulty with the prohibition itself or simply its explicit articulation? We do not normally think of the cinema as imposing uncomfortable restraints on our behavioral freedom any more than would a symphony concert, a dance performance, or an exhibition of paintings in a museum. In all these situations, the proper social conventions have become so natural and ingrained as to go unarticulated and unperceived. Yet it was precisely the unconscious disciplining of both art and its audience to which Cage
and Oldenburg wished to call attention. For while Cage may have protested Oldenburg’s measures, the strength of his objection illustrates the clarity of his understanding. As both artists knew, the black box of the cinematic theater was an institution guided, like any, by largely unwritten rules of behavioral conduct—rules that were aesthetically arbitrary and historically contingent. The necessity of taking one’s seat, remaining quiet, and focusing one’s attention on a single frame for an extended time within a darkened space was only a slightly more hyperbolic degree of control than that exhibited by the white cube of the museum or gallery space. Much as we might wish to touch the raised surface of a Pollock canvas, it would be quite rare to witness a patron insisting on this right as a result of having paid admission to the museum.52

Artists were increasingly coming to question the most basic paradigms of exhibition and spectatorship, and Cage himself had played a significant role in the inauguration of these inquiries. Since his infamous “silent piece” 4’33”, Cage had sought to probe the conventional framing of the aesthetic experience and its habitualized modes of encounter. The invisible structures of order and discipline involved in going to a cinema, an art gallery, or a theatrical performance ran headlong into the anarchistic impulses of a younger generation who had begun to experience this bodily regulation as metonymic for a more general field of disciplinary control. While this larger field of disciplinary regulation was difficult even to comprehend, let alone transform, the concrete spaces of the gallery and theater emerged as suitable proxies—battlegrounds where this more diffuse cultural critique might be given particular form and substance.53

Cage’s use of the term “police situation” may sound forced when describing the experience of Oldenburg’s Moveyhouse, but his phrase ironically points to an episode that would be pivotal in a more general disciplining of cinematic spectatorship in this period—a project that the expanded cinema in general, and Andy Warhol’s early work in particular, sought to contest. Linda Williams has described the early 1960s as ushering in an unprecedented disciplining of cinematic spectatorship through the adoption of new protocols of theatrical exhibition.54 For Williams, no film better concretized this transformation than the landmark thriller that captured the imagination of audiences around the world: Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho (1960).

Because this film that came to define a new cinematic era, the internal dynamics of Hitchcock’s Psycho have been subjected to nearly endless scrutiny by film historians and theorists. Less often considered—but of potentially equal importance—are the external dynamics of the work: to wit, Hitchcock’s unprecedented concern for, and control over, what Renan termed “the total cinematic situation.” As Stephen Rebello recounts in his book on the making of Psycho, a central part of Alfred Hitchcock’s public-
ity campaign included strict rules that theater doors be locked after the screening commenced—and included warnings to this effect throughout the local papers, which declared, “No one … but no one … will be admitted to the theatre after the start of each performance of Psycho.”

Hitchcock not only advised but also insisted that theatre owners follow his decree against admitting patrons once the picture began; finally he demanded the enforcing of his decree as a contractual prerequisite for any theatre exhibitor who booked the film … Ticket buyers were accustomed to casually dropping in and out in the days when movie houses opened at 10:00 am and double-features, short subjects, and previews of coming attractions ran continuously through late evening. Owners of several major theatre chains feared that patrons would rebel at being told when and how they could view a movie—even by the mighty Hitchcock. Some chains rumbled about boycotts. Hitchcock stood fast … Publicity kits included tips for hiring Pinkerton guards to enforce the admission policies. “This man of the law will not only handle lines and crowds admirably,” advised Hitchcock, “but can also help your cashier explain our policy when doors are closed.”

Cage’s “police situation” is here not only literally manifest, but contractually stipulated. The managing of the theater, the audience, and the screening procedures were all precisely delineated: “Close your house curtains over the screen after the end-titles of the picture, and keep the theatre dark for ½ minute,” Hitchcock demanded of the theaters that would exhibit his film. “During these 30 seconds of stygian blackness, the suspense of Psycho is indelibly engraved in the mind of the audience … Never, never, never will I permit Psycho to be followed immediately by a short subject or newsreel.” Latecoming spectators could dislocate the viewer—bringing her back to her physical body, located in a seat, among other viewers, in a physical space in which she is watching a film, rather than being wholly immersed in its world. Hitchcock insisted on nothing less than absolute autonomy for the “narrative space” of his cinematic creation and nothing less than absolutely immersive spectatorship from his audience.

One might reasonably object that this was a mere ruse for publicity, an echo of William Castle’s legendary B-movie antics of the 1950s for a mainstream audience. Yet Williams makes it clear that Hitchcock is only a particularly visible instance within a much more general promotion of spectatorial discipline. Well into the 1950s, she reminds us, it was common practice to view multiple shorts and features in a single theatrical outing, and audiences often arrived partway into a feature without suffering either the guilt or social opprobrium that would later emerge. Yet for the auteurs and cinephiles of the day, in the midst of their struggle...
to lift film from its lowly status among the rival arts, such informal, haphazard behavior could no longer be countenanced. Film would no longer be treated like a mere entertainment, a distraction to be picked up or left off as the spectator so desired. The seriousness of an art form was felt to be indissociable from the rigorous disciplining of its spectatorship. For cinema, this disciplining required the regulation of the spectatorial body within the theatrical space.

Williams’s essay concerns the changes generally taking place within the mainstream industrial cinema of the 1960s. But perhaps the most hyperbolic literalization of this paradigm would take place within the cinematic avant-garde. The architecture of Peter Kubelka’s theater for the Film-Makers’ Cinematheque might seem a caricature of this idea of spectatorial discipline if it had not been intended in all seriousness. This so-called Invisible Cinema effectively cordoned off each patron within her own individual cell, isolated from any visual, auditory, or physical distraction by neighboring audience members. Here, the unruly possibilities of a collective gathering are conspicuously neutralized in favor of a repetition of what was considered the ideal theatrical environment—the private screening.57

It was precisely this model of spectatorial discipline that Andy Warhol’s Sleep (1963) sought to upend. Warhol had an ambivalent relationship with Hollywood, and the feeling was decidedly mutual. Regardless of his burgeoning celebrity, not a single one of his Elvis paintings sold during his first Los Angeles exhibition in 1963, and what critical reviews he received were almost uniformly hostile. But Los Angeles being a movie town, there was real excitement when Warhol’s debut film premiered at the Cinema Theatre in late June of the following year. A crowd of five hundred eagerly purchased tickets for a film billed only as “something strange, unusual, daring, that lasted six hours.”58

“Six hours” was typical Hollywood exaggeration: Sleep ran only five hours and twenty-one minutes. Nor were films of such length entirely unprecedented. Erich von Stroheim’s Greed, both silent-era adaptations of Les Misérables, and Abel Gance’s Napoléon had all stretched over five hours. But these silent epics had gone to great lengths to ensure their audiences’ attention, using everything from intricate plot twists and risqué costumes to rudimentary special effects. And like any other evening performance of theater, music, or dance, they had featured regularly scheduled intermissions, in which audience members were permitted to leave their seats. Sleep dispensed with all of this. At a time when the new Technicolor process was being lauded for its advancements over earlier, more primitive forms of color, Warhol’s film lacked any color whatsoever. At a time when stereophonic and even four- and six-channel sound was being used to lure viewers away from the single-channel audio of the home television set, Warhol’s film lacked any sound whatsoever.

CHAPTER ONE
Stan Brakhage, the most important and critically lauded experimental filmmaker of the time, had also done away with sound, but the perceptual battery elicited by his signature rapid-fire editing and tightly structured formal compositions more than compensated for the loss. By contrast, Warhol’s early films were so utterly lacking in perceptual stimulus that many came to question whether he had removed the “motion” from the motion picture altogether. Moreover, there were no intermissions—just a continuous three-hundred-twenty-one-minute silent, black-and-white feature. At a time of exploding studio budgets, narrative exuberance, star-studded casts … anything that could lure an audience back to the theater—Warhol’s Sleep seemed determined to drive them away. The results of this intervention were far from benign. The theater manager, Mike Getz, described the opening in a letter to Jonas Mekas:

Amazing turnout. 500 people. Sleep started at 6:45 … People started to walk out at 7, some complaining. People getting more and more restless. Show finally changes to close-up of man’s head. Someone runs up to screen and shouts in sleeping man’s ear, “WAKE UP!!” Audience getting bitter, strained … Lobby full, one red-faced guy very agitated, says I have 30 seconds to give him his money back or he’ll run into theatre and start a “lynch riot.” “We’ll all come out here and lynch you, buddy!!” Nobody stopped him when 30 seconds were up; he ran back toward screen … thoughts of recent football riot in South America. People angry as hell, a mob on the verge of violence.59

Getz describes how he was forced to give out free passes, and how one woman later called to inform him that she had been forced to leave early, fearing imminent violence. Whence the incredible aggressiveness? The sense of “getting cheated” was clearly pervasive that evening, although the event seems to have generated an affective investment wholly out of proportion to the paltry ticket price. There was clearly some greater indignity that the Los Angeles audience felt it had been made to suffer, some more painful situation it had had to endure than the prosaic, commonplace affair of failing to be sufficiently entertained.

In both its minimal articulation and its radically expanded duration, Warhol’s Sleep could not but provoke comparisons with Cage’s historic first production, earlier that year, of Erik Satie’s eighteen-hour-long Vexations.60 In both works, an extreme reduction of incident, repeated over an extended duration, resulted in a phenomenologically charged perceptual situation. Minor variations struck with novel resonance; in the absence of variation, the viewer was thrown back on herself, on her own act of spectatorship. Within this temporal dialectic of stillness and movement, Warhol’s early “portrait films” fail to provide anything like the kind of direct and immediate encounter one might expect from their
literalism or lack of expressivity. Rather than simply presenting recorded reality, they present the reality of recording—the mediation and distance inherent in the cinematic situation.

Warhol’s negation of the most commonly elaborated practices of commercial cinema would come to be widely understood as a method of systematic reduction toward film’s *material* essence. The normally moving, transcendent camera is replaced by the fixity of the unblinking stare in order to call attention to the cinematic frame itself and its delimitation of the optical field. Malcolm Le Grice—a leading voice in the British “structuralist” appropriation of Warhol in the next decade—would characterize Warhol’s discovery as the creation of what he termed a “shallow” time. Within the rhetoric of modernist aesthetics, the illusionary deep space of perspective characteristic of European painting since the Renaissance had been progressively abandoned in favor of what Clement Greenberg called “the integrity of the picture plane.”61 Le Grice viewed Warhol’s presentation of this shallow time as an analogous effort to rid the medium of an unnecessary “illusionism” so as to permit “a credible relationship between the time of interior action and the physical experience of film as a material presentation.”62 In refusing the ubiquitous practice of montage, Warhol refused the construction of a cinematic time distinct and separate from the time of the spectator. This, in turn, was understood to enable a more direct consideration of the material stuff of film itself as a medium of artistic practice. Contrary to the absorptive qualities of Hollywood’s narrative time, Le Grice understood Warhol’s “direct” or unedited time to be anti-illusionistic, reflexive, and materialist.

Yet Warhol himself was no more invested in the strict modernist conception of medium-specificity than was Oldenburg or Paik. Perhaps even more shockingly, he didn’t seem to care whether or not his films were fully viewed. This is not to repeat the oft-heard premise that these films were merely “conceptual” and were not to be literally experienced in the theater as such. Rather, it is to claim the opposite: that the radical purchase of Warhol’s turn to film was as much a challenge to protocols of cinematic exhibition and spectatorship as it was the “innovation” he brought to formal composition and editing. These works, while taking place within the exhibitionary conditions of the movie theater, cannot be understood as “movies” in any conventional sense of the term, and this was the principal source of their power. These films were unrecognizable as such not simply to the average moviegoer, but also to the vast majority of new wave, experimental, or avant-garde filmmakers of the time. While such things were unconscionable to the aesthetically ambitious auteurs of the day, Warhol was apparently untroubled by viewers becoming distracted, talking, or even walking in and out of the theater during the screening of his films. And that is precisely what happened. Sympathetic audiences often lingered for a time, went into the lobby to “hang out,”
then went back into the theater after a time to continue the experience. Warhol did not object to any of this. In fact, Warhol described his early films as efforts “to help the audiences get more acquainted with themselves” and specifically characterized this familiarization as social rather than introspective: “Usually, when you go to the movies, you sit in a fantasy world, but when you see something that disturbs you, you get more involved with the people next to you.”

Warhol’s cinema did not bring new imagery or new themes into the language of cinema so much as it hijacked the institution of cinema, and the particular cultural space of the cinematic theater, for an entirely new form of aesthetic practice. *Sleep’s* radical duration, far from remaining a formal feature of the *work*, must rather be understood as a transformation of the theatrical *site*. Within a traditional theatrical screening, the film is understood to exist for our benefit. We always know that the film has concluded before we exit the theater and that there is nothing more to be seen. *Sleep* steadfastly inhibited this assimilatory conception of spectatorship, in which the visual field can be fully and definitively “taken in.” Like so many artists since the 1990s who have produced works of literally unwatchable durations (i.e., days or weeks), Warhol made the audience members who chose to leave *Sleep* fully conscious of their own decision to abandon the cinematic image in midstream. In so doing, Warhol subtly nodded to the artifice of the cinematic situation as well as to the spectatorial labor inevitably involved in the production of cinematic meaning.

Stripping the film of color, narrative, and montage can be understood as a way of stepping back from the teleological thrust of industrial practices—especially those of the 1950s, which, as we have seen, were increasingly devoted to the grandiosity of the immersive spectacle. Reversing the trajectory of increasing diegetic immersivity, in which the spectator was psychologically incorporated into the narrative world of the film, his practices would recall an earlier moment when the practices of cinematic exhibition and spectatorship were less specifically delimited. Asked once what movie era he most admired, Warhol did not choose either the glamorous Hollywood of the golden age or the silent masterpieces of the 1920s. Instead, rather precisely, he designated “the early 1910s”—the brief period immediately before D. W. Griffith’s phenomenal success installed a basic paradigm and template for the industrial narrative drama. Warhol’s earliest films—silent, colorless, focused on a specific tableau or incident—superficially resemble the *actualités* of the earliest days of cinema. But more important than this formal similarity was a certain dream of “early cinema” and a kind of liberation it seemed to offer. In gesturing toward a kind of primal scene of cinematic production, Warhol’s “early films” reminded his viewers of a moment before the formal conventions and societal expectations of the theatrical drama were so rigidly prescribed.
This preindustrial model of exhibition would come to be theorized as a “cinema of attractions” in the work of Tom Gunning and André Gaudreault in the mid-1980s and within an ever-expanding film historical literature since that time. The term was taken from the Soviet filmmaker and theorist Sergei Eisenstein, who had taken the exhibitionistic “attractions” of the fairground and circus as a model for his efforts to theorize a revolutionary cinema that would counter the individualist worldview he felt was perpetrated by Hollywood’s immersive, voyeuristic, character-driven narratives. Eisenstein had chosen the term “attraction”—popular in the late nineteenth century but then considered beneath the cultural aspirations of the day’s cinephiles—to signal his interest in plumbing the fantastic heterogeneity of late nineteenth-century exhibitionary models. For Gunning, as for Eisenstein before him, the term embodied a refusal of the progressive, developmental model of history, a “liberation” of these first practices “from the teleological approach that classed them as ‘primitive’ attempts at later forms” in order to recover a “different configuration of spectatorial involvement, an address that can . . . interact in complex and varied ways with other forms of involvement.”

Within this past, as Gunning and others have shown, film was more akin to the “open” spectacles of a fairground or carnival than to the enclosed illusion of the narrative drama that industrial practice would come to enforce. Far from the immersive spectacle to which contemporary cinematic audiences would become accustomed, what fascinated early audiences—first and foremost—was the very spectacle of projection. To take but a single example, early audiences in Japan were often seated perpendicular to the projector and the screen. That this particular preindustrial arrangement would be precisely reconstituted within Oldenburg’s Moveyhouse seems no mere coincidence. Artists who turned to the moving image over the course of the 1960s were generally invested in recovering these “different configurations of spectatorial involvement” within a prehistory of cinema that might serve as prologue to its future reinvention.

The formal aesthetics of early cinema were employed as an index of that cinema’s social and cultural situation—the idea of reinventing the space of the theater itself and the possibilities of audiovisual exhibition and spectatorship that could take place therein. It was not some specific practice that these artists wanted to recapture, but rather a basic sense of wonder—the liberating incoherence and heterogeneity of a time before the formal conventions and societal expectations of cinematic technology became so myopically delimited.

Taken together, Paik’s Zen for Film, Warhol’s Sleep, and Oldenburg’s Moveyhouse articulated a kind of “degree zero” of cinema—a desire to reinvent not merely the formal possibilities of the cinematic image, but the sediment of social conduct and expectation that maintained a larger conceptualization of “cinema” as such. Far from wanting to employ the
latest and most sophisticated technologies of the moving image, a whole range of artists who would come to be grouped under the rubric of expanded cinema sought to return to the early and precinematic technologies of the previous century. Shadow plays, lantern slides, and mutoscopes were combined with a willful primitivism of technique—the unmoving camera, the silent image, the single extended shot—that reframed cinematic exhibition less as a medium for narrative than as a performance in its own right. Dwight MacDonald well expressed the critical exasperation with what was then termed the “New American Cinema” when he quipped, “I’m still hoping for something Cinematic, whether New or American.” His frustration was both apt and telling. For while they were fascinated with the technology and culture of cinema, most of these artists were uninterested in the established codes of either mainstream or experimental cinema. Most were not, and did not desire to become, “filmmakers.”

One reason for this was cinema’s recent institutional legitimation. Beginning in Venice and Cannes, a postwar boom in international film festivals, together with an increasingly broad range of critical literature had begun to establish the idea of the “European art film” as a distinct and autonomous form of modern art. With the establishment of the New York Film Festival in 1963 at the prestigious Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts, this incremental development had been given a concrete and poignant specificity. Having only recently emerged from the shadow of European cultural patrimony, postwar American artists were, unsurprisingly, reluctant to turn their gaze again toward Europe. The critical consensus at the New York Film Festival—in thrall to the European cinema, and decidedly hostile to the experimental cinema of the New York underground—only exacerbated the division.

Against the backdrop of the New York World’s Fair on the one hand and the New York Film Festival on the other, a wide-ranging body of art practice and criticism would explore the new terrain of expanded cinema. During a particularly frenetic period in New York from 1964 to 1966, a fantastic range of artists from a variety of disciplinary traditions were involved: Andy Warhol, Stan VanDerBeek, Robert Whitman, Ken Dewey, Robert Breer, Nam June Paik, John Cage, Bruce Conner, USCO, Ken Jacobs, Tony Conrad, Paul Sharits, Yoko Ono, Takehisa Kosugi, Roberts Blossom, Elaine Summers, Trisha Brown, and Meredith Monk, among numerous others. Criticism quickly followed. Michael Kirby devoted an issue of the *Tulane Drama Review* to what he called “Film and the New Theatre.” Jonas Mekas and Jill Johnson penned numerous reviews in their columns for the *Village Voice*, and screenings and public discussions on the topic took place at the fourth New York Film Festival and at the “Projected Art” exhibition at Finch College in the winter of 1966. Only a few months later, George Macunias would help produce the special issue of *Film Culture* devoted to the topic, and Sheldon Renan would complete his pathbreaking...
Introduction to the American Underground Film, attempting to summarize what had recently transpired.

By 1967, the place of the moving image within late modern aesthetics had been radically thrown into question. Over the next decade, the moving image would not only grow in importance within contemporary art practice, it would become increasingly woven into the very nature of that practice. For writers such as John Gruen, Michael Kirby, Susan Sontag, and Sheldon Renan, Greenberg’s critical delineation of a certain kind of modernism—one grounded in fidelity to a rigidly delineated and compartmentalized understanding of the artistic medium—no longer seemed the most fertile ground for aesthetic and conceptual inquiry. Refusing a rhetoric of medium-specificity that sought to dictate in advance what was essential and inessential, proper and improper, the artists working in expanded cinema sought instead to reconceptualize both cinema and contemporary art practice by means of their mutual imbrication. Refusing the bureaucratization of aesthetic experience into traditional disciplinary regimes, as well as the progressivist teleology on which it was premised, the artists and critics of this “Combine Generation” sought new models of interdisciplinary juxtaposition, wherein the institutional traditions of music, dance, theater, and film would be consciously brought to bear on one another.  

Ken Dewey, whose own exploration of the performance situation had long been driven by an interest in issues of context and situation, perhaps captured the idea most succinctly in his statement for the Expanded Cinema Symposium in 1966—a statement with which both Oldenburg and VanDerBeek appeared to concur:

I think an easy way to understand what’s going on in Expanded Cinema, a kind of justification for it is this—Hollywood has created contexts in which its films can be seen … Loew’s Sheridan, any one of these palaces. This was to put you in a certain context when you see the film. Well, now, as we move into new areas, some … have been acutely aware of the problems of introducing their work into that kind of situation … the context becomes overwhelmingly important, particularly where the whole tone, the whole material and everything else—is changed. In the so-called Expanded Cinema, what is emerging is a consciousness of that context. And little by little, methods are developing for dealing with it, for altering it.  

Despite their formal diversity, these artists shared a common desire to understand, articulate, and ultimately reimagine the institutional situation of cinema—the literal and figurative “place” of the motion picture—within the increasingly interdisciplinary spaces of contemporary art. Departing from the conventions of the black box screening, artists were beginning to incorporate the moving image across a multiplicity of
exhibitionary sites: from prestigious music halls to abandoned television studios, from individual loft apartments to public churches, from auditorium lobbies to theatrical stages.

The works produced within these spaces were generally not “site-specific” in the way that term would later come to be understood. In the beginning, many locations were chosen simply out of necessity or convenience. But as it became increasingly commonplace to depart from the specific rules and conventions of the classical cinematic screening, there was a growing recognition that the very nature of a moving-image medium was irrevocably bound up with the particular conditions of its exhibition. As such, fundamental changes in the cinematic situation—not simply the physical architecture and mechanics of moving-image exhibition, but also the institutional and discursive context within which this exhibition was seen and understood—would necessitate a fundamental reconceptualization of the cinematic experience.

At the very historical moment in which cinema’s specificity and autonomy as a modern art had finally been unambiguously legitimated, the expanded cinema sought to throw everything back into question. Not content to restrict cinema to an autonomous and isolated purity, these artists sought to harness and exploit cinema’s historical and conceptual multiplicity in order to intervene within a diverse new range of situations and contexts. Unconcerned with the elevation of cinema to the level of a fine art, they sought instead to ask how the idea of cinema might function to subvert established codes of exhibition and spectatorship within the established arts more generally, thus precipitating a more fundamental transformation in the spaces and possibilities of “post-cinematic” art as such.
2: LEAVING THE MOVIE THEATER
I was not, in my youth, particularly affected by cinema’s “Europeans” . . . perhaps because I, early on, developed an aversion to Surrealism—finding it an altogether inadequate (highly symbolic) envisionment of dreaming. What did rivet my attention (and must be particularly distinguished) was Jean-Isidore Isou’s Treatise: as a creative polemic it has no peer in the history of cinema.

STAN BRAKHAGE
Isou’s *Treatise* (1950) on Disjunctive Cinema

Though long neglected within both art and film history, the Parisian Lettrists must be considered the first theorists of the postwar expanded cinema. The cinematic manifestos of Isidore Isou (born Ioan-Isidor Goldstein) and Maurice Lemaître (born Moïse Maurice Bismuth) announced the postwar rehabilitation of the Dada legacy as distinct from the watered-down surrealism into which it had descended. Their works were not films in any traditional sense so much as self-conscious manifestos in film toward what was being called simply *une cinéma d’ailleurs*.

These provocative early interventions posed questions regarding the nature and specificity of cinema, its institutions, and modes of spectatorial address that laid the aesthetic and conceptual foundations for the development of expanded cinema and intermedia performance in the years to come. Yet because these works self-consciously departed from aesthetic conventions then understood as “specific” to the cinematic medium, they were systematically neglected within official histories of midcentury art and film—even those exclusively concerned with the postwar avant-garde film. Nevertheless, the influence of Lettrist cinema was both specific and direct. Stan Brakhage—doubtless the most significant figure in the emergence of the New American Cinema of the 1960s—attended the first screening of Isou’s *Traité de Bave et d’Éternité* in San Francisco in 1953 and was profoundly affected by the event, describing it not only as a seminal moment for the development of his own aesthetic, but as a work he would regularly screen and analyze in his classes on experimental film history and practice over the next four decades.

In her extended study of Clement Greenberg, Caroline Jones has detailed the extent to which midcentury aesthetics were dominated by a rhetoric of isolated and purified opticality. A parallel, subterranean current would counter this ascendant visuality with the complexities of aurality. Simultaneously in France and America, in the development of Musique Concrete and in the work of John Cage, the 1950s began with a renewed interest in the possibilities of sound and its disjunctive relationship to both visual and spatial experience. It was this idea of a disjunctive or disunitary assemblage—in which sensory experiences are placed in open conflict, rather than synesthetic coherence—that best serves to
characterize the cinematic manifestos of the Parisian Lettrists. Despite their name, the Lettrists’ interest in language was neither an indication of its absolute value nor a straightforward denigration of the visual, but simply a recognition of the weak and haphazard development of what we would now term cinema’s ‘‘intertextual’’ possibilities. Their audiovisual manifestos—some of the first ‘‘film essays’’ that deserve the title—sought to introduce a disjunctive textuality to the tightly integrated synthesis of industrial cinema. And they did so by bringing these ideas to the heart of the international cinema community in 1951 by means of a legendary provocation of the International Film Festival at Cannes.

We should recall that the Cannes festival, while initiated before World War II, had taken place only three times prior to 1951. While the festival was obviously a marker of prestige and renown for the directors in competition, it was just as much a place to debate and institutionalize the appropriate aesthetic trajectory for the growing consensus around the idea of cinema as a modern art. The two most popular and successful films that year, Vittorio De Sica’s Miracle in Milan and Joseph Mankiewicz’s All About Eve, were polar opposites in terms of form. All About Eve represented the height of the polished American studio picture, while Miracle in Milan deployed the gritty, naturalistic aesthetic of Italian neorealism. By screening these two films, the jury at Cannes probably thought itself quite catholic in its taste, not insisting on a particular formal program but able to celebrate heterogeneous forms and traditions within its conception of film art.

It was into this atmosphere of cultured sophistication that the young Jewish Romanian expatriate Isou brought a half-completed, rather incongruously titled work, Traité de Bave et d’Éternité (hereafter, Treatise), that entirely confounded this emphasis on cinematic realism. Filled with an audacity and egotism rare even for a twenty-five-year-old, this self-proclaimed revolutionary went door to door, harassing the administrators of the festival until they agreed to grant him a small, peripheral exhibition. It would be a considerable understatement to say that the jury did not like what they saw. Almost immediately, the room was filled with boos and hisses, and after the first section was completed and the screen went completely blank, the audience became apoplectic and the screening was unable to continue. Isou took their disdain as a badge of honor—and as copy for his future posters. He also took comfort in the fact that the one member of the jury aligned with the avant-garde, the seminal surrealist Jean Cocteau, bestowed on him a hastily concocted Prix de spectateurs d’avant-garde so that he would not go away empty-handed.

Although young, Isou was not unknown to the Parisian artistic milieu. Quitting Romania and traveling to post-Libération Paris at twenty years of age, Isou had quickly built a reputation for himself as a language poet
in the tradition of his fellow countryman Tristan Tzara, the cofounder of Dada’s legendary Cabaret Voltaire. Penning manifestos on everything from political economy and history to aesthetics and erotics, he created a small circle of devoted followers for himself and his self-proclaimed movement, Lettrisme. Isou had come to Paris with impeccable revolutionary credentials, having been the leader of a youth organization in Romania devoted to the Communist Party. Yet his youthful dedication to the party had soured, and upon arriving in Paris, he vocally distanced himself from the French Communist Party. Rather, Isou had become convinced of the rising power and importance of youth culture for the future transformation of society, and this idea would remain a defining feature of the Lettrist and, later, the Situationist program. The roots of Situationism date from this first screening of Treatise at Cannes, where a young philosophy student by the name of Guy-Ernest Debord had been impressed by Isou’s ideas on social and political transformation and had taken up with the group upon their return to Paris.

Isou had laid out the basic tenets of his aesthetic in his 1947 volume Introduction to a New Poetry and a New Music. Much of this early manifesto rests on a fundamental distinction between two successive phases in the development of the artistic medium. The phase amplique—the “amplifying” or “growth” phase of a medium—comes at the beginning, as the basic formal conventions and vocabularies are elaborated, and gives expressive form to various thematic concerns. The phase ciselante—the “chiseling” or “deconstructive” phase—occurs when exhaustion with the terms of this “expressivity” has set in and routine and formal stagnation are judged to have taken over. At this point, an advanced art practice ceases to employ the medium as a means to represent external subjects and themes, and instead takes up the very conventions and vocabularies of the medium itself as its subject.

In the abstract, Isou’s theory seemed little more than an idiosyncratic articulation of some of the broader principles of aesthetic modernism. But his programmatic articulation of these principles to the field of film and cinematic culture would prove a revolutionary spark, establishing an avant-garde cinema in Paris practically ex nihilo and intuiting a range of formal and conceptual issues that would prove central to experimental film and media artists for decades to come. Isou’s first contention was that cinema, precisely because it was already being considered, seen, and discussed in the ciné-clubs of Paris as an art, had already reached its first death. A superficial level of quality could be maintained simply through the mining of past innovations and the reshuffling of various forms and themes, but it was precisely the ease of such formulae that heralded the close of a certain era of wide-open possibility.

Describing Isou’s motivation in a rare American review, Guy Coté
wrote, “The motion picture had, until this new movement appeared, been the only valid art form on which a concentrated destructive attack had not been launched within the last hundred years … Pour un cinéma ailleurs! is today the message of St. Germain-des-Prés.” Lettrist films were indeed an attack and a provocation, but they have too often been understood as purely anarchic negations without structure or meaning. Deliberately enraging their audiences in a jejune allegory of political revolution, their message was: “As I rebel against cinematic decorum, so you should rebel against the decorum of an unjust society!” Hence the countless, and mainly apocryphal, stories of rioting audiences, police arriving with fire hoses, and the like. As Greil Marcus and others have noted, these “events” were almost all exaggerated—if not concocted—for the sake of publicity. The Lettrist cinema is best understood not as empty provocation, but as a series of complex constructions: admixtures of proposition and cancellation, recombinations of appropriated audiovisual material into new assemblages for thought and experience.

Isou had a profound respect for the history of cinema and its historical evolution. Unlike many future practitioners of experimental film and video, he clearly saw himself as the descendant of a half century of aesthetic development within the moving image. For Isou, this development had become stalled by the very success of the studio system. It had reached such a peak of technical competence—it had so mastered the seamless conjunction of cinematography, acting, dialogue, and sound—that the creation of perfectly autonomous cinematic worlds took place automatically, by rote. While he did not put it in these terms, Isou seemed to evoke the Wagnerian Gesamtkunstwerk, or “total work of art,” in his condemnation, arguing that individual elements in the film, such as the soundtrack, were inevitably subordinated and thus invisible in the course of their synthesis. In his view, both studios and audiences had become resigned to this model of immersivity, whether in the sophisticated manner of a Bresson or Wyler or in the tawdry antics of the Cinerama or the 3D cinema. The art of cinema thus no longer questioned its basic structures of representation.

Against this synthetic vision, Isou argued for the independence of multiple textual or discursive levels that could move in and out of synthesis, generating a multiplicity or disruption within the heart of the work itself. Rejecting the realist aesthetics of André Bazin then dominant within film criticism, Isou’s cinéma discrepant harked back to the proposals of Dziga Vertov and works like his Enthusiasm, or the Symphony of the Dombas (1930). The Latin verb discrepare (from crepare, “to make noise,” and dis, “to split off”) connoted not only the idea of atonality, but also the purposeful disjunction of different modalities. Reversing the traditional privileging of image over text, this disjunctive cinema would incorporate
long passages of spoken literary and philosophical text into the space of the theatrical presentation, allowing cinematic spectators to become readers and listeners in addition to viewers. By deliberately unlinking the sound from the picture, Isou sought to create a textual level that could float free of the narrative cinema’s diegetic world. Autonomous, yet constantly creating new kinds of association through its interaction with the image, this new textual level would transform the synthetic coherence of the immersive narrative film into an audiovisual constellation composed of multiple and divergent modalities of experience.

While Isou’s principal written treatise would be articulated the next year in his book *Aesthetics of Cinema*, his first, and arguably most powerful, articulation of these ideas was presented through the very medium they set out to critique. Audiences for *Treatise* in 1951 were right to question whether what they were seeing was even a film—it certainly bore no relationship to any known work, past or present. Even though Stan Brakhage described it as “one of the most powerful films I’ve ever seen,” he tellingly added, “I am not sure it is a work of art so much as it is a powerful film essay.”

*Treatise* begins neither with language nor with image, but with sounds—an endlessly repeating, incomprehensible yet distinctly human chant. The darkness of the theater and the anticipation of the opening image obliges us to attend to the specificities of these sounds even more acutely than in a concert hall. Because we are unable to translate these sounds into language and hence signification, they obdurately remain sound, human sound—curiously physical and substantial for all its immateriality. For almost four minutes, we are left in the dark with this looped, two-second repetition. Absent any other stimuli, this chant acquires a mesmerizing rhythm and sonority. Thus anchored in our memory, this hybrid human-mechanical force seems to persist behind the imagery that follows, a kind of motor powering the film’s forward movement.

The film’s opening sequence shows a poster announcing Charlie Chaplin in “L’opinion Générale” (presumably a play on *L’opinion Publique*, originally *A Woman of Paris*, 1923). As the protagonist Daniel—played by Isou, but voiced by Albert LeGros—leaves the theater and his eyes strain against the midday sun, a voice-over tells us that Daniel feels as if his head has been used as a drinking vessel by savages. We are told that “the characters and setting of this story are—of course—imaginary,” yet Daniel is clearly Isou, even if he is not voiced by Isou, and the lecture on film aesthetics we hear is quite evidently a lecture from Isou, even though the lips of the character on-screen never mouth a single word. This textual splitting and overlap—of actor and director, of fictional character and flesh-and-blood person, and of non-diegetic and quasi-diegetic monologue—is an element Godard would employ throughout the next decade.
Isou’s complex narrator heralds for cinema what has by now become practically an axiom of modern art—that the world is already bloated with images and can suffer no more. True aesthetic innovation can come only from reworking and transforming preexisting imagery, ripping it from its original context and feeding it into new circuits of analogy. “The creators of old had an empty space in front of them in which they could move,” the narrator would later state, “but we, the Epigones, the late-comers, all we have to work with for material are historical memories.” Throughout the lecture, ostensibly given in a film screening and repeatedly interrupted by various boos, catcalls, and ridicule, we are given impossibly “blank” shots of Daniel wandering the streets of Paris. Like the kind of “stalled action” Gilles Deleuze described as the postwar “crisis of the movement-image,”10 Daniel is presented in perpetual motion, seen from constantly changing perspectives. Yet all this movement, of the character and of the camera, is emphatically superfluous, for neither can be understood as purposeful or directive. Rather, both are self-consciously futile and incoherent—as disjunctive as the endlessly repetitive chants we hear. Their movement is not the movement of a diegetic narrative being developed so much as the barren, incidental movement of the film
as it runs through the projector gate. Serving to mark the mere passing of
time, they afford us no information through which we could “enter” the
story. To the contrary, they are designed to keep us, like Daniel, outside
the space of the cinema proper.

In his public defense of Isou after the debacle at Cannes, Cocteau con-
tended that what the audience could not see was the very absence Isou
had intended to show. His own Orpheus had begun on a strikingly similar
note, with an image of the journal Nudism containing nothing but blank
pages. “This is ridiculous,” says Orpheus, and the head of the Poets’ Café
responds, “Less ridiculous than if those pages were covered with ridicu-
lous texts.” By forcing his audience to attend to these prosaic images—
not without beauty so much as without coherence or purpose—Isou
forces us to privilege the spoken text and the sounds we hear. He allows
the sound—the younger and less developed of the sound/image pair—to
become unchained from the image. For since the origin of the sound film,
sound has principally served narrative continuity by smoothing over the
juxtaposition of images. It was precisely the natural ease of this unifica-
tion Isou sought to contest.

Against this ubiquitous unity of sound and image, with the sound al-
ways in thrall to the image, the narrator contends that “to conquer, one
must divide,” and goes on to offer a range of suggestive ways of concep-
tualizing this new endeavor. The text should not simply remain “internal
and necessary to the image” but occasionally “come from completely
outside, from beyond, a kind of prophecy.” This sound would function
as an extra dimension to the image, “as a surplus, unconnected with the
organism.” Finally, he contends that “words, through their shadings and
definitions” can be strategically employed to “reveal the limitations of
the image.”

The disjunction of word and image was actually an early feature of
cinema, but was chiefly understood as a mere technological limitation.
Because the earliest cinematographs did not have the ability to record
sound alongside their images, cinema was felt to be at a competitive dis-
advantage to theater. Using title cards to indicate those key moments of
dialogue that could not be adequately expressed through pantomime, the
“silent” cinema unintentionally offered a hybrid experience in which au-
diences were forced to shift from viewers of images to readers of text and
back again. One way around this dilemma was to have a live announcer—
such as the Japanese benshi—describe the unfolding of the narrative and
the dialogue for the audience as the images flickered on the screen.11
Together with the live music that was almost always a feature of “silent”
films, these announcers added another dimension of hybridity to what
was more of a “mixed-media practice” than what the industrial cinema
would become.
Charles Musser has even argued that one of the oldest precursors of the cinema was made up of just such a hybrid conjunction of voice, text, and image. In his 1646 treatise *Ars Magna*, the Jesuit polymath Athanasius Kircher had already established a multiple-screen projection device through which fictional and nonfictional works would be shown to spectators in a darkened room. A separate narration of these images would have constituted yet another textual element, necessitating that spectators, already in the seventeenth century, comprehend a range of perceptual information simultaneously conveyed not only through multiple signs, but through multiple orders of signification.

Musser does not describe these early practices as pre- or proto-cinematic—awkward moments before cinema could realize its full potential within the classical narrative form. Rather, he views the classical narrative cinema itself as but a single moment in a much larger and more diverse history of “screen practices.” For once we begin to consider the diversity of early cinema, on the one hand, and the radical transformations of contemporary televisual practice on the other, the specific norms of the production and exhibition of the “classical cinema” appear less like a teleological end point in the development of the medium, and more like an idiosyncratic moment within a larger, continuously changing history of multimodal screen practices.

In *Treatise*, the narrator states, “if what I produce can be called ‘cinema,’ then I deserve no merit, for it already exists. We must find out how the cinema can go beyond itself. It’s not only a matter of bringing something new into the cinema, but to open up a new road for the cinema as such.” If Isou would subordinate the image to a complex and multivalent textuality, he would also transform the image through a vast range of formal innovations. In the second section of the film, Isou begins to incorporate a range of “found footage” that seems to diverge, quite inexplicably, from the love story he begins to tell, even as the romantic narrative seems increasingly to be diverging from itself. While framed by the encounter of a man and a woman at a bar and the complicated series of liaisons that transpire between them, it branches off for long periods to discuss filmmaking, religion, politics, and the narrator’s childhood memories. The images often seem like they might correspond to the text, but only as illustrations, never as the basis for an immersive cinematic identification. More spectacularly, images soon begin to appear upside down and backward, creating a dizzying vertigo as the camera moves up and down the mast of a fishing boat bobbing on the sea. But most significantly, the second part of the film reveals drawing, painting, and scratching into the very surface of the celluloid emulsion, a kind of cinematographic graffiti that feels quite unlike anything ever before in the history of painting or cinema. These marks, which shudder and vibrate, instantly bring a flatness to the three-dimensional depth of the cinematic image, seeming to
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take place both in and on the image. They immediately counteract the persistence of vision by which cinematic technology operates, calling our attention to these moments as constructions made from a series of individual still images—bringing us back to the photogrammatic basis of the cinematographic movement.

If Isou’s intervention seems more like graffiti than drawing, it is because his marks do not produce new and complete images so much as they deface or counteract the preexisting imagery. In a brief but poignant scene clearly inflected by Isou’s early commitment to, but subsequent disillusionment with, the Hungarian Communist Party, the narrator recounts an adolescent’s coming-of-age struggle with religion and politics. We see an image of three men working at a tooling machine. It has the absolutely generic, prototypical visual construction that has come to signify “worker” in all its class-based anonymity. We hear, “politics, perhaps because it lives upon a singular doctrine, always rehashes the same formulations as if it took men for new-born babies.” As if to underline the violent reduction Isou finds in the image, he has painted over the men’s faces individually and connected them with a single flickering strand. “Do I become bored more quickly than others?” we hear, as we see a brief image of students walking to school. But the scene quickly shifts to a Jewish temple, where we can barely make out an individual concealed by a dark metal gate. “When I was a kid, each night I’d invent a new prayer. I always wanted other prayers. Truths repeated too often cease to amuse me.” Over the darkness of the gate, Isou has scrawled a brilliantly white Star of David. Because Isou has drawn the star differently in each frame, but has kept the form and placement similar, the effect is that of a hauntingly transitory yet bright and powerful icon, shimmering with an adolescent energy born of anger, frustration, and longing. The star frames the figure alternately like a halo or like a prison cage.

The voice continues, “And a truth that has stopped amusing me is a lie, because it has exhausted the warmth that made it new,” while we now witness a French political ceremony with Bảo Đại, the last emperor of Vietnam, probably just after his abdication in favor of Hồ Chí Minh. With the country teetering between French control, Japanese control, and independence, between empire, Communist republic, and puppet regime,
the superficial dignity of such a ceremony must have seemed the very embodiment of political sophistry to Isou. Now in black, rather than white, Isou scribbles over the faces of the principal actors, leaving us to see only the universal form of the pageantry involved and the faces of the young children being made to stand at attention. Isou bookends his experience of religious intimacy and exclusion with the kinds of rehashed political spectacles produced for men taken “as new-born babies.” He does not film his own story, but uses images already in circulation within the wider visual culture, surgically intervening in their operation at specific moments, for specific purposes. His “writing” over the image serves to conceal, distort, accent, or focus our attention, and in so doing, provides a model for an artistic practice based on intervention into a preexisting image repertoire, utilizing the affective charge from recognizable imagery as the basis for a creative and critical practice.

The third section of the film, and perhaps the most incongruous, would bequeath an entirely different legacy to the emergence of the moving image in the art of the 1960s and 1970s: the documentation of performance. The Lettrists were then known, first and foremost, for a model of performance that reached back past the surrealists, still dominant in the Parisian aesthetic milieu, to the Dadaist poetics of Tristan Tzara and Richard Huelsenbeck. Like the artists Susan Sontag would describe in her essay “Against Interpretation” a decade later, the Lettrist poets sought to evacuate signification from their work in order to invent an aesthetics of pure sound. Following in the footsteps of Antonin Artaud, Lettrist poetics was grounded on the idea that art had become too tame and civilized, and that what was most urgently needed was to fashion the brute cry of the animal underlying man’s refined exterior. In practice, this meant that while Lettrist poems could be given a kind of notation, they principally existed only for the duration of their performance. Rather than crafting his own vision, Isou effectively dedicated the final section of his film to a collective
documentation of these sound performances. Each of the performers is announced in turn, shown standing against a blank wall, while a scrawl of paint crosses over them, symbolically cancelling their image while insisting on the materiality of the celluloid medium. As each poem begins, the screen goes black, while this material trace remains—its brilliant, chaotic variations marking a pure flow of time, coextensive yet distinct from the poetic noises to which we attend.

Near the film’s conclusion, we are presented with a portrait of Daniel that effectively summarizes multiple dimensions of the work. Rather than a properly cinematic image, it is merely a repeated still frame: an unmoving moving image. And this very immobility is framed both inside and outside of the image. Outside, we hear the narrator’s voice, continuing to speak. This narrator—who is and is not Daniel, just as Daniel is and is not Isou—highlights the lack of connection between sound and image, subject and voice. Within the frame, a disjunction between the forward march of time and the paradoxical stillness of this image is articulated by the continuous undulations of three thin lines. On either side of Daniel’s face, a trail of paint rests above the photographic surface, while in the center, a furrow trawled into the emulsion cuts directly across. While these lines appear formally similar, we innately grasp their distinct materiality.
Leaving the Movie Theater

Raised simultaneously above and below the surface of the film, we are here granted a dimensionality wholly at odds with the “realistic” depth of the photographic image. Still and moving, material surface and photographic depth, Daniel is narratively presented in a moment of indecision and radical questioning, just as the spectator is presented with a radically unresolved and irresolvable portrait of the artist.

While generally despised by those few who saw it in Paris, Treatise would not remain an isolated work. Maurice Lemaître, Isou’s disciple and collaborator, had already begun the process of expanding on the ideas in Treatise before the final version of the work had even been exhibited. This second Lettrist work, together with its accompanying theorization, would attempt to move beyond “film” entirely, and in so doing would provide the aesthetic and conceptual foundation for the heterogeneous practice of expanded cinema that would emerge over the next two decades.¹⁶

The Cinematic Situation: Has the Film Begun? (1951)

Lemaître’s work of 1951, Le film est Déjà Commencé? (Has the Film Begun?), confronts its viewer with pyrotechnics of formalism. As Isou does in Treatise, Lemaître here paints, scratches, and draws over the surface of the film emulsion in ways that seem sometimes connected with the underlying photographic images and sometimes completely independent of them. Additionally, abstract and representational imagery has been multiply superimposed. Splashes of color have been selectively added to the black-and-white footage. Images are regularly under- or overexposed. They are wildly misregistered, reversed or upside down, deliberately scarred by light leaks, dust and debris, and holes punched through the surface of the celluloid. The film has been soaked in soapy water so that the gelatin structure of its base has begun to run and reticulate, disintegrating before our eyes. Old scraps of film taken from a processing laboratory, pieces of film leader, and unprocessed negative film have all been intercut into the work. There are sections that produce a stroboscopic or “flicker” effect through the alternation of pure black and white with pure color frames. Words, numbers, and other kinds of symbols are presented for such short durations that they strain the viewer’s cognitive abilities. Finally, elements of text are split and recombined to create novel syntactic connections. During an audible discussion of Griffith’s Intolerance, for instance, “IN TO LER” appears on the screen as if to suggest the emergence of a cinematic grammar on the model of a musical scale.¹⁷

The spectacular audacity of what Lemaître terms his “image-track” is worthy of a much more detailed investigation than I can provide here, prefiguring as it does much of the formal development of the “materialist” film practices of the later 1960s and 1970s. But it is important not to allow the formal experimentation within the film itself to distract us from
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Figure 2.7. Maurice Lemaître, *Le Film est Déjà Commencé?*, 1951. Film stills.
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Lemaître’s more encompassing investigation into the event of cinema outside of it. For if Isou’s cinematic Treatise exemplified the overt concern with textuality typically understood to characterize the Lettrist enterprise as such, Lemaître’s Has the Film Begun? moves beyond this textual model toward what can only be described as a kind of cinematic “situationism” avant la lettre.

Lemaître was adamant that his work not be described as a “film,” but rather as “un séance du cinéma.” He insists on juxtaposing séance with cinéma, stressing the difference between the two expressions rather than their complementarity. In so doing, he highlights something of the subterranean linguistic properties concealed within this commonplace term. In English, we speak of a film screening, or a film exhibition—spectacles that are produced for, and directed toward, an observing audience. Yet the French term séance is most commonly used to denote assemblies or meetings—activities in which a public is constituted and a variety of interactions take place. It is a term that carries with it the strong democratic connotations of the French Revolution. One speaks of the right of séance. Bridging these different meanings, one might describe the séance as a period of time consecrated to an activity during which the rules and conventions adopted by the assembled group are dictated by that activity. It is a delimited and demarcated space and time for a particular mode of being, a particular habitus, in Pierre Bourdieu’s sense of the term. For Lemaître, thinking of his production in terms of a séance du cinéma is meant to underline a radically new emphasis on the idea of film as event. Rather than a material object, each film is a performance that occupies a particular place over a particular time. Lemaître wants to focus our attention on this expanded cinematic situation, this performative, exhibitionary frame.

The question of framing permeates every aspect of Lemaître’s creation, and it confronts us even before we attempt to describe Lemaître’s work. This work, itself titled in the interrogative, disperses even as we attempt to fix it in time and space. Has the Film Begun? was not simply the name of a film, but also of a film-performance, a score for this performance, and a lengthy treatise on the theory and aesthetics of Lemaître’s ideas of film-performance in general with which the score for this individual performance concludes. Within this theoretical treatise, he describes his principal contribution as the delineation of four independent areas for experimental research in the domain of the film-performance: sound, image, projection screen, and projection environment. Each of the four is to be considered an independent site for inquiry, as well as in terms of its necessary and ongoing relationship to the other three.

What Lemaître seems to have understood from Isou is that the attack on the image—the act of chiseling inscriptions by hand into the smooth surface of the photomechanical reproduction—was not simply
a transformation of film’s material surface but rather a transformation of the spectator’s whole manner of relating to the film-as-event. If the film was both physically and metaphorically “chiseled,” then the audience would no longer observe a putatively transparent depiction, but rather the exhibition of an audiovisual assemblage. By scratching the surface of cinema’s metaphorical window, Isou was activating the larger institutional space of the cinematic encounter and the various spectatorial conventions heretofore taken for granted. If the screen was no longer simply a window, but also a canvas on which to draw, then it followed naturally for Lemaître that neither the physical surface of the projection screen nor any of the accepted conventions of the cinematic environment could be considered “transparent,” but must instead be considered by the artist as active, fundamental elements in the construction of the total audiovisual environment. Within his score, we find not only the disjunctive organization of sound and image familiar from Isou, but an additional
third column devoted to the environmental situation exterior to the filmic text, making clear that the chamber within which the film is being screened is not a nullity or empty void (whether dark or lit), but rather an active component of the work’s disjunctive orchestration.

For Lemaître, the total environment he designated with the term “Syn-Cinéma” was not a coherent synthesis of diverse media elements in the mode of the historical Gesamtkunstwerk, but one entirely opposed to its audiovisual spectacle of seamless coherence. In fact, Lemaître’s attention to the physical space of cinematic exhibition could be understood to reverse the convention of the theatrical “black box” through which Wagner had integrated the spectacle of the “total work of art.” While technologies of the projected image from Kircher to Edison had necessitated a darkened space in which the faint light of the projection might be screened, the traditional theater was obviously under no such compulsion. Friedrich Kittler describes the 1876 opening of Wagner’s theater in Bayreuth:
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Wagner did what no dramaturg before him had dared to do (simply because certain spectators insisted on the feudal privilege of being as visible as the actors themselves): during opening night, he began *The Ring of the Nibelung* in total darkness, before gradually turning on the (as yet novel) gaslights. Not even the presence of an emperor, Wilhelm I, prevented Wagner from reducing his audience to an invisible mass sociology and the bodies of actors (such as the Rhine maidens) to visual hallucinations or afterimages against the background of darkness. The cut separating theatre arts from media technologies could not be delineated more precisely. Which is why all movie theatres, at the beginning of their screenings, reproduce Wagner’s cosmic sunrise emerging from primordial darkness. A 1913 movie theatre in Mannheim, as we know from the first sociology of cinema, used the slogan, “Come in, our movie theatre is the darkest in the whole city!”

Lemaître’s conception of the film séance within the SynCinéma can be understood as the first explicit attempt to theorize the nascent domain of expanded cinema in which the traditional delineation of film and performance is consciously undermined for the sake of an aesthetic and conceptual interrogation of film-as-event. According to Lemaître, the SynCinéma simultaneously undertakes two actions in a kind of pincer movement: it drags us out from the putative transparency of the screen-as-window metaphor toward the real social and material space of screening, while simultaneously theatricalizing this real social and material space as an event. Not unlike the title cards Bruce Conner would strategically deploy throughout *A Movie* (1958), Lemaître’s work is constantly beginning and beginning again in medias res. Direct appropriations of Hollywood advertising messages and industrial logos constantly seem to be announcing coming attractions, suggesting that the film has already concluded, or alternatively, that it is just about to begin.

Wanda Strauven has remarked on how Tom Gunning’s idea of the pre-industrial “cinema of attractions” functions to reverse our accepted paradigm of cinematic “monstration,” in which a spectacle is shown to the spectator, in favor of a more bidirectional encounter that acknowledges “the magnetism of the spectacle shown.” Rather than immediately conceptualizing Lemaître’s work as a kind of theatrical spectacle, it seems more fitting to try to understand it within this model as a mode of solicitation toward its spectatorial audience. For Lemaître’s title is quite obviously a question—a query for its spectator rather than the proffering of a message.

If Isou’s interrogation confined itself principally to the way we understand the sound/image relations within the film as constructed object, Lemaître’s “disjunctive cinema” expands out to incorporate the
Le film est déjà commencé ?

L'étalonnage du cadre normal de la représentation cinématographique (Son, Image, Sonor, Salle)
institutional framing of the cinematic situation itself. Simultaneously highlighting and disrupting our expectations of the ways in which the moving image is supposed to be encountered and understood, *Has the Film Begun?* consistently works to juxtapose the inner and outer space of the cinematic spectacle, ceaselessly modulating and confusing the very boundaries of the cinematic text.

When the audience is let in, the screening room will be dark and there will be no attendants to help people with seating. They will take their seats in an indescribable confusion. The rectangular screen will be deformed by the addition of a number of colored pieces of drapery from which objects will be hung and placed in motion. While the spectators are still being seated, the concluding scene of a Western will be shown and the lights in the room will then be turned on. An announcer will tell the audience to leave the room. Maurice Lemaître will then begin to read a lengthy defense of his film, which will be interrupted by shouting. The projectionist, holding a bulk of celluloid film in his hands, will appear beside the director and, accusing him of making a film in contradiction to his own ideas, begin ripping the film stock apart. The “producer” of the film will intervene, attempting to save as much of the film as possible. He will chase the projectionist out of the theatre while shouting at him. A title card on the screen will indicate that the film is dedicated to Isidore Isou. The extras in the room will shout to turn out the lights. This occurs to a loud “ah...” of collective satisfaction. Footage from several random films is then projected upon the screen while the lights are again turned up. More collective shouting. After a few moments, the lights are definitively put out.  

There is certainly an effort here to *épater le bourgeois*. But this shock or outrage has a precise purpose and directionality: it is intended both to make visible and to denaturalize the conventionality of cinematic exhibition and spectatorship. Lemaître returns to this framing of the cinematic event again and again on every level, traversing the “inner” and “outer” space of the spectacle, constantly picking up and setting down the boundaries of the aesthetic experience itself. His work is not a simple dissolution of “art” into “life,” but a highly organized and scripted series of experiential encounters wherein the boundary or barrier between the aesthetic and the everyday can be *seen* to have been situated. Seeing these boundaries, the audience begins to experience them as such.

The point is not that anything can be art, that there are no boundaries or rules—precisely the opposite. Lemaître’s *Has the Film Begun?* makes it clear that, over and above any formal grammar of the image, cinema has developed as a particular kind of art through the establishment and perpetuation of certain concrete parameters of exhibition and spectatorship. For Lemaître, *une cinéma ailleurs*, an “other” cinema that breaks radically
with the nature and purpose of industrial cinema, cannot rely merely on a transformation of the cinematic image. Nor can it be content to introduce a newly heterogeneous cinematic grammar through the juxtaposition of image and text. Ultimately, such a cinematic investigation must confront the institutional and exhibitionary frameworks within which the projection and spectatorship of the moving image take place: the ways in which our unconscious beliefs about the nature and purpose of cinema condition our reception of that encounter before we even enter the cinematic theater. As if to underline the point, Lemaître begins the work even before its “beginning,” relocating it from the theater’s interior to the street outside:

A portable, rose-colored screen ringed with neon is installed before the entrance of the cinema and DW Griffith’s Intolerance is projected for an hour before the film is to begin … Some actors who have infiltrated the waiting crowd will begin to insult others. To stop a scandal from beginning, the doors of the theatre will burst open and a group of all ages will rush out of the theatre. They will form an excited group in front loudly exclaiming their disgust for the film they are about to see. They will place themselves in front of the outdoor screen and interject their wild approval. The director will attempt to dissuade those waiting in line to see the film. He will begin to insult the couples, proposing to give them money to get a motel room instead.  

If the work, slated to commence at 8:30 p.m., begins too early—with both the screening of another film entirely and the play of actors in and around the audience of that film—it also begins too late, as the audience is let into the theater proper only after an hour of this preliminary spectacle has already transpired. But even inside the theater, Lemaître continues to modulate our experience of the spectacle’s boundaries, moving ceaselessly between the inner and outer space of the film. The whole theatrical preface described above is once again enumerated for the audience, while actors playing angry spectators loudly interject their disapproval of the film and exasperation with its director. As these events are being acted out in the theater, we simultaneously hear them being called out as stage directions to be acted on. When the house lights dim and the projection begins, the audience—now seated comfortably in their seats—hears an audience fumbling around in the dark trying to take their seats, while a voice-over describes this imaginary spectacle taking place. A title card prohibiting smoking in the theater appears on the screen, and we hear altercations breaking out in the audience—altercations that are, in fact, solely the province of the soundtrack. On the screen, the concluding scene of a Western begins and then begins again. A title card reads: “From Maurice Lemaître/Has the Film Begin?/Next week,” after which the screen
goes dark and the house lights come up while a voice simultaneously describes the screen going dark and the house lights coming up. While people are still complaining about finding their seats, we hear new ones complaining about the lights going up. The lights go back down, and while a series of title cards play up the excitement of Lemaître’s film as a coming attraction, people in the audience now point out the rudeness of someone presumably smoking in defiance of the prohibition recently shown.

By this point, with at least part of the audience likely exasperated, it may very well have been impossible to determine what was part of the film and what was outside of it, what was staged and what was real. Superimposing multiple levels of representation, Has the Film Begun? elicits the experience of multiple temporalities running in parallel, coming together at specific moments before again breaking apart. For that potentially revolutionary audience Isou had described as “le generation des ciné-clubs,” Lemaître’s Has the Film Begun? proposed a cinematization of life, as well as its redundant theatrical orchestration, in a mise-en-abyme.

**Toward an Expanded Cinema**

The film does not record the filmic process in this way without projecting a cerebral process. A flickering brain, which relinks or creates loops—this is cinema. Lettrism had already gone a long way in this direction, and, after the geometric epoch and the “engraving” epoch, proclaimed a cinema of expansion.

*Gilles Deleuze, Cinema*

What Lemaître described as the “transformation of cinematographic representation into a theatrical combination” would come to have great currency over the next decade in the work of Robert Breer, Bruce Conner, and Stan VanDerBeek, among others. This layered disjunction of space and spectatorship, of site and psyche, would emerge as a recurrent theme within the evolution of the moving image in contemporary art. It is an expanded conception of cinema that Lemaître’s fellow Lettrist Marc’O (Marc-Gilbert Guillaumin) described as an exploration of the “three dimensional psychology” of the cinematic situation. In a 1952 treatise, he concluded that “what acts” within this new mode of aesthetic practice “is not so much the transmitter (producer of sensation), but the manner in which reception is prepared (the spectator brought to a particular state of receptivity).” The idea that the modern artist should concern himself with the psychological states of “receptivity” was almost unprecedented within the discourse of the period, yet it obviously prefigured the later turn toward “reception aesthetics” within art and film theory decades later. In fact, it was precisely this shift of emphasis—from the brute materiality of artistic production toward the institutional framing
of spectatorial reception—that would connect many of the diverse currents of expanded cinema and intermedia art over the next two decades.

Since the birth of cinema, Marc’O claims, we have seen a constant transformation of the spatial framing of cinematic projection.27 But while cinema has always been dramatically affected by the diversity of its situations, these have been treated merely as technical problems to be mastered rather than artistic elements to be explored. That is why, for Marc’O, the most fundamental basis for a future art of the moving image lies in the investigation and development of these kinds of framings, both the manner in which they engender particular forms of spectatorial receptivity and the effects of the distortion and transformation they effect on the representation of things in the world. This new model of avant-garde practice is oriented not only toward the deconstruction of cinematic grammar, but also toward a much wider deconstruction and rearticulation of the total cinematic situation, understood in both material and psychological terms. Following Isou, Marc’O contends that traditional cinema—bloated and stalled due to its mastery of overfamiliar conventions—must be understood as raw material for the artist to hack apart and recombine into new configurations. Following Lemaître, he counsels that this “chiseling” or “deconstruction” of preexisting visual culture is but a waypoint toward the positive construction of new audiovisual situations, a new “amplification” making use of precisely those framing elements previously considered marginal to the cinematographic event.28

In “Prolegomena to Any Future Cinema,” his short contribution to a 1952 anthology on Lettrist cinema, the young Guy Debord celebrated the “situational cinema” articulated by Lemaître and Marc’O, writing, “Values related to artistic creation are being displaced by a conditioning of the spectator, with what I have called three dimensional psychology … a cinema that brings another phase of amplification. The arts of the future will be the complete overturning of situations, or nothing at all.”29

Gil J. Wolman, who would coauthor the “User’s Guide to Détournement” with Debord in 1956, provided a model of this in his exhibition of The Anticoncept at the Musée de l’Homme in Paris that year. The work’s soundtrack consisted of a wildly heterogeneous array of sonic elements, organic and mechanical, as well as literary references and rhetorical wordplay. But against this sonic effusion, Wolman’s film was rigorously minimal, devoid of photographic imagery, representational or non-representational signs, or anything else that could possibly be, as we say, “read.” It consisted merely of an alternation—not evenly spaced and monotonous, but irregularly syncopated in a complex rhythm—of white discs on a black ground. Significantly, the film was not projected on a traditional cinematic screen. Rather, the circular flashes of light were made to correspond to a three-dimensional object: a large, white, helium-filled
meteorological balloon lashed to the floor in the corner of the room. The film’s stroboscopic visuality was, in a sense, “anchored” to this concrete, material, yet curiously weightless object. Since the projected disc conformed to the shape of the balloon on which it was projected, the balloon itself seemed to change in appearance, pulsing rhythmically with a brilliant luminosity. Like Has the Film Begun?, Wolman’s Anticoncept creates an experience in which the total theatrical environment becomes integral to the cinematic event. But Wolman went much further than Isou or Lemaître in his efforts to gear directly into the spectator’s body. Wolman describes the intensity of the light as such that “the spectators that closed their eyes perceived the movement through the eyelids. Even those that turned around could not escape: the movement became one with the space.”

Figure 2.11. Gil J. Wolman, L’anticoncept, 1951. Filmstrip.

Figure 2.12. Gil J. Wolman, vocal score for L’anticoncept, 1951.
Wolman’s conception was doubtless revolutionary, but its substantial pedigree within avant-garde practice must also be recognized: Bruno Corra’s “Chromatic Music” of 1912—arguably the very first treatise on “abstract cinema”—already describes a screening no longer delimited by the rectangular frame of the standard projection screen, but rather spilling out to encompass the totality of the exhibition space. To accommodate such a projection, the walls, ceiling, and floor would be painted white, rather than black, and spectators would be encouraged to wear white clothing so as to become fully integrated into the event of projection.\(^3\) Even closer to Wolman’s Artaudian aggressivity was Picabia’s set design for the ballet *Relâche*, within which he exhibited his avant-garde film *Entr’acte* (1924): “A drop curtain constructed of 370 spotlights,” as Rosalind Krauss memorably described it, “strikes out at the audience directly—absorbing it, focusing on it—by lighting it. So the audience is blinded even while it is illuminated.”\(^3\) Despite these important historical precedents, Wolman’s aggressive reformulation of cinematic immersivity represented a crucial new direction for avant-garde practice within the postwar period. It led directly to Guy Debord’s *Howls for Sade* (1952) later that year (explicitly dedicated to Wolman and itself beginning with Wolman’s sound poetry). But more generally, and despite its sonic emphasis, *Anticoncept* would prove the prototype for the “flicker film” aesthetic that would emerge over the next decade in the varied work of Peter Kubelka, Tony Conrad, and Paul Sharits.

While lacking any obvious thematic content, Wolman’s film was nevertheless banned by the French government on account of its “subversive” character, and concerted efforts to lift the restriction were to no avail. If the Lettrists were not welcome within traditional venues of plastic art, performance, and classical cinema, they found themselves no more welcome in the growing ranks of cinephiles and self-described proponents of “avant-garde” cinema. “The intellectual of the ciné-club judges without ever permitting a sensibility to trespass certain original boundaries, boundaries which have already been superseded by new contributions he has chosen to ignore,” Marc’O wrote in his treatise for the Lettrist cinema anthology.\(^3\) Furthermore, because “the avant-gardist will always be the first to believe in an immutable essence to cinema,” an essence of which it has satisfied itself that it comprehends, “it is the worst reactionary when faced with a new avant-garde.” Consequently, the Lettrists rejected the term itself, for in the context of cinema, “avant-garde has itself come close to signifying classical.”

Incomprehensible at film festivals like Cannes, scorned by cinephiles of both conventional and independent cinema, and often censored on the few occasions when it was actually exhibited, the Lettrist cinema quite obviously lacked any institutional foundation. And Isou and Lemaître
soon discovered that filmmaking was an expensive proposition. Even though they used recycled film, the paltry sums raised by their screenings were unable to cover even their initial expenses, and within a few years, they were forced to return to the more traditional, salable formats of the canvas and the written page. But despite its limited production and tenuous reception, this spectacular eruption of formal and conceptual innovation served to revitalize the historical project of radical interrogation that had started (and stopped) with the Dada and constructivist movements decades before.

Whether through rediscovery or invention, the Lettrists founded the postwar traditions of the flicker film, the essay film, and the film-performance that would develop over the next two decades. Directly, through the teaching of Stan Brakhage, or indirectly, through word-of-mouth reception of its scandalous early exhibitions, the Lettrist cinema would influence a younger generation of artists on both sides of the Atlantic by its questioning of the fundamental norms and protocols by which cinematic exhibition and spectatorship were imagined. In so doing, it provided a powerful alternative to the model of the European “art film” that was quickly becoming institutionalized within the film societies and international festivals as well as within the emerging critical and academic study of the medium.

The Lettrist cinema was not simply a new aesthetic of filmmaking, but rather a fundamentally different model of the cinematic situation, a rethinking of moving-image exhibition and spectatorship beyond the situation implied by the traditional cinematic theater. In retrospect, our first image of Lettrist cinema—that of Isou/Daniel leaving the theater—might stand as an apposite metaphor for the Lettrist imagination of cinema tout court. We have already observed that Barthes’s short essay “Leaving the Theatre” is useful for characterizing the “situational” optic through which a variety of artists and critics—from Claes Oldenburg and Nam June Paik to Ken Dewey and Sheldon Renan—characterized the idea of expanded cinema as it had emerged in mid-1960s New York. In their film essays and film-performances, the Parisian Lettrists of the early 1950s had already undertaken a reconceptualization of cinema that privileged precisely the disjunctive cinematic situation Barthes would later describe. Isou’s Treatise pursued this project by means of a distanciation interior to the film: its detached voice-over and split subject in Daniel/Isou, the purposeful tedium of its endlessly repeating quasi-diegetic landscape and intentionally caricatured love story, its admixture of textual and iconic signs, etched into the celluloid so as to bring our attention “out” of the film to its material surface—all these elements would be taken up and elaborated in various forms of experimental cinema and avant-garde practice in the decades to come.
After Isou’s *Treatise*, Lemaître took a different path, one more in keeping with the radical alternative Barthes would propose. No longer would he maintain the traditional “black box” within which the audience was made to disappear. No longer would the literal space of exhibition dissolve before the narrative space of the film. Instead, the site of exhibition would itself be remade, reconstructed, and incorporated into an experience that attempted to incorporate but exceed the contours of the traditional cinematic experience. Both the moving image and its exhibitionary situation would here vie for the audience’s attention. Rather than pushing the spectator out of the picture, rejecting or refusing the spectatorial desire for immersive identification, Lemaître’s film-performance pulled the spectator in—but it pulled in different directions simultaneously, and this disjunctive experience had the effect of strengthening and loosening the grip of each in turn. In contrast to the singularly resistant spectator Barthes opposed, armored “against the film with the discourse of counter-ideology,” Lemaître’s spectator was necessarily split from within, dislocated across multiple sites of investiture.

Insofar as we take the movie theater for what Barthes describes it as—a hypnotic lure, absorptive and immersive, that locates the viewer precisely and coherently within its cinematic world—the Lettrist films might be understood as animated by this project of “leaving the movie theatre.” Not “having left,” for they were not a simple negation, but “leaving”—an ambivalent, intermediary state; a process that needs be continuously maintained. More important than any of the Lettrist works individually was the inauguration of this collective project: the initiation of a radical inquiry into the site of cinema within postwar art practice, the overturning (Debord’s “bouleversement”) and reimagining of established situations of exhibition and spectatorship.
3: MOVING IMAGES IN THE GALLERY
Movement art has this great quality: it gives us a new evaluation of art. It poses the problem whether art in our time is possible at all.

Richard Huelsenbeck, “Moved Movement,” 1961

We are all compelled toward motion and change and moving pictures. This is the mechanical metaphysic of our time.

Cinema and Movement (1955)

Through his idea of SynCinéma, Lemaître sought to reconfigure the very material conditions of cinematic exhibition and spectatorship. The Lettrists conceptualized the exhibitionary space of the theater not as a given and immutable backdrop against which a work would be presented, but as itself a living constellation of elements to be manipulated in the service of an overarching cinematic event. The idea of a new institutional situation for the moving image, one divorced from the exhibitionary and spectatorial premises of the narrative theatrical drama, had led Lemaître—like his Dada predecessor Francis Picabia—back to the multimedia situation of cinema’s origins in the late nineteenth-century variety show.

But the Dada movement had uncovered a different model in the prehistory of industrial cinema that would influence another model of expanded cinema: one that took place not within the black box of the cinematic theater, but within the white cube of the gallery space. This model was not a matter of simply introducing cinema into the gallery—of dimming the lights and turning the white cube into a black box. Rather, it was a process of thinking about how the temporality and kinetics of the moving image might be introduced into dialogue with modernist painting and sculpture. It was a process significantly aided by the historical recovery, in the early 1950s, of the legacy of Marcel Duchamp—specifically, Duchamp’s recovery of the Victorian “philosophical” toy as a tool of cinematic investigation. With their quasi-sculptural form, these optical devices allowed the idea of the cinematic to be displaced from the familiar darkness of the theater and situated within the bright light of the gallery. As the moving image was brought both literally and figuratively inside the gallery space, it would disrupt the established traditions of exhibition and spectatorship therein, ultimately contributing to a wide-ranging transformation of the idea of the gallery as such over the course of the 1960s.

This transformation might be traced to an exhibition whose brief duration and modest scale belies its significance as a turning point in the development of postwar modernism. Movement was held in the small Parisian gallery of Denise René in the spring of 1955. René’s show effectively launched the careers of Victor Vasarely, Jesús Rafael Soto, and Jean
Tinguely, as well as playing an important role in the rehabilitation of Marcel Duchamp then under way. It prompted the 1959 exhibition *Vision in Motion*, as well as the larger 1961 traveling exhibition *Art in Motion*, and inspired the Op Art movement that would culminate in the Museum of Modern Art’s 1966 exhibition *The Responsive Eye* in New York. Posing the question of movement within the historically static and timeless space of the art gallery, it had ramifications that would be felt over the next two decades in the physiology of perception, the association of art and engineering, and—most importantly for our purposes—the emergence of the moving image within the postwar gallery space.

Perhaps the most obvious category of works to be exhibited within *Movement* were those that involved the locomotion of sculptural form. With poignant delicacy, Alexander Calder’s mobiles indexed the subtle shifts of atmosphere within their local environment, often responding indirectly to the spectator’s movement about an indoor gallery space.¹ But this sculptural locomotion and physical displacement was also at issue in works powered by direct human intervention, such as Yaacov Agam’s

---

Transformable Pictures (1955), as well as those completely independent of the spectator, such as Jean Tinguely’s electrically powered Metamatic Reliefs (1955).²

A second category of movement was the purely optical conception exemplified by the wall-mounted reliefs of Victor Vasarely and Jesús Rafael Soto. This work had neither its own physical locomotion nor the potential for physical manipulation by the spectator, but was nevertheless “interactive” in the sense that it was highly dependent on the physical position and movement of the spectator for the creation of its optical effects. For both kinds of works, mobility was set over and against the presumed stasis and fixity of traditional painterly and sculptural form. An aesthetic ideal of timeless perfection—one that had increasingly come to inspire a critique of the museum as mausoleum in light of the dramatic postwar rebuilding of society—gave way to a newfound admiration for protean structure.

These two forms—which would be called Kinetic Art and Op Art in the years to come—have long been taken as the principal formal and conceptual innovations of the Movement exhibition. Yet beyond these two forms, Movement invoked a specific idea of the moving image—of cinema—whose aesthetic and conceptual significance within postwar art would grow in the years to come. Vasarely, then the dominant figure at Galerie Denise René and author of the exhibition’s “Yellow Manifesto,” made no secret of his profound interest in the idea of cinema. Channeling the enthusiasm of the historical avant-garde, he understood the kinetic nature of the works in the exhibition to have descended from cinematic ideas, and he proclaimed that the future would herald “a new era of cinematic abstraction” across the arts.³ Roger Bordier similarly ended his important review of the exhibition by declaring that “one cannot speak of modern art and of movement without emphasizing the outstanding part that motion pictures can play in this realm.” Despite his repeated proclamations about forthcoming films, Vasarely would never directly engage the domain he described, and Bordier’s few lines on the subject quickly give way to prevarication.⁴

It is telling that the artist at Galerie Denise René most actively involved in pursuing this intersection of cinema and the plastic arts—a young, unknown American expatriate painter by the name of Robert Breer—would be almost entirely forgotten by the art historical literature. Despite this neglect, Breer’s studied transition in this period between the still and the moving image, and his recasting of the problems of modern painting within cinema, were to prove a crucial pivot around which the question of cinema would emerge within the space of the postwar art gallery. Breer had come to Paris at the end of the 1940s, just as the city was beginning to rebound from Nazi occupation. He spent a great deal of time around Vasarely and his circle, and by 1952 he had become the only American
among the group to exhibit regularly. He accepted what he would later
describe as its “abstract, geometric, post-Cubist orthodoxy: a painting is
an object and its illusions have to acknowledge its surface as a reality,”
yet he always retained a touch of the apostate. The group’s rhetoric of
absolute structure and fixed composition increasingly provoked in Breer
an interest in movement and the ways in which painterly form might be
elaborated as an ongoing process, rather than a closed finality.

In working through these painterly questions, Breer began to make
his preparatory “thumbnail sketches” on small index cards. Producing a
small stack of cards over the course of several days, he would rifle through
them by hand, animating his painterly studies in various ways as an aid
to composition. He soon began to consider this process of arriving at and
departing from set forms more compelling than the attempt to fix them
once and for all on his full-sized canvases. During a visit to his family
home in Detroit, he overcame an “inherent hostility to the camera” and
filmed, image by image, a series of transparencies that he had painted
and then projected with a slide projector. “Backing into cinema,” as he
describes it, Breer analytically decomposed one of his “rigid” painterly
compositions into index cards, then slides, and finally single frames, or
photograms, to produce his first animated film, *Form Phases I*, in 1952.
Typically, animators work on large sheets to produce an illusion of pre-
cise detail with reduction, but Breer did the exact opposite: he worked in
a deliberately small format so as to maintain the integrity of his individ-
ual lines and brushstrokes. It was merely the first of many ways in which
he would come to develop a practice that, while legible within the rubric
of “animation,” deliberately rejected the formal and institutional codes
by which the work of traditional animation had been conceived. Upon
returning to Paris with the camera, Breer became more and more inter-
ested in the possibilities of cinematic abstraction, and he began working
systematically on paper index cards and film to produce *Form Phases II
and III* in 1953 and *Form Phases IV* in 1954. In Breer’s view, these works
were in dialogue with his painterly compositions, revealing “how forms
became locked in each other” but enabling him to emphasize “the process
of painting rather than any fixed composition.”

Beautiful and fluid, whimsical yet formally compelling, the *Form
Phases* quickly attracted a level of critical and popular recognition that
had eluded Breer’s works on canvas. Their most significant early screen-
ing took place in 1955, in the context of the *Movement* exhibition. As a
“supplement” to the official exhibition, Pontus Hultén had been asked
to coordinate a parallel show of abstract moving-image works at the
Cinémathèque Française. While the exhibition at Galerie Denise René
ran over the course of three weeks, the film component took on a much
more punctual temporality, with a program repeated three times over
the course of a single evening. Breer describes enjoying the immediate feedback these films engendered. Yet he was less taken with the theatrical “black box” environment within which his films were projected. As a painter, trained to respect the material condition of the work as an object in space, he was decidedly uncomfortable in a situation in which a
series of independent still images were imperceptibly transformed, by an unseen apparatus, into a seemingly fluid and immaterial field of movement. He was also uncomfortable with the idea that these works would take place in an exclusively cinematic context, for he understood the Form Phases as elaborations of his painterly practice: “I went from making paintings to animating paintings,” Breer later explained; “for me, that was the whole point of making a film.”

While Hans Richter had declared that the problems of modern painting led toward cinema, even he had quickly come to regard his early works of “pure cinema,” such as Rhythm 21, as unsatisfactory. Such an abstract “visual music” too easily bypassed the indexicality so foundational to the authority of the photomechanical document itself. Breer, too, came to despair of this problem, and already by the time of Form Phases IV, he had begun to find his painterly animations cartoonish. Thus, while Form Phases IV was drawing acclaim during its screening for the Movement exhibition, Breer had already departed on a more radical path.

Breer’s path was one that paradoxically presented a solution to the problem of “pure” abstraction, as well as the problematic “illusionism” of traditional animation, by means of a return to the still image. With his Image by Images of 1954, Breer conducted a simple experiment whose results would henceforth transform the entirety of his artistic practice. Breer had learned that “one could change the color of a given form from frame to frame to get a mixture, for instance, alternate yellow and blue and get green, but what interested me most was the very special vibration this produced. I decided to try a frame by frame mixture of contrasting form.” Using only six feet of film, he shot two hundred forty consecutive exposures, frame by frame, just like any other animator. Yet there was a single, crucial difference. Rather than attempting to make the frames as similar as possible in order to produce the smooth illusion of continuous motion that was the hallmark of professional animation, Breer set out to make every image “as unlike the preceding one as possible ... the result was two hundred and forty distinctly different optical sensations packed into ten seconds of vision.”

While projecting the ten-second loop over long periods, he was “surprised to discover that the eye constantly discovered new images.” The film offered a newly hybrid conjunction of the still and moving image. As a loop, it no longer had a definitive beginning or end; the duration of the piece had become unfixed, or fixed only by the wills of the projectionist and of the spectator. The image produced acquired, for all its frenetic movement, an usual degree of stillness, a kind of singular vibration, as when a series of objects move so quickly before us that differentiation becomes impossible and we begin to see the totality as a kind of continuous, undulating flow. The technique, as he wrote in one of his first published statements about the process, “tends to destroy dramatic development in

Chapter Three
Figure 3.4. Robert Breer, *Recreation*, 1956 (Breer’s re-creation of his 1955 loop film *Image by Images* for theatrical exhibition). Film stills.
the usual sense and a new continuity emerges in the form of a very dense and compact texture. When pushed to extremes the resulting vibration brings an almost static image on the screen.”

Thus, beginning with *Image by Images*, Breer repudiated not only the static “eternity” of the painted canvas but also the progressive temporality of the cinematic narrative (however abstractly conceived) for what he considered to be a juxtaposition of the models of both painting and cinema. Speaking with Guy Coté in 1962, Breer described his construction of film as a “space image” presented for a certain length of time:

As with a painting, this image must submit to the subjective projection of the viewer and undergo a certain modification. Even a static painting has a certain time dimension, determined by the viewer to suit his needs and wishes. In [traditional] film, this period of looking is determined by the artist and imposed on the spectator, his captive audience. A painting can be “taken in” immediately, that is, it is present in its total self at all times. My own approach to film is that of a painter—that is, I try to present the total image right away, and the images following are merely other aspects of and equivalent to the first and final image. Thus the whole work is constantly presented from beginning to end and, though in constant transformation, is at all times its total self."

The technology of film, once divorced from the constraining teleological conception of time inherent in the traditional narrative structure, could allow for a new way of thinking about the cinematic image as a kind of contingent assemblage. The process of framing by which this assemblage takes form does not take place simply at the moment of creation, in the hands of the artist, but during the event of spectatorial encounter. Breer would come to describe these films as “objects” as opposed to “continuities,” as “blocks of time in which no time takes place.”

Cinematic assemblage, for Breer, could create a collision or conjugation of the moving image with the experience of modernist painting. With *Image by Images*, Breer created a dramatically novel synthesis out of his two most important reference points: Richter’s abstract “pure cinema,” on the one hand, and the decidedly “impure” aesthetic of Kurt Schwitters’s *Merz* collage, on the other. Schwitters had not only introduced radically disparate forms of pre-formed material, but further dramatized their dislocation and juxtaposition by maintaining a “roughness” to the edges of the individual pieces. Similarly, Breer not only photographed the most disparate kinds of materials, but also consistently manipulated those fragments so as to further heighten their spatial and temporal incongruity. In so doing, he was able to advance on Richter’s conception of a “pure cinema” through a juxtaposition of abstraction and referentiality.
Moreover, the very nature of Breer’s process gestured beyond both film and painting, toward a quasi-sculptural situation. In cementing both ends of his film strip together to form a continuous loop, Breer embedded the projector within the film as an integral component. The work was not simply a projected image, but an entire apparatus of image production, simultaneously material and immaterial. Moreover, in creating an endless loop, Breer destroyed any sense of a distinct beginning or ending. The work would simply have to be set in motion and then stopped at a more or less arbitrary point. Or if it were left running, viewers would necessarily have to leave off viewing it—as they would any painting or sculpture. Yet unlike the viewer of any painting or sculpture, the viewer of Breer’s work would constantly discover new images, making and re-making the work again and again in the process of viewing it. On a basic perceptual level, the work was literally different for each individual, and even for the same individual over time. Moreover, the rapidity of the image stream created something quite distinct from the usual narrativity of a motion picture. The images all seemed to fall into one another—not blending, precisely, but giving rise to a kind of singular image-in-motion.

Last but not least, Breer’s *Image by Images* loop manifested its unusual qualities of temporality and materiality in a singularly dramatic way: it destroyed itself. At only six feet in length, the minor dust and scratches that inevitably scar any film print were magnified a thousandfold, and the work was subject to the ravages of accelerated material decomposition. Puncturing the illusion of film as an immaterial projection of light, the decay of the substrate reinforced Breer’s conception of temporality as something exterior to the work, rather than contained within it.

*Image by Images* was to be the beginning of Breer’s many attempts over the next decade to work on the threshold of the plastic and the temporal arts. The looped work would not be part of the *Movement* show the following year. Even if it had not disintegrated, it was clear that the work did not “fit” within either the principal exhibition of painting and sculpture or the supplemental evening of screenings at the Cinémathèque Française. Almost by design, this sculptural-cinematic hybrid could not be accommodated within the traditional exhibitionary spaces of the time. Yet Breer was included in the exhibition, with a work that was characteristically neither painting nor sculpture nor film, but rather a curious combination of all three. It took a form so radically out of sync with everything else on display that it has customarily been left out of historical accounts of the exhibition altogether. This crucial work was the bridge by which Breer would join Marcel Duchamp, the most senior artist in the exhibition, in his recovery of the Victorian philosophical toy as a model for the exploration of cinema *within* the brightly lit space of the gallery’s white cube.
Precision Optics and Philosophical Toys

Search nothing beyond the phenomena, they themselves are the theory.

Goethe, Theory of Colors, 1810

One can look at seeing. Marcel Duchamp, The Green Box, 1934

Just as important as Breer’s confrontation with the formal conditions internal to painting and film was his stated dissatisfaction with the exhibitionary conditions of both the art gallery and the cinematic theater. For Breer, there could be no question of simply giving up one to join the other. Nor could the artist countenance any straightforward combination of the two within a generalized idea of synesthesia. While quite rigorous in maintaining the specificity of his material as a functional constraint, Breer began to introduce aspects of the singular image into the cinematic situation while simultaneously bringing a kind of cinematic movement into the stasis of the gallery environment. In so doing, he sought to question, destabilize, and potentially reinvent both of these institutional spaces through their mutual interaction.

Over the course of the late 1950s and early 1960s, Breer’s work moved in two directions simultaneously. While introducing a form of stasis and singularity into the space of the cinematic theater through the frenetic “vibrating” images of his collage films, he would increasingly occupy the space of the gallery through a curious variation on kinetic sculpture whose quality of movement—true to Vasarely’s term Cinétisme—was fundamentally cinematic. While Breer was generally interested in ideas of movement and duration, he criticized much kinetic sculpture as simply grafting an external quality of movement onto essentially static forms. His unique solution to this dilemma took a form that was neither painting nor sculpture nor cinema, but a strange conjunction of all three. This strange multiple was a limited-edition artist’s book produced on the occasion of the Movement exhibition. The book bore the title Image by Images, like the loop film Breer had produced the year before. It was neither an illustration nor a documentation of the previous work, but rather a translation of its principles to a novel situation: the space of the art gallery.

As we have seen, the title spoke to the process by which all of Breer’s films had been constructed as well as to the self-reflexive emphasis on process to which Breer was becoming increasingly devoted. If the original Image by Images loop had sought to isolate and explore the potential of the photogram within the temporality of cinematic movement, his Image by Images book sought to isolate the very cognitive and perceptual workings of the persistence of vision on which the mechanical foundations of twentieth-century moving-image technology were based. As Breer later described it, “I wanted to simplify, I wanted to go back before the
apparatus of cinema and get to the earliest exploitation of persistency … I thought that the image could be changed into an object that would make a unity of the whole thing.” The childlike simplicity of this “image/object” contained within it a wealth of subterranean history.

Composed of scores of minimal, abstract ink drawings, each page differing only slightly from the ones following and preceding it, Breer’s *Image by Images* was the first artist’s book to employ the Victorian “kineograph” or “recorder of movement.” What the French call “pocket cinema” (*cinema à poche*), the Germans “thumb cinema” (*daumenkino*), and the British a “flicker book” was commonly known in America as a “flip book.” Devised by John Barnes Linnett in 1868, it is a deceptively simple device by which the spectator-cum-projectionist animates a series of printed still images by rifling them between the thumb and forefinger. Perhaps the single most important aspect of the kineograph is that its temporality is not fixed, but remains utterly dependent on the spectator. Breer’s kineograph was not precisely a loop, like his previous version of *Image by

*Figure 3.5. Robert Breer, Image by Images, 1955. Kineograph/flip book.*
Images, but neither did it have the linear, progressive temporality we associate with the experience of theatrical cinema. With a manipulable temporality both literally and metaphorically at our fingertips, it begged to be stopped, started, slowed down, and sped up. Furthermore, the limited duration of the sequence practically ensured that it would be repeated through any number of these temporal iterations. It was almost impossible to view the work with the accustomed mechanical regularity. Try as one might, slight variations in speed would inevitably be introduced, foregrounding the sense that the “movement” of the images was being actively created by the spectator, rather than merely viewed.

Rather than merely grafting movement onto a static form, the human intervention necessary in animating this work created an encounter with an uncanny phenomenological hybrid: an obdurate physical object as well as an immaterial moving image. Viewable under ordinary light, the kineograph did not require the separate space of a darkened theater, but could be observed alongside other objects within the traditional space of the gallery. Image by Images would be the first of Breer’s many attempts over the next decade “to make films concrete” by means of a cinematic-sculptural hybrid: “something you hold right in your hands, something that you are looking at in normal circumstances, under light, without sitting in a chair.” Taking on aspects of painting, sculpture, and film, these works “had some kind of development in time and yet could be looked at as concrete objects” in what Breer termed a “concrete situation.” “I got disoriented by the theatrical situation of film,” he explained, “by the fact that you have to turn out the lights and there is a fixed audience, and when you turn out the lights you turn on the projection light and you project this piece of magic on the wall. I felt that this very dramatic, theatrical situation, in some ways, just by the environment of the movie house, robbed some of the mystery of film from itself.” As viewers played Breer’s work almost like an instrument, their perception would shift almost imperceptibly between stillness and movement, focusing on that delicate, ephemeral transition between the two. The simple mystery of this phenomenon—one fundamental to the cinematic experience—was precisely what Breer understood the “theatrical situation” of the movie house as conspiring to steal. The “concrete situation” Breer was trying to establish was not a demystification of cinematic illusion. The phenomenon in question was real enough. To focus on that reality was to move toward, rather than away from, the essentially mysterious perceptual, cognitive, and psychological phenomenon of the moving image.

Despite being the first artist’s book of its kind, Breer’s abstract kineograph is almost entirely neglected within historical accounts of the Movement show. To the extent that it was considered at the time, Image by Images probably struck most viewers as a marginal and eccentric addition
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to the show—a curiosity or souvenir rather than a significant work in its own right. After all, the technology Breer employed had long ago been rendered obsolete and survived only in the dusty collections of antique dealers. But Breer’s neglected multiple was perfectly in keeping with the exhibition’s most significant historical precedent as well as the oldest work there on display: Marcel Duchamp’s *Rotary Demisphere (Precision Optics)* of 1925.

Like Calder’s mobiles, Duchamp’s work was intended to provide a pedigree from the historical avant-garde for the concerns of the younger, postwar generation. Its motor-driven apparatus seemed to lead to the kinetic vocabulary of Tinguely’s *Méta-méchanique* constructions, while its hypnotic central spiral produced the powerful physiological effects that Vasarely’s painting was beginning to explore. Yet these formal similarities were themselves by-products of the more substantive investigation Duchamp had inaugurated into what the artist termed “precision” or “psycho-physiological optics” around 1918. The historical recovery of this
work in the 1950s would provide the aesthetic and philosophical ground for the imbrication of art and cinema across a whole range of practices throughout the 1960s and 1970s.22

Paradoxically, Duchamp’s influential critique of “retinal art” might best be understood through his study of optical phenomena. In his self-described profession as “ocularist,” Duchamp sought to focus our attention on the act of seeing itself, rather than creating depictions to be seen. To advance this project, Duchamp would recover, in a series of assisted readymades, a variety of outmoded artifacts from the previous century often grouped under the Victorian term “philosophical toys.” Developed and popularized in the mid-nineteenth century, these artifacts were themselves optical devices whose deceptive simplicity allowed them to achieve an unprecedented status as objects of leisurely entertainment, popular fascination, prolonged scientific investigation, and intense philosophical speculation.

Wheatstone’s mirror stereoscope of 1832 can justifiably be described as the device that, perhaps more than any other, ushered in the modern scientific investigation of human vision.23 The stereoscope was the first of many optical toys with a serious subtext. It did not precisely replicate

Figure 3.7. Installation view of the exhibition Le Mouvement, Galerie Denise René, Paris, 1955, featuring Duchamp’s Rotary Demisphere (1925) at left.
our everyday three-dimensional experience of vision, but produced a new and different experience of three-dimensionality. As Jonathan Crary has explained, the philosophical toy served as an epistemological pivot around which previous conceptions of subjectivity were being thrown into question—implying a newly unconscious and corporeal basis for subjectivity that would nurture the early twentieth-century development of psychoanalytic and phenomenological thought.24

While histories of modern art have long given special attention to the nineteenth-century birth of photography, the contemporaneous invention of the philosophical toy—in the form of devices such as the thaumatrope, stereoscope, phenakistoscope, and stroboscopic disc—has been comparatively neglected.25 Part of the rationale is obvious: the camera, as what C. S. Pierce would describe as a tool for indexical as well as iconic representation, was infinitely more useful. But from an epistemological perspective, the technology of the photographic camera was also infinitely more familiar, fitting seamlessly within the model of visual objectivity and referentiality descended from the camera obscura and the model of monocular perspective dominant since the sixteenth century. Philosophical toys were “philosophical” precisely insofar as they overthrew the earlier, decorporealized subject of vision on which a whole philosophical conception of subjectivity had been grounded. They conclusively demonstrated that visual perception could no longer be understood within a rhetoric of equivalence between interior and exterior reality, but instead concerned the conjunction of multiple physiological operations within the subjective mind. As the physicist Ernst Mach wrote,

We are not yet fully conscious, or at least have not yet deemed it necessary to incorporate the fact into our ordinary language, that the senses represent things neither wrongly nor correctly. All that can be truly said of the sense organs is, that, under different circumstances they produced different sensations and perceptions. As these “circumstances,” now, are extremely manifold in character, being partly external (inherent in the objects), partly internal (inherent in the sensory organs), and partly interior (having their seat in the central organs), it would naturally seem, especially when attention is paid only to external circumstances, as if the organs acted differently under the same conditions. And it is customary to call the unusual effects, deceptions or illusions.26

It was precisely this less studied tradition that Duchamp would make the explicit and sustained focus of philosophical attention within the series of optical toys he produced over the next fifty years, from his Handmade Stereopticon Slide of 1918 to his Anaglyphic Chimney of 1968, the year of his death. This psychophysiological interplay between surface and depth would become most prominent in his Rotary Demisphere.27 Duchamp
created *Rotary Demisphere* and *Discs Bearing Spirals* at roughly the same time, and both works made use of the curious effect of dimensionality obtained by rotation. Both works served as the basis for cinematographic projects: *Rotary Demisphere* for the artist’s initial, failed attempt to construct an anaglyphic (three-dimensional) film, and *Discs Bearing Spirals* for the simplified, two-dimensional version he would create the next year, titled *Anemic Cinema*. Based on the image of the ocular demisphere, the abandoned anaglyphic film would have, in effect, provided two distinct experiences of perceptual depth on what the viewer would have rationally understood to be the perfect flatness of the cinematic screen. The first, static depth would be re-created through the red and blue offset images familiar from the various 3D cinema revivals that seem to recur every few years, while a second, mobile depth would be created through the rotation of the spiral pattern overlying the surface of the demisphere. When the film was accidentally destroyed in processing, Duchamp decided to substitute a linguistic form for the anaglyphic one in *Anemic Cinema*, alternating between the mobile depth created by *Discs Bearing Spirals*, in which our eyes come to rest at the vertiginous center, and the flat fields of spiraling words, whose punning wordplay demands our cognitive attention even as our eyes race to stabilize the linguistic field.\(^{28}\)

For Duchamp, *Rotary Demisphere* was neither painting nor sculpture. In fact, the artist had expressly stated that he did not want it exhibited alongside works of painting and sculpture in a gallery context. But perhaps that was simply because its true context was not the white cube, but the black box. Like the works of so many of his time, Duchamp’s “precision optics” were propelled by his fascination not with “the machine” in general, but with a particular machine—the most revolutionary and disruptive motor of twentieth-century aesthetics—the cinematographic apparatus. All of Duchamp’s optical toys might be considered thinly veiled explorations, critiques, and transformations of this singular, insidious machine. *Rotary Demisphere* allowed Duchamp to approach the cinematic apparatus obliquely, to dissect its studied coherence into the strangeness of its otherwise invisible component parts.

Thus it becomes significant that the historical recovery of Duchamp’s precision optics in the 1950s came at the very moment when the cinema, as a cultural institution, was itself undergoing a massive internal transformation. The industrial cinema was just then going into frenzied technological overdrive to ward off the incursion of domestic television. The linked oversized projections of Cinerama, with its vast landscapes of near-infinite detail, its eye-popping Technicolor palette, and its enclosing field of stereophonic sound, created an outsized model of industrial spectacle whose complex, expensive processes of manufacture were distant from the medium’s primitive roots. The philosophical toy reached to the opposite extreme: its minimal internal mechanisms were
all straightforwardly on display. Its effects were not built up, but stripped
down. For many artists of the postwar era, it was this very simplicity and
transparency that rendered what Breer called the fundamental “myster-
ies” of cinema all the more visible and compelling. The philosophical
toy’s ascetic mechanism geared uncannily into the phenomenological
body’s very capacities and limitations, softly but insistently overturning
a vast philosophical architecture of authoritative intentionality—of the
autonomous, rational, egoistic subject exemplified by the metaphor of
immobile, single-point perspective.

It was Duchamp’s recovery of the philosophical toy within these opti-
cal machines, and the model they presented for an investigation of
cinema by means of a space historically and epistemologically prior to
cinema, that was to influence the development of cinema’s “expansion”
into the institutions and discourses of late modern art over the next two
decades. These deceptively simple machines were uniquely able to em-
body both the obdurate solidity of the sculptural object and the uncanny
immateriality of a purely optical experience of movement and transfor-
mation. Navigating the uneasy, shifting constellation between these two
poles, these devices allowed for an exploration of the aesthetic and con-
ceptual foundations of the moving image in a space—that of the modern
art gallery—where the synesthetic conjunction of the cinematic appara-
tus could be kept at a distance.

In what was to be an anomalous example, Tinguely produced his own
philosophical toy for the Movement exhibition, titled Virtual Volume, 2000
Revolutions per Second (1955). Reiterating the Victorian toupies caméléons,
or “spinning tops,” Tinguely gathered a rather chaotic assemblage of wires around a single spinning pole that, once accelerated, would cause them to coalesce into a harmonic, symmetrical form. The effect was compelling—as it had been when Naum Gabo made his similar *Kinetic Construction (Standing Wave)* of 1919, and would be again within the popular kinetic sculptures of Len Lye throughout the next two decades. This singular image of motion was paradoxically too “static” for Tinguely’s burgeoning interest in chance and process, and he abandoned his explorations in this vein.

Between Duchamp’s *Rotary Demisphere* and Tinguely’s *Virtual Volume* on the one hand and Breer’s *Image by Images* kineograph on the other, there was an important difference—one that quite likely precipitated the exclusion of Breer’s work from historical accounts of the *Movement* exhibition. By its nature, Breer’s kineograph—like the original Victorian philosophical toy—was not bound either to the physical space of the art gallery or to the institutional context of an art world that regarded such spaces as necessary. In fact, this small multiple seemed decidedly out of place within a situation devoted to the physical installation of unique sculptural objects. However, Breer’s kineograph was not as out of place as it might initially appear. For an important aspect of Duchamp’s re-appropriation of the philosophical toy lay precisely in what might be called its “domestic location.” In the nineteenth century, the phonograph record both displaced and mass-produced the experience of live musical exhibition. Duchamp’s Rotoreligths were similarly mass-produced, works of art to be experienced not during a gallery or museum visit, but in the

*Figure 3.10.* Marcel Duchamp, Rotoreliefs (Optical Disks): No. 1–12, 1953. Color offset lithographs with commercial record player. Davis Museum and Cultural Center, Wellesley College.
intimate and everyday space of the private home. “Played” on the very living room phonographs that often constituted a focal point for domestic entertainment, these spinning discs produced their curious optical experience through a denaturing of that familiar apparatus. Duchamp went so far as to sell them at a commercial trade fair, where he sold only a few copies, but managed to take home an “honorable mention” in the industrial arts category.

Like Duchamp’s Rotoreliefs twenty years before, Breer’s *Image by Images* was produced in an edition of five hundred. It was put up for sale in a Parisian bookstore alongside the other paperbacks. Over the next decade, a wide range of artists would appropriate the primitive technology of the kineograph so as to operate outside the exhibitionary space of the art gallery, if not always the institutional structures of the art world. Only a year after the *Movement* exhibition, the Swiss-German artist Dieter Roth created a kineograph, *Design for Material 5* (1956), that formed its moving images not with ink, but by means of holes physically punched out of the pages. Stan VanDerBeek, Andy Warhol, Jack Smith, George Brecht, Yoko Ono, and Mieko Shiomi all made kineographs during the 1960s, which were distributed through early compendiums such as George Macunias’s *Fluxus Anthologies* and *Aspen Magazine*. Hollis Frampton made cutout
paper phenakistoscopes as well a paperback edition of his film *Poetic Justice* that might be understood as a conceptualist revision of the kineograph.

These and other works speak to an increasingly widespread interest in returning to the aesthetic and philosophical foundations of the moving image without the complications and constraints of industrial cinematic technology—that is, in returning to the *idea* of the moving image outside of its cultural elaboration within the industrial norms of the traditional cinematic theater. These works, which explore the underlying foundations of temporality and movement in the cinematic image, are probably best understood as different means of “escaping the white cube,” as critics such as Lucy Lippard or Brian O’Doherty would have it, in order to recapture the particular conjunction of art, investigation, entertainment, and wonder that had been the original animating force in the popularization of the Victorian philosophical toy.

**Concretizations of Movement: Breer’s Mutoscopes (1958–1964)**

Breer’s abstract kineograph afforded him the freedom to exhibit outside the physical and institutional space of the art gallery—an opportunity whose revolutionary implications would be trumpeted repeatedly by artists and critics over the next decade. Yet Breer showed little interest in doing so. In fact, Breer disliked screening his films in cinema theaters specifically because he felt that they became divorced from the art gallery, for it was only within that context that he felt the relevance
and significance of these works would be understood. Instead of simply abandoning the gallery space, Breer sought to engage it, to transform it from within. In order to advance a dialogue with the plastic forms of painting and sculpture as well as with the specific conventions of the gallery space, Breer proceeded to give his kineograph an even more sculptural form. Taking up the form of Hermann Casler’s mutoscope of 1894, he transformed the spine of his book into a spool, and he added a crank and a stay for the momentary suspension of each image. The resulting device allowed a continuous moving image to be maintained indefinitely by the spectator-cum-operator.

Inexpensive to produce and simple to use, mutoscopes had remained a mainstay of popular entertainment decades after the emergence and industrialization of the motion picture. Part of the reason for their persistence was the private nature of the spectatorial experience they afforded: rather than the communal experience of the cinematographic projection, the mutoscope prompted a private encounter with an individual scene. A single individual placed his eyes to the viewer as he cranked...
the wheel, which allowed him to view scenes that might prove embarrassing if viewed in mixed company. Furthermore, the action of cranking the wheel meant that, as with the kineograph, the temporality of the moving image was entirely under the control of the viewer. While tedious sequences could be quickly passed over, a particularly charged or favorite moment could be slowed to a crawl—or a single, poignant image frozen in time.

From roughly 1958 to 1964, Breer used the ready-made form of the mutoscope to explore the phenomenological basis of cinema at a remove from the established social and cultural imperatives of the cinematic theater. Capable of negotiating between the material solidity of sculpture and the dematerialized cinematic image, the mutoscope allowed Breer to pose basic questions of cinema within the physical, institutional, and discursive space of the plastic arts. “The challenge was to make it continuous and endless,” Breer said at the time, “a loop situation … composing something that had no beginning or end. You could stand there and crank all day long. Hopefully by turning it constantly it would reveal new things.” Set in motion only through the action of the viewer, the mutoscope thus exemplified precisely the kind of authorial divestment and fortuitous modulation then emerging as hallmarks of post-Cagean aesthetics. In fact, a gallery later exhibiting one of Breer’s mutoscopes related the story of a peculiar visitor cranking the work in rapt fascination for the better part of an afternoon. When eventually approached about purchasing it, the man replied that he was “only a poor artist, and certainly couldn’t afford such a thing.” Only later did Breer discover the man’s identity and retroactively dedicate the work to him with the title *Homage to John Cage* (1963).

During the first major exhibition of Breer’s sculptural mutoscopes, at the 1959 *Vision in Motion* exhibition in Antwerp, Belgium, several were mounted directly to the walls of the gallery. Brushing up against the sides of their container, these wall-mounted works metaphorically addressed an experience that was and was not comprehensible from the perspective of modernist plastic abstraction. Two years later, his mutoscopes and looped projections were exhibited as part of the traveling show *Art in Motion* (*Bewogen Beweging*) at the Moderna Museet in Stockholm, the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam, and elsewhere.

The mutoscopes Breer made in Paris in the late 1950s had been composed out of paper index cards—the same paper cards used to construct his earliest painterly studies and subsequent *Form Phases*. In seeking more durable materials for his mutoscopes, he was led to begin working in translucent plastic. Breer used a metaphors of transparency in describing his aesthetic investigations of the “limit condition” between materiality and immateriality, visibility and invisibility:

Figure 3.15. Robert Breer, untitled mutoscope, 1964.
I thought that it would have more impact if you didn't turn out all the lights and turn on another light and all mystery, everything hidden. I wanted this to be in the open ... the fact of that rabbit sitting inside the magician's hat is the real mystery, not how it's dissimulated. The hat should be transparent and show the rabbit.33

Transparency is not presented here as a straightforward process of “de-mystification,” because the basic cinematic processes are considered anything but straightforward. Breer understood the complexity and, indeed, the mystery of cinema’s fundamental psychophysiological processes to have been obscured by the technological “evolution” of industrial cinema. An aesthetic of transparency, obtained by means of a deliberate formal reduction, was what could allow this fundamental mystery to again command center stage.

At rest, these transparent frames would appear as both image and object simultaneously. And in motion, the apparatus itself might be said to dissolve even as it remained in physical contact with the observer’s hand. This transition—what Breer often referred to as a “threshold”—between work and frame, media and apparatus, becomes paradigmatically visible. In a work like *Homage to John Cage* (1963), the line between image and support is quite literally winnowed down:

I started sculpting them now, in a sense—the cards have been chopped away at the corners, progressively more and then diminishing again ... when you stop a card at a given point, there is a trigger mechanism that turns it into a cinematic machine—then the change of the shape of the card becomes part of a flowing change ... I began punching holes in them and treating them as a kind of sculptural object ... this kind of three dimensional movie ...

Breer’s mutoscope works were grounded in a desire to displace cinema from the theater to the gallery so as to foreground its bifurcated nature as both tangible object and immaterial perception. Not only sculpture but also cinema, the mutoscopes opened a tiny window in the white cube’s hermetic enclosure, leading to a qualitatively different experience of space and time. In so doing, Breer’s recovery of the philosophical toy also transformed his Victorian found object into a critical optic, implicitly recalling a nearly obliterated history of cinema’s emergence, an inchoate period of possibility when a multiplicity of exhibitionary and spectatorial models still competed for attention.

Thierry de Duve has compellingly articulated how the rehabilitation of Duchamp over the 1950s in France and America began to diminish Greenberg’s critical stature among a younger generation of artists, and it
Figure 3.16. Robert Breer, Mural Flip Book (Linear Mutoscope), 1964.

Figure 3.17. Robert Breer, Homage to John Cage, 1963 (detail of fig. 3.14).
is doubtless correct that Duchamp came to authorize a newly conceptual emphasis less reliant on the articulation of medium-specificity. More specifically, it was Duchamp’s own recovery of the nineteenth-century philosophical toy in the form of his precision optics that was to serve several generations of younger artists as a model for analyzing the cultural force of cinema at a critical remove from the cinematic theater within which it had become naturalized. By breaking the synthetic coherence of the industrial cinema into its component parts, the model of the philosophical toy allowed artists a means to revisit the supposedly basic phenomena of cinematic projection and reception. Lying somewhere between image, object, and motion picture, and dislocated from the exhibitionary conventions of both the art gallery and the cinematic theater, the model of the philosophical toy allowed a postwar generation of artist/filmmakers to move back toward the future, just as it had done for Duchamp nearly a half century before.
Sculpture’s Expanding Field (1961–1964)

Like *Art in Motion*, William Seitz’s contemporaneous exhibition *The Art of Assemblage* (1961), at MoMA, prominently figured Duchamp as a wellspring for an emerging aesthetic. But while the European rhetoric of movement had allowed Breer an opening through which to bring the moving image into the traditionally static space of the white cube, no such opening was presented by the rhetoric of assemblage. Despite the fact that some of the most innovative work in assemblage was then taking place in experimental film—from the works of Robert Breer and Bruce Conner to those of Stan VanDerBeek and Harry Smith—none would figure in the exhibition, its catalog, or the symposia surrounding the show. On the whole, artists then attempting to work between art and cinema found little support for their work within the institutions of either art or cinema.

Coming to New York after a decade in Paris, Breer had been told to seek out Richard Griffith, the film curator at MoMA. A personal recommendation by Henri Langlois, curator of the Cinémathèque Française, described Breer’s work as the most significant advance in experimental film since the 1920s. Nevertheless, MoMA was clearly not ready to embrace this kind of work: Breer found himself curtly dismissed by a secretary with the words, “Mr. Griffith really prefers Westerns.” And while Amos Vogel’s Cinema 16 provided a venue for a great diversity of shocking and subversive material throughout the 1950s, it evidenced little concern for the domain of modern art as such. Brian O’Doherty’s review of Bruce Conner’s assemblage exhibition at the Alan Gallery is indicative of the displaced situation of artists then attempting to work with the moving image. Within Seitz’s MoMA exhibition, the idea of assemblage had been almost exclusively confined to the medium of sculpture. Yet, writing for the New York Times, O’Doherty claimed that assemblage “as a technique is permeating all of the arts with extraordinary vigor,” and he devoted much of his interest to Connor’s film with the curiously prosaic title, *A Movie* (1958):

> Some of the collage images are so well known … that they send the mind pin wheeling out of the movie on a tangent while the next sequence is demanding attention … the film clips of reality are used as objects—not as objects prompting Surrealist associations, but as objects from real life loudly claiming attention while being forced into a relationship to contribute to the movie. The movie is split open again and again by real life hurtling through it. This is remarkably like the effect Robert Rauschenberg gets in his latest paintings.

While appreciating the publicity, the gallery soon found itself in the awkward situation of having to explain why the film O’Doherty’s readers had
come to see was not, in fact, on display. O’Doherty had been able to see the work only by convincing the gallery director to screen it privately in a back room.

Like Breer and Conner, many artists beginning to work with film understood their work within the context of contemporary developments in painting and sculpture and were thus largely illegible within a purely cinematic context. Only by encouraging “the private purchase and collection of films,” VanDerBeek wrote at the time, could art institutions “plant film and film-makers firmly in the ranks of the other arts and artists” and “break the stranglehold that commercial cinema has on the eye and senses.”

As we have seen, starting in 1955, Breer’s kineographs and mutoscopes had attempted to open up just such a liminal exhibitionary situation between the black box and the white cube. In 1965, Robert Whitman’s Cinema Pieces would engender the first published use of the term “Expanded Cinema” through their literal incorporation of cinematic projection into the space of sculptural installation. But several years before, the exhibition of Joseph Cornell’s boxes—what the artist referred to as his “miniature theatres”—within The Art of Assemblage could be said to prefigure the hybrid nature of this later situation.

For the most part, the show presented the familiar “white cube” model for which MoMA had become internationally renowned since the 1930s. The large sculptural assemblages, made up of everyday “non-art” objects, were themselves readily legible as aesthetic structures, in large part due to the powerful framing effects such a neutral white container provides. Cornell’s work was curiously set off from the rest of the show within its own exhibitionary space—a space dramatically opposed to the aesthetics of this white cube and the kind of experience of aesthetic spectatorship it provided. Within a relatively narrow passage in which both the ceiling and the walls had been painted a solid black, two rows of Cornell’s boxes were carefully spotlit from above. The effect was such that these individually enclosed scenes seemed to glow from within. The miniature scale of the works guaranteed that they could not be seen from a distance, but would necessarily engage each individual viewer closely in a quasi-private encounter. The gallery itself, as either a material or a social space, was made practically invisible.

This installation was certainly unusual for MoMA, but it was not entirely unprecedented. In her history of museological exhibition, Charlotte Klonk describes how Alfred Barr’s exhibition strategy over the course of the 1930s and 1940s championed the plain white walls and uncluttered presentation that he had found in the “functional and flexible” interiors of Bauhaus design (albeit typically shorn of the political objectives such design had originally implied). Surrealism presented an inherent disruption to the order and functionalism of Barr’s aesthetic—its fascination with the unconscious, the primal, and the irrational seemed to demand
a different quality of display. The 1938 International Exhibition of Surrealism in Paris employed black walls and a radically darkened space as a metaphor for its plumbing of unconscious desire, and, Klonk contends, “the use of black as a conventional signifier for art that sprang from the depths of the psyche rather than the Apollonian mind” would become “one of Barr’s most distinctive display innovations” over a series of scattered instances during the 1940s and 1950s.40

The pride of place given Cornell within *The Art of Assemblage*—in addition to his work being given this separate environment, there were more works by him than any artist save Kurt Schwitters—would be hard to justify on the basis of the artist’s reputation at the time. But it is readily explained once we consider that Seitz’s concept of assemblage as analogical juxtaposition is historically grounded in the early modern tradition of the *wunderkabinett*—a tradition of which Cornell’s boxes are the foremost modern exemplar. Historically, the *wunderkabinett* functioned not only as a display of wealth, but as a tool of exploration, play, and discovery. As sources of both knowledge and entertainment, these cabinets were the direct precursors of the Victorian philosophical toy. Not unlike the motion picture, the *wunderkabinett* juxtaposed diverse materials from across time and space in order to propel its spectator on an imaginary voyage.

---

**Figure 3.20.** Installation view of the exhibition *The Art of Assemblage*, Joseph Cornell room, Museum of Modern Art, New York, 1961. Art © The Joseph and Robert Cornell Memorial Foundation/Licensed by VAGA, New York, NY. Detail.
Cornell has long been considered an “outsider” surrealist, having exhibited his first works in the 1932 Levy Gallery show in which the movement was first introduced to America. The installation and lighting within _The Art of Assemblage_ was thus not intended to transform the experience of Cornell’s boxes, but rather to dramatize a perceptual dynamic already implicit within them. For despite the obvious materiality of the items they contained, these “assemblages” functioned not through the literalism of the object but through the metaphor of the window. To view what Cornell called his “poetic theatres” was to be “carried away in the mind’s eye,” Cornell wrote in his diary about the exhibition. The viewer was taken away from the literal space of the gallery into an individual landscape of memory, association, and fantasy. Mary Anne Caws has described Cornell’s boxes as the model of “seeing through” as a kind of spectatorial interpenetration, and within the literature on Cornell, one finds countless references to the ideas of projection, displacement, and spectatorial “travel” in the descriptions of these works. Just as the protagonist in Cocteau’s surrealist film _The Blood of a Poet_ (1930) literally traverses the mirror, the spectator becomes entranced and could be said to “enter into” Cornell’s miniature worlds.\(^{41}\)

A darkened environment within which a singular, glowing point of attention is marked by means of a piercing beam of light—here was the black box of the cinematic theater with which surrealism had long been associated. Born at the same time as psychoanalysis, the cinema was understood to unfold its stream of images like the mind itself, juxtaposing time and space to create its own reality out of the fragments of daily life. Like surrealism, the cinema had the unique, fantastic, and dangerously seductive ability to gear into the unconscious depths of desire—an ability that, in addition to provoking all manner of social panic among cultural critics, placed it at odds with the increasingly rationalized demands of modern social organization. According to André Breton, the surrealists appreciated “nothing so much as dropping into the cinema when whatever was playing was playing, at any point in the show, and leaving at the first hint of boredom—or surfeit—to rush off to another cinema where we behaved in the same way.”\(^{42}\) The cinema was not employed to flee reality, but to transform one’s encounter with it through its radical juxtaposition with the cinematic.

Like Breer’s philosophical toys, Cornell’s boxes both were and were not cinema: situated in different contexts, and operating through different material logic, both were able to address fundamental aspects of the cinematic experience from their deliberately oblique perspective. Like Duchamp before him, Cornell had actually begun his exploration of the cinematic by means of the philosophical toy. His early works _The Traveler in the Mirrors_ (1932) and _Surrealist Toy_ (1932) were boxed sets of thaumatropic discs. These and similar devices were even advertised by his first
dealer, Julian Levy, as “toys for adults,” and the phrase—condescendingly appropriated by Cornell’s critics—initially stuck to the artist’s work as a pejorative. Like Duchamp, Cornell welcomed the oddly disjunctive context of the philosophical toy—the way in which it presented itself as more of a curiosity or experiment than a proper work of art.

The explicit theatricality of Cornell’s installation at *The Art of Assemblage*, the “windows” it opened up within the modernist enclosure of the white cube, and the strangely theatrical darkened environment within which it was displayed—all of this seems deliberately out of step with the emerging ethos of the times. For it was just then that an aesthetic of minimalism, which deliberately repudiated any sense of illusionistic depth, any notion of the work of art as a window on another time or place, was beginning to take center stage. Minimalist painting and sculpture endeavored to foreground the phenomenology of the “here and now” of the gallery experience.

The work of Robert Morris—specifically, his first solo exhibition at Green Gallery in 1963—has regularly served as a reference point for this “literalist” conception of sculptural minimalism. In his 1966 “Notes on Sculpture,” Morris would explain that these works are not “built up” according to the traditional logic of composition, but made intentionally “unitary” and “reductive” so as to strike the viewer immediately as “gestalt.” In so doing, they take “relationships out of the work and make them a function of space, light, and the viewer’s field of vision.” This idea of the “gallery-as-perceptual-laboratory” was to become the dominant model through which Morris’s early work, and indeed, much of early
minimalism, would be interpreted. Yet Morris’s interest in the phenomenology of spectatorship was much more complicated than this literalist reading would suggest. For two years before, Morris had already employed a similarly reductive, minimal form to stage a vastly different kind of phenomenological encounter and a vastly different conception of the gallery as an exhibitionary space.

*Box with the Sound of Its Own Making* (1961) combined rough-hewn facture and Dadaesque simplicity with an audacious technological gambit: no longer content to remain the silent object of interpretation, this work would speak loudly and continuously of its own process of manufacture.44 The work was a self-consciously rudimentary structure—a simple plywood cube, eight and a half inches to a side. Yet accompanying the box, and hidden out of sight, Morris had situated a tape recorder that would play back a two-hour-long recording of the processes he had undertaken in crafting the box.

Annette Michelson was one of the first critics to take the work seriously, and in her essay “Aesthetics of Transgression” for the first Morris retrospective in 1969, she described Morris’s elaboration of process within the work in terms of a seamless circularity: “the elaboration of formal modes of tautology.”45 *Anti-Illusion: Procedures/Materials*, the Whitney Museum of American Art’s major exhibition of that year, provided the rhetorical trope that would continue to fuel much of the art and film criticism of

---

**Figure 3.22.** Installation view, Robert Morris exhibition at Green Gallery, New York, 1964.
the next decade and beyond. Even in Morris’s 1994 Guggenheim retrospective, it is confidently declared that the work “is meant to dispel the idea of secrecy, substituting instead the experience of an intelligible process and its duration.”

Yet the simplicity of Morris’s Box with the Sound of Its Own Making is profoundly deceptive. Far from culminating in a literal, self-reflexive demonstration, the formal reduction inherent in Morris’s Box was not unlike the “transparency” with which Breer understood his mutoscope works: a magnifying glass held up to a supposedly simple mechanism so as to reveal its inherent complexity. Morris’s work—like Breer’s, like Duchamp’s—was never simply about physical forms within the museum, but also addressed the unspoken social conventions of the museum, its behavioral norms and spectatorial expectations. It bears noting that Morris’s works of this period were deeply indebted to Duchamp, and that Box with the Sound of Its Own Making was itself quite explicitly a remaking of Duchamp’s With Hidden Noise (1916)—a kind of a remake for the Age of Mechanical Reproducibility. This early work of Duchamp’s had consisted of a ball of twine, bounded by two square metal plates, into which an unknown object had been placed. As Duchamp well understood, the ball of twine—doubly enclosed within its immediate frame of metal and the institutional frame of the museum—was destined to remain untouched, let alone shaken. The title thus evokes the anticipation of a sound that will remain forever foreclosed—and thus all the more productive of desire.

By explicit contrast, the spectator of Morris’s Box with the Sound of Its Own Making is immediately confronted with sound—the indelicate sounds of measuring, sawing, hammering, and sanding that pierce the pristine serenity of the gallery space, whether we choose to attend to them or not. Through this recording, viewers—now also listeners—are transported away from the here and now of the box in the gallery to the previous and remote locus of the box’s manufacture. The recording disrupts the traditional situation of the sculptural form—its presentness—and indexes a time and a space that remain separate, distinct, and above all, distant from our local condition. In so doing, far from the usual temporal experience of presentness that could be said to characterize minimalist sculpture (especially in its more axiomatic forms), Morris’s introduction of this mediating technology injected a kind of temporal feedback loop into the gallery space. We see the box in the present, yet we hear the construction of the box from its past—from before its birth as a concrete visual form. By bringing that past into the present, Morris makes past and present perpetually collide within our phenomenal experience of the supposedly singular piece. Our encounter with this “work”—both noun and verb, local object and distant process—remains bifurcated into a kind of spatiotemporal collage—the present-tense experience fused, confused, with an overlay of temporal and spatial coordinates.
**Figure 3.23.** Robert Morris, *Box with the Sound of Its Own Making*, 1961. Seattle Art Museum.

**Figure 3.24.** Marcel Duchamp, *With Hidden Noise*, 1916/1964. Musée National d’Art Moderne, Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris.
The early art historical representation of Morris’s *Box* is important precisely because of the way it has often come to stand for the historical procedures and aspirations of artistic minimalism as such. When a spectator encounters the specific sounds—the sounds of sawing, chopping, and planing that seemingly emanate from this small plywood box—something more is occurring than either the abstract demonstration of autoreferentiality or the work’s *general* dependence on exterior structures of cultural signification. Rather, one of the primary conventions of the gallery space—that of silence—is being broken. With that broken silence comes a partial rupture of the frame, the enclosure, the invisibility of the gallery itself as a space of aesthetic experience. It is worth noting that in the photographic documentation of *Box*, the electrical cord is always cut off, even blurred and faded—as if somewhere along the line, this unsightly appendage was considered positively detrimental to the reproduction of the cube’s basic unitary form. This was not simply a matter of critical misinterpretation, but a positive ambivalence stemming from the artist himself. After all, why would a work so seemingly devoted to a materialist and self-reflexive account of its own production deliberately choose to conceal the reproduction of the tape recorder? The mechanism was itself situated *hors champs*, outside the field of view. Perhaps we are closer to Duchamp’s *With Hidden Noise* than initially suspected.

In contrast to our experience in a movie theater, for instance, we do not simply surrender our experience of our immediate physical location to be within another, fictional world. Morris’s work rather institutes a temporal layering—an enfolding of past and present, in which our attentive perception of the object can finally be located in neither a pure past nor a pure present, but exists only in some moving and uncertain space between the two. Only by shutting her eyes or ears can the spectator of Morris’s *Box* inhabit a discrete spatiotemporal location. Thus, while retaining modernist sculpture’s attention to the material object, Morris literally provides an “other” dimension to our experience. Self-reflexive facticity and “truth to materials” is here grounded not in a model of phenomenological enclosure, but rather in the perpetual displacement and dislocation of the subject-object dyad.

Like Morris, Nam June Paik was interested in utilizing the previously underdeveloped phenomenology of sound to convey the ways in which its interiority was being “breached” by the introduction of new technologies of recording and reperformance. Paik’s “sculpture” *Random Access* (1963) consisted of prerecorded strips of magnetic audiotape, cut from their reels and glued directly to the wall of the exhibition space. These strips formed a series of overlapping stripes, radiating outward from an amorphous center. When visitors entered the exhibition space, they were invited to pick up a small magnetic tape head, attached through a wire to a speaker nearby, to physically read the sounds off the wall. In taking
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this tape head and wire in hand, the viewer-cum-operator became a kind of playback machine, substituting for the rotary mechanism that would ordinarily advance the tape. As with Breer’s mutoscopes, the temporality of a commonplace mechanical experience became curiously “demechanized.” While film projector and tape recorder, as industrial technologies, must necessarily sync to a given speed, both Breer’s mutoscopes and Paik’s Random Access “demechanize” playback—render mechanical

Figure 3.25. Nam June Paik, Random Access, 1963.
Figure 3.26. Nam June Paik, Random Access, 1963. Detail of spectator/participant “playing” the piece with the tape head.

consistency impossible through their dependence on human locomotion. Furthermore, in the case of Paik’s Random Access, there exists no single, linear path on which to methodically advance. Paik thus succinctly defies the processional linearity of audio playback by extending the audiotape across a two-dimensional surface. The viewer is forced to choose—and choose again, every few inches—ever new pathways along this complex and intersecting web of connections. At each juncture, the decision produces its own feedback loop, as the viewer reacts to the soundtrack she herself is producing.

In this chapter, I have been discussing sculpture’s desire to confront its physical and cultural territorialization within the white cube of the gallery space in this particular moment. In this context, it seems important to note that the collaborative act of creation to which Paik’s work gives rise is not one that takes place just anywhere. Rather, it takes place on a wall—the wall of the white cube itself. To operate the piece, viewers must press their hands against the wall, which is to say, literally push against the barrier securing interior from exterior space. Paik made it so that at the precise moment a viewer’s hand presses against that boundary, the phenomenal and ideological experience of the white cube is rent asunder. The contact induced between hand and wall immediately summons up
a time and space disjunctive yet coextensive with that of the immediate environment. The time and space indexed by the magnetic recording may be separated from the present time by hours or months or from the present site by inches or miles. Yet this “other” space and time immediately comes crashing into our own, entering into our present phenomenal experience of the gallery site. Unlike Morris’s *Box with the Sound of Its Own Making*, the passage Paik here effects is entirely voluntary and incumbent on the viewer. We are given an opportunity for exploration, but we are not forced to endure an ultimately untenable experience of spatial and temporal bifurcation. It is left entirely to the viewer whether to be a spectator or a participant, whether to remain wholly within the space of the white cube or to take an active role in its supersession.

Neither Cornell’s miniature theaters, nor Morris’s *Box*, nor Paik’s *Random Access* directly used the material technology of the moving image. But all three addressed the gallery as newly hybrid space of exhibition and perception, transformed through the mediating effect of recording technologies. Neither a window on another world nor a mirror reflecting the literal space of the gallery, the work of art is imagined in these works as a kind of screen—both material and immaterial, local and distant. Combining the use of recording technology by Morris and Paik with the explicit interest in the quintessentially cinematic field of fantasy and identification in Cornell’s miniature theaters, Robert Whitman’s cinematic installations literally displaced the moving image from the black box to the white cube, challenging the accepted conventions of each, while giving rise to a conception of expanded cinema within the confines of the postwar art gallery.


Whitman’s moving-image installations of 1963–1964, what he called his *Cinema Pieces*, bring us full circle to the question of movement within the gallery with which we began. In Galerie Denise René’s 1955 exhibition, film may have served as the privileged point of reference, but within an institutional tradition of plastic display, the actual workings of cinema could only ever be marginal or implicit. Sculptural kineticism provided only a secondary animation of what was essentially a static medium. Nearly a decade after *Movement*, this situation had become ripe for a more literal transformation. The use of cinema within Whitman’s *Window* installation at the Sidney Janis Gallery was explicit, albeit far from straightforward. Like the metaphorical articulation of cinema within Cornell’s MoMA exhibition, *Window* (1963) simultaneously evoked both the literal space of the gallery and a fictional realm beyond, foregrounding the spectator’s own imaginative labor as the reagent that allowed an almost magical process of translation to occur between the two.
Whitman had been preoccupied with how the incorporation of everyday found materials, together with the novel spatiotemporal possibilities inherent in cinematic technology, might transform the traditional conceptions of theatrical performance and theatrical space. Encountering Cornell’s film *Rose Hobart* (1936) in the midst of this inquiry, he was clearly smitten by Cornell’s ability to generate such emotional power from physical and temporal assemblages of seemingly everyday objects and images. He prevailed on Cornell to lend his entire cinematic oeuvre for a series of screenings and events at an impromptu space Whitman was putting together with Walter de Maria. It seems far from coincidental that only months later, Whitman would combine Cornell’s two major forms in a wholly novel manner of surrealist assemblage.

As if ripped from a dream, *Window* presents us with the concretization of a metaphor. In it, a quaint-looking domestic window is rather incongruously set into the gallery wall. The very everydayness of this ordinary house window shifts our attention from the work qua sculpture toward the necessity of its physical situation within the gallery space. The work cannot be circumnavigated, as it no longer rests wholly and visibly within the gallery space. Rather, it is built directly into the gallery wall, its mechanism necessitating a separate and concealed location within which its scene can unfold. Rather than being framed by the ostensible neutrality of its architectural container, *Window* cuts across the borders of that container. Literally trespassing on the architectural boundary, it opens up a space beyond that is both physical and metaphorical. *Window* is not merely a hole, but an aperture.

While *Window* does not lead outside, it is nevertheless still possible to look through it, into a space beyond. There, we encounter an almost archetypal figure of the nude in the garden. But if the subject is as old as the picture window of painting itself, Whitman’s sculpture provokes a spectatorial experience fundamentally different from that of the traditional painterly tableau. Perhaps the first thing we notice is that the material construction of the work is a deliberately heterogeneous mélange. The
exterior window is a real, physical object: an ordinary wooden frame and window glass are physically set into the wall. Beyond this frame lies a darkened space—its physical dimensions uncertain—in which some real tree branches have been arranged. And beyond that crude diorama, perspectival space continues back, deep into a forest glen, where branches shift faintly in a gentle breeze, and a woman suddenly appears, remains for a moment, and then quickly vanishes. Of course, this final space is not “real,” as we say, insofar it comes into being only on the illuminated surface of a rear-screen cinematic projection. Our phenomenal experience is thus split between two forms of “deep space”: that which we could, in theory, navigate with our corporeal bodies and that which we inhabit only through a form of imaginative identification. The distinction between the real and the cinematic is obvious, and it initially seems inconsequential, even trite. Yet over time, as our attention becomes fixed on this doubly framed world on the other side of the glass and the flickering specter that inhabits it, it is rather our own act of looking that begins to feel strange and uncanny.

The garden beyond the window is a disjunctive, haunted space. Like an apparition, the woman appears only as a fleeting presence before quickly moving out of the frame, or simply vanishing before our eyes. When she is visible, she is not merely nude, but often engaged in the process of disrobing. In contrast to the putative wholeness of an aesthetic form we might safely admire from a distance, Whitman’s nude throws us back on our own act of looking, on the affective conditions of a gaze caught up in a seemingly endless process of anticipation, delay, and deferral. For the majority of our time, we are simply watching an empty forest glen, waiting. And in those moments after the woman has walked out of the frame, or has simply vanished, our gaze moves into the “deep space” of the forest glen. Within this scene, the leaves and branches of the foliage alone remain constant, while the human figure is constantly moving in and out of the frame, appearing and then vanishing like an apparition. But even the trees appear haunted. For alongside these branches, swaying gently in the wind, our gaze inevitably falls on the other, “real” branches that intervene within the foreground. In this way, Window establishes a curiously intermediary space beyond the window but before the cinematic screen, in what seems like an obvious metaphor for the ontological duality of cinema itself. These “real” branches make an awkward incision in our cinematic tableau, drawing our uneasy attention out of the cinematic world and back into the physical, material space of the gallery—at least for a moment, before the screen’s flickering movement, the subtle action within the cinematic tableau, grabs our attention, beckoning us back inside again, across the portal and into the space of the film.

With this constant back-and-forth movement, we are asked, in effect, to look at the screen at the same time that we are being conjured away
by a spectacle transpiring on the screen. In *Window*, this materialization of the screen and the quality of mediation it effects are troped by the materiality of the real wooden window frame and the real foliage of the diorama beyond. “Reflexivity” seems too blunt a concept to describe this delicate interplay of materiality and immateriality, this triadic relationship of projection, spectator, and screen. For it is not simply a matter of the cinematic apparatus calling attention to the fact of its own materiality or to its own mechanical operation. Rather, the fetishistic transport of the cinematic screen—and the phantasmal registers on which this transport depends—are invoked while being simultaneously laid open to view. We are accustomed to viewing the modernist work as a material object forthrightly presented before us, just as we view the cinematic image as a world unto itself, cordoned off by the impermeable frame of the darkened theater. *Window* simultaneously presents us with both and with neither, producing a new kind of phenomenological hybrid that prompts a reconsideration of our own spectatorial habits and expectations.

One of the conditions of this travel, which the work foregrounds, is the conscious involvement, even complicity, of the spectator. Over time, the ostensibly transparent window comes to assume the reflective properties of a mirror. *Window* does not provide a view so much as frame our act of looking. This liminal visibility keeps us focused on the woman as spectacle, undercutting the stability and coherence of the cinematic space. Thus, even as we are pulled toward this other, cinematic space, we are denied the fiction that it is a coherent world we might occupy. It is a form of spectatorship that suggests not so much the high art of the classical nude as the low genre of the striptease. Yet the desire awakened by *Window* is ultimately not for more flesh, but for more presence—more continuity, more immersivity. We long to be drawn more fully, more convincingly, across the threshold. In constructing such a space, Whitman focuses our attention not on the here of the gallery space or the there of the cinematic world, but on our own desire and our complicity with the mechanism of transport itself. Whitman’s field of operation is the subject’s own desire for illusion, for transport—the fetishistic disavowal, “I know very well, but all the same …” that subtends the entire history of the moving image.\(^{51}\) Deliberately staging the work of technological mediation, *Window* similarly foregrounds the historical association of erotic voyeurism with the development of moving-image technology. Like a striptease, Whitman’s work both conceals and reveals its illusionistic operation.

Whitman’s *Shower* (1964) updated the venerable motif of the nude bather for an audience of the televisual age. Across a darkened space, we see a shower stall built into the far wall. There is a woman inside, and the water is on, spraying out of the showerhead and splashing onto the vinyl curtain, forming droplets and running down in streaks. The woman
Figure 3.28. Robert Whitman, *Shower*, 1963.
turns, washing herself, unfazed by our presence. She is blurred by both
the shower’s steam and the precipitation that covers the vinyl curtain. In
the tableau Whitman has devised, this woman is a cinematic projection,
but everything else is, as we say, “real.” The distinction comes so natu-
 rally to us, it feels so comfortable to separate out the real and the illusory.
After a moment, we begin to understand: The sound we hear—real water
splashing against real vinyl—is quite evidently real. There before us is a
real shower stall, a real shower curtain, real running water. The woman
seemingly immersed within that water, however, is a projected image.
The woman is an illusion, a phantasm that issues forth from a concealed
space behind the frosted glass of the shower’s rear wall. As in the classi-
cal cinematic theater, the projector is hidden, out of sight behind a glass
wall—though here, it remains concealed despite the fact that we stare
at it quite directly. It seems an appropriate metaphor for the work as a
whole. Whether or not one is initially fooled by the trompe l’oeil, the il-
 lusion is quickly dispatched. But in contrast to the theme park spectacle
the work superficially resembles, the maintenance of the illusion is nei-
ther required nor expected—the work continues to fascinate long after
we have seen through its mechanism. Even once we understand that the
cinematic projection is forming on the rear wall of the shower, it is as if
the initial vinyl curtain persists as a kind of screen, its rushing streams
of real water serving not only to mark the passage of time but also to
mark a barrier between the place where we stand and the fantasy image
hiding coyly behind. This seems the only way to explain an oft-repeated
erroneous description of the work, in which the film is said to be pro-
jected onto the vinyl curtain at the front, rather than onto a frosted-glass
screen located behind.52 While in Window, the “materialization” of the
screen is troped by the presence of the wooden window frame and the
real foliage of the diorama beyond, in Shower, it is instantiated by the
physical structure of the shower itself and the translucent quality of the
folded curtain through which we have to peer. Filtered through the vinyl
curtain as through a second screen, the cinematic image comes to seem
almost tactile.

Whitman’s expanded field of sculptural practice includes not only
the material technology of cinema, but also the identificatory relations
that have dominated the cultural history of that technology. In Window,
real objects are presented as interacting with realistic images, and vice
versa, the illusory as existing alongside the actual in a natural pairing.
Whitman writes, “Fantasy exists as an object, as a central physical entity,
and as part of the story that you tell about other objects,” and clearly his
sculptural practice is one in which the notion of object must be expanded
to include a whole range of phenomena outside the purely material.53
Whitman’s Cinema Pieces were certainly “one of the earliest examples of
the projected image’s shift away from the cinema screen into the medium
of sculpture." But perhaps more importantly, they also presented the reverse. For Whitman, the tactile, material space of the sculptural installation—and by its minimalist extension, the whole physical space of the white cube—becomes imbricated with the dematerialized dreamscape of the cinematic. In these works, the simple, almost axiomatic figures of window and mirror seem to signal that the representational space of Western painting, and the spectatorial conventions on which that tradition was based, were in the midst of a radical reconceptualization in the age of moving-image technologies. Rather than aiming to annihilate illusion in the name of a fully transparent and self-conscious reality, these works sought to address the increasing importance of the imaginary, the phantasmal realm of recognition and identification, within a newly televisual age. Revealing and concealing the “illusionary” operations of the media technology they employ, the Cinema Pieces rejected the contemporary ideology of the self-contained object. Like the phantasmally suffused objects of his contemporary Claes Oldenburg, Whitman’s Cinema Pieces located an affective and imaginary dimension within otherwise prosaic spaces and materials.

There is a palpable sense that the Cinema Pieces work through us—that their images and our imagination become chiasmatically intertwined. Rather than attempting to fool the spectator, like the traditional fairground spectacle, they mirror the viewer’s own desire for illusion, for belief. An active suspension of disbelief is manifested not only in the historical descriptions of Shower’s supposed “efficacy,” but in the photographic documentation that has accompanied the work’s exhibition. Who would guess, from the photographic evidence, that the showering woman so essential to the trompe l’oeil is repeatedly displaced by close-ups of body parts being washed, or of a gigantic showerhead, displaced horizontally, spraying water dyed yellow, red, purple, blue, and black, like colors of paint? Consistently alternating with the nude bather, these images definitively void any sense of illusionism within the work, yet remain curiously absent from the work’s photographic documentation.

Within early, teleological conceptions of cinema’s history, the philosophical toy was regarded merely as a nascent, imperfect form of the industrial cinema to come. Jonathan Crary long ago proposed that their connection might more appropriately be understood as “a dialectical relation of inversion and opposition, in which features of these earlier devices were negated or concealed.” Like Breer’s mutoscopes, Whitman’s Cinema Pieces grew out of an attempt to interrogate fundamental aspects of the cinematic experience by setting up the postwar art gallery as a kind of laboratory for its analysis. By divorcing the spectatorial experience of the moving image from the established terrain of the cinematic theater, the phenomenological condition of the gallery space allowed these artists to isolate, distinguish, and foreground particular components of the
cinematic experience—parts of that complex apparatus of cinematic exhibition normally subsumed within the seamless coherence of the cinematic spectacle.

Despite their curious resemblance to Duchamp’s contemporaneous yet unknown diorama Étant Donnés (1948–1968), which would not emerge until the end of the decade, the formal characteristics of Whitman’s Cinema Pieces would seem to place them at a far remove from Breer’s microscope works and the return to the Duchampian topos of the philosophical toy that they heralded. Yet the two artists’ works were conjoined in their attempt to envision the familiar white cube of the gallery as a newly hybrid space of materiality and immateriality, spectatorial distance and immersivity—one that invited its viewer to negotiate that which was simultaneously a material apparatus and a projective space. Legible neither as sculpture nor as cinema, these works gestured toward a transformation of the gallery under the pressure of the moving image even as they intentionally sought to alienate the moving image from its customary home within the cinematic theater.
4: CINEMA ON STAGE
We are told that the explanation is simple: all explanations are.

HOLLIS FRAMPTON, A Lecture, 1968
Staging Cinema: Robert Whitman’s *Prune.Flat.* (1965)

Robert Whitman’s *Prune.Flat.* begins with a *mise-en-abyme* of cinematic projection. On a screen before us, we see nothing but an image of a film projector (see fig. 4.3, top left). It is presented in profile, so we cannot see what it projects—only the projector itself as an image. Rather than drawing us “through the window” into a distinct cinematic world, the flatness of the image renders it palpably irreal, despite its prosaic reality. This image is not precisely a still; nevertheless, its movement is barely evident. Like Warhol’s early cinema portraits, it offers us something like a moving still. A small spinning gear reveals the projector to be in motion, yet this motion is centripetal, and the cinematic frame itself is fixed. As an almost hypnotic stillness holds this ostensibly “moving image” before us for thirty long seconds, our attention begins to wander. We notice the bright light shooting overhead and the steady noise of the projector behind us, both of which are proximate indices of the image we see before us. Perhaps we are hearing the same projector we are seeing? Projection seems to be both in front of us and behind us—surrounding us, as it were. If so, a singular object would now be split into image and sound, the image taken in a distant space and a previous time and the sound taking place right here in the present. Moreover, the image would be a mere representation and the sound that representation’s “reality.”

This meditation is abruptly punctured when the film suddenly appears to “skip” or “jump the gate.” It is a movement that takes place not in the projector before us, but in its unseen twin behind. The very immobility of the cinematic frame highlights this literal movement of the celluloid through the projector. As this movement occurs within the cinematic frame, but not within the cinematic space, its self-reflexivity calls our attention not simply to the material condition of the image, but additionally to the exhibition space, the theater within which the projection takes place. For in seeing this briefest of disruptions—a mere transient flash—Whitman’s audience would have had to wonder whether this movement was within the frame or exterior to it. In this underground theater, no one would have been expecting state-of-the-art projection, and such mechanical accidents were hardly uncommon to screenings in which a single worn print was repeatedly cycled through secondhand projectors by occasionally untrained projectionists. In other words, was this the
kind of cinematic mishap—like dust or scratches or a minor misregistration—that we deliberately train ourselves to overlook, or something deliberately sown into the very surface of the film being projected?

Whitman’s initial image succinctly poses a range of questions, ontological and experiential, with which *Prune.Flat.* will be concerned—all the more so because this initial “image” is not wholly one of cinematic projection. For at the bottom right corner, the absence of traditional cinematic imagery illuminates that which would otherwise remain invisible. A simple, obdurate, physical object—a chair—stands apart from the screen of projection at what, from the perspective of the seated audience, seems the most shallow of distances. Carving out its shape in the form of a silhouette, it refers us back to the chairs on which we are ourselves seated, thus acquiring a palpable solidity and weight compared with the projected background it obstructs. But most importantly, it rests on—and thus serves to index—a shallow proscenium stage that lies just to “this side” of the projected image. This stage, like the audience, rests in the medium between the two projectors. Our awareness of this space causes the complexity of this cinematic situation—this chiasmatic intertwining of real and cinematic—to be staged before us.

Whitman referred to his works as “theater-pieces,” but they have tended to be situated within the category of “Happenings” popularized by Allan Kaprow. In his 1966 book *Assemblage, Environments & Happenings*, Kaprow sought to provide an account of modern art’s engagement with its space of exhibition. He claimed that the foundational condition for the modern tradition of painting and sculpture had been its setting within the rectilinear confines of the museum space. Pointing to the storm of criticism that erupted from artists and critics when works were first installed within the curved walls of Frank Lloyd Wright’s spiraling Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, Kaprow contended that Wright’s building not only served as a harrowing disruption of an ossified rectilinear tradition, but also represented a limit point for a field that had failed to keep pace with the rival arts. The museum was an old container within which contemporary art increasingly felt constrained. The new art must either abandon the museum space entirely or actively reconstruct its space of exhibition in ways the architectural imagination had not yet dared.

Yet Kaprow was not particularly interested in the reinvention of art’s institutional spaces, and he tended to ignore the attempts to do so by so many of his contemporaries. His impatience not only with the art gallery, but also with the disciplinary traditions of music, theater, dance, and film, led him to reject what he termed the “enclosure” of art within institutions as such. He was consequently quite frustrated, during his 1968 interview with Robert Smithson, when Smithson refused his call to abandon the museum, describing art’s institutional framing not as a hindrance, but rather its very condition of possibility.²
Kaprow was emblematic of a generation of critics whose basic conception of art was so inextricably bound up with the plastic forms of painting and sculpture that the widespread turn away from both could be understood only as “the death of art.” Ignoring the important developments taking place across the traditions of music, theater, dance, and film, these critics failed to grasp how specific disciplinary conjunctions might leverage historical tradition to stage an intervention into fossilized aesthetic establishments. For throughout this period, neither art nor its institutions were in the process of dying so much as they were in the process of being reinvented. One of the most important sites of this reinvention was within the theatrical space, on that age-old site: the proscenium stage.

Michael Kirby’s book Happenings, published a year before Kaprow’s Assemblage, Environments & Happenings, had retained the term established in 1959 by Kaprow’s 18 Happenings in 6 Parts. Yet Kirby, like Whitman, rejected the ostensible neutrality of the happening in order to engage more precisely with the larger history and theory of twentieth-century performance. If Kaprow’s philosophical background in aesthetics led him to the ontological question of “art-in-general,” Kirby’s interest in the historical coevolution of avant-garde theater, dance, and music led him to reflect more precisely on the traditions and codes that structured different models of exhibition and spectatorship.

At a time in which “American-style painting” was still very much the focus of the international art world, Kirby instead sought to articulate the importance of a “new theatre” emerging not out of the theatrical world, but rather from the musical practices of John Cage. By using what were ostensibly nonmusical elements, Cage’s work had led to a new model of performance based around an intersection of music and theater. “Acting can be defined as the creation of character and/or place,” Kirby wrote in 1965, and the musician, while performing, “attempts to be no one other than himself, nor does he function in a place other than that which physically contains him and the audience.” For Kirby, this model of “non-matrixed” performance—which would not establish character or place, but function exclusively within the present space and local time of the spectatorial audience—opened up an exciting new interdisciplinary inquiry across the traditional domains of music, dance, and theater. While Kaprow’s anti-institutional stance and his dialectic of “art and un-art” would become much more widely known, it is Kirby’s model of disciplinary juxtaposition that best allows us to understand Whitman’s project in bringing together cinema and theater, as well as the association of performance and cinema more generally within the expanded cinema of this time.

Citing Kirby’s work in her essay for the 1974 exhibition Projected Images, Barbara Rose distinguished Whitman from the other “Happenings Boys”
on account of his predilection for the time-based forms of music and dance rather than the plastic forms of painting and sculpture, citing his affiliation with Anna Halprin and the Judson Dance Theater as well as with the composers La Monte Young and Terry Riley. Significantly, Rose also distinguished Whitman’s persistent emphasis on “mechanical devices, constructed rather than ‘found’ environments, and of media such as slides and film.” She concluded that “Whitman's first essays in theater were his initial experiments with projected images as well.” We might go further and understand Whitman's conjunction of theater and the projected image as a theater of the projected image: a deliberate staging of cinematic exhibition and spectatorship, the “acting out” of metaphors for the cinematic situation.

Already in 1960, Whitman had shot an 8mm color film and incorporated it into his theater piece *American Moon* at the Reuben Gallery. But more important than his literal incorporation of the cinematic image was the particular image of cinema that he had sought to create. Within the interior of the gallery, Whitman had constructed, in effect, a kind of movie theater. Six “tunnels,” within which small groups of spectators were seated, radiated outward from a central point. Rather than orienting the spectators toward a single projected image, his enclosure within an enclosure served to dramatize the event of spectatorship itself. Each of these miniature theaters was covered by a set of translucent but partially obstructed screens. Since half of the audience would have been situated within the other's field of vision, the consciousness of seeing others would invariably be linked to the consciousness of being oneself seen, “on stage”:

Sheets of plastic partly covered with rows of paper rectangles were lowered over each opening, and projectors at the rear of each tunnel beamed the same film onto these mosaic screens. When the lights were out in the central space, the spectators could see through the transparent plastic that separated the pieces of paper and watch, from the rear, the film being projected in the opposite tunnel.⁵

Simone Forti, a dancer and choreographer who performed in both *American Moon* and *Prune.Flat.*, described these screens as “membranes.” It is a striking and highly apposite rhetoric for Whitman’s investigation. As a semipermeable boundary, a membrane guarantees selective passage between two distinct spaces. Rather than thinking of the screen as merely a surface for projection, Forti helps us to recall the term’s early meaning as a fire guard for the domestic hearth: a semipermeable boundary that combined the regulation of beneficial heat with protection against dangerous embers. Forti’s metaphor emphasizes Whitman’s interest in this essential duality of the screen as a device of both protection

---


and projection, reminding us of the uncanny ways in which it can bring things close while simultaneously keeping them at a distance.

Whitman employed the metaphor of the screen to address the quasi-public, quasi-private nature of the spectatorial experience: bodies sheltered together in a communal act of spectatorship, but also bodies made visible to one another as spectacle. Whitman’s interest in the metaphor of the screen tended to be concretized through the transactional space of screening: the conditions of enclosure and the directedness of perception within a darkened theatrical space. In one of the first essays on Whitman, Toby Mussman called attention to this “tendency to build an interior, womb-like space” within which to provocatively situate his audience in the works that followed: *Mouth* (1961), *Flower* (1963), *Water* (1963), and *The Night Time Sky* (1965). This concern with the architecture of projection and spectatorship shifted the valence of Whitman’s works from the expressivity of his early “happenings” toward the self-reflexive engagement with the cinematic event that would characterize the mid-1960s expanded cinema.

Whitman’s heretofore implicit engagement with models of cinematic exhibition and spectatorship would become the explicit focus of his piece for the Expanded Cinema Festival in the winter of 1965. Paradoxically, it was the proscenium stage—that most traditional element of theatrical architecture—that encouraged Whitman to focus on the specificity of the cinematic situation. *Prune.Flat.* was the first of Whitman’s “theater-pieces” to be performed on a proscenium stage. He had intended to create a work based around the general theme of cinema, but upon visiting the specific space at the Forty-First Street Theater, he became fascinated by the particularity of its compressed space:

I went to the space. I got interested in the idea of a proscenium stage because of its very particular arbitrary nature . . . It’s a block, usually in the shape of a cube in space. That particular case was shaped like a cube cut in half so that it wasn’t as deep as it was wide and high . . . so I got involved with certain flatnesses—with certain movie ideas, in the way that I think about movies. Movies are fantasies. They do things to the space. They flatten it out. When you project on people, you flatten them out.

Allowing only a limited space for performers in front of the large cinema screen behind it, the stage functioned to “flatten out” the live action. This ambivalent “shallow depth” seemed to register simultaneously both the phenomenological depth of the photographic image and the persistent flatness of the screen on which we see it projected. The curious amalgamation of theatrical and cinematic space provided Whitman with an apt metaphor with which to consider the idea of “projection” in cinema more
generally, in its structural ambivalence between fantasy and materiality, place and placelessness. Leveraging the spatial dynamics of this particular theater, *Prune.Flat.* would reflect on what we might call film’s “theatre” as such.

The work’s title initially seems to employ “prune” as a verb signifying reduction or condensation. Significantly, this reduction is not an end in itself, but a scaling back for the explicit purpose of encouraging further growth and development. As such, *Prune.Flat.* could be placed in a lineage with those works, from Cage’s 4’33” and Paik’s *Zen for Film* to the sculptural minimalism of Robert Morris or Donald Judd, that placed aesthetic reduction in the service of perceptual expansion. To “cut back content,” as Sontag put it in her 1964 essay “Against Interpretation,” allows us to “recover our senses … to see more, to hear more, to feel more.” Yet such a purely formalist reading would have to confront Whitman’s own explicit interest in referencing the small, fleshy fruit—one not uncommonly associated with the digestive tract. Such associations would seem consistent with an artist whose earlier theater-piece *Flower* (1963), as David Joselit has argued, was devoted to an exploration of the relationship between the inner and outer spaces of bodies, their surfaces and their depths. For Whitman, the two inquiries were not unrelated. The work of cinema—its inherent powers of absorption and transport—was understood to be crucially dependent on bodies: the thick bodies in the theatrical audience as well as the insubstantial bodies on the screen, those flickering images the audience both sees and sees through.

While the initial image of a projector seems part and parcel of a modernist, self-reflexive aesthetic, *Prune.Flat.* quickly veers onto more complex and less familiar ground. Cinematic space is again flattened out as we look down onto a table on which an apple is being cut open (see fig. 4.3, top right). But Whitman has introduced a redoubling of this flatness with the introduction of two live dancers on either side of the stage. Moving slowly toward the center, bodies pressed up against the surface of the screen, they enter our field of vision almost as specters, both illuminated and concealed by the bright light of the projector. The contrast in scale brings us “out” of the close-up, and the apple is made to seem gigantic, as if suddenly magnified a thousandfold through this subtle change in perspective. Almost immediately, the formal juxtaposition of immaterial image and this new material reality is suspended: as the apple is cut open, a shimmering ooze of metallic glitter spills out over the actors, submerging them entirely in the cinematic image (see fig. 4.3, middle right). Initially visible only by the light of the projector, they have now, in turn, become camouflaged by it.

This play between illumination and concealment will be perpetually reenacted throughout *Prune.Flat.* as the projected image is shown to
“close down” the perception of the material space of the theatrical stage while simultaneously “opening up” the phantasmal depths of the cinematic mise-en-scène. It is never so simple as having “real” space give way to “illusory” space, with a systematic effort to privilege the former at the expense of the latter. The didactic, moralistic idea of “cinematic illusionism,” as the later rhetoric of “materialist” film criticism would have it, is simply not present within Whitman’s work. In its place, there is a complex and ever-changing relationship of figure to ground. The positive articulation of presence within the real space of the theater is sometimes possible only through its illumination by the cinematic image, sometimes possible only by and through the manner in which the living body carves a space out of the background image through which it can be recognized (see fig. 4.3, middle left). Whitman does not lecture his spectators on the deceptions of the cinematic apparatus or infantilize them as passive dupes of cinematographic illusion. Rather, his layered images entail a complex imbrication of exhibition and spectatorship—a layering of the real and the phantasmal—that continually returns the audience to an understanding of, and an appreciation for, their own active role in the construction of the image.

In another sequence, we see two women dressed in white. One, shining brightly within a forest, exists only within the cinematic frame. A second woman crosses the stage, flush with the screen (see fig. 4.3, bottom right). Two spatial registers collide: suddenly the forest exists ambivalently as a deep space holding the first woman and as a non-space, a flat screen suffused with light that is starkly interrupted by the second woman’s passage. Moreover, the second woman, despite existing before us in real space, is quite difficult to see. Her loose white clothes take on the projection of the forest, and she dissolves into the background, distinguishable only by the disruption of her movement. But when she passes in front of the image of the woman on-screen, she is dramatically bathed in the white light of her garment and appears “live” in front of us, canceling the illusory space of the background completely. Seconds later, this is all erased with a dark cloud, and two women have become one, or rather, the image has passed over into the space of the real, vying for our acknowledgment as the real. Out of the dark shadow, we see that a single woman in brilliant white has taken the place, and the attributes, of both. A hybrid image, both material and immaterial—both real and illusory, both literal and dreamlike—is created through the use of a second projector and film to project clothing onto the stage woman’s loose-fitting white clothes. Her clothing becomes a screen for the “other space” of the projected image, even while her body remains on our side of the cinematic window, there before us on stage.

This hybrid construction of literal human presence and dreamlike cinematic projection will remain at the heart of the rest of the performance as
the woman’s bright white costume is cinematically transformed through a spectrum of different hues. The most dramatic instance occurs later in the film, in which the “addition” of the projected image becomes an uneasy “subtraction.” As we see a woman taking off her clothing, revealing first her undergarments, and then nothing at all, we encounter this sequence through a screen that remains clearly visible in the foreground: the loose white clothing of the actress before us on stage (see fig. 4.4, top left, top right, and middle right). This leads to an uncanny doubling of real and phantasmal projection in which the affective nature of the spectator’s investment is foregrounded. The woman’s body is here staged both as material, lit by the beam of the second projector, and as phantasmal, insofar as the audience is faced with a condition in which they “know very well” that this is all a relatively straightforward illusion, “yet all the same” that there is something magical about it, something haunting and impossible to ignore—the classical operation of the fetishism of vision as described by Freud. That Whitman’s display should self-consciously evoke the striptease should come as no surprise: erotic voyeurism probably played as formative a role in the evolution of early cinematic culture at the close of the nineteenth century as it would in the development of video and web-based moving-image technologies at the close of the twentieth. It is not for nothing that the first theorists of the cinematic apparatus would consistently turn to the psychoanalytic study of voyeurism in attempting to elaborate the essence of cinematic spectatorship.

In another scene, the woman who might be said to have originally “crossed over” the screen to the physical space of the theater has a black dress projected on her, while the woman in white reappears in the projected forest scene “behind” her (see fig. 4.4, bottom right). The woman in white then proceeds to walk “up” a path that takes her “deeper” into the forest, while the woman in black crosses the stage. Halfway across, she is followed by a second woman, who is barely visible as she blends into the forest background at the lower right of the screen. At this moment, the woman in black seems to split in two: while the actress continues across the stage, the projection of a woman in black—previously in nearly perfect sync with her—remains stationary. As the actress stops and turns back, she is barely visible as a dark shadow at the lower left of the screen against the bright light of her “lost” image. The result is a condensed vision of spatial and temporal dislocation, of movement into and out of the cinematic image, into and out of the imaginary “spotlight” through which visibility is granted.

In an interview with Whitman, Kostelanetz queried, “Something haunts me about that sequence in Prune. Flat. in which the filmed image of a nude figure is projected on a white-smocked girl. Is this image supposed to match the dimensions of her body precisely? In the several times I’ve seen it, sometimes it fits precisely, and other times it doesn’t.” Whitman
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replied, “No, only occasionally precisely.” Indeed, in his original notes, Kostelanetz had written, “On the second time round, I found myself less stunned by it. First of all, this time the performance itself was rather sloppily done; for whereas the projected figure of Mimi Stark is supposed to match her physical shape as precisely as possible, this time the image was quite often off center.” Later in the interview, he persisted: “The first time I saw Prune.Flat., at its second performance at the Cinematheque, the nude image fit so precisely on the real girl that the illusion of her nakedness became persuasive. When the image flashed off the audience gasped. I thought this was a marvelous sign of the effectiveness of your deception.” Whitman again demurred, “I don’t think that’s what the piece is about.”

Whitman rarely interfered with the interpretation of his work, so his admonition here acquires all the more significance. In describing the construction of his “special effects,” Whitman repeatedly said that he was careful to keep things below a certain level so that there could be no question of how the effects were being achieved. If the woman on stage had worn a fitted leotard, she might have more easily meshed, in a convincing deception, with her naked projection. But instead, she was clothed in the billowing costume of a nineteenth-century mime, ensuring that the costume would always protrude from beneath the projected image it served to screen. In later performances, the image was even deliberately misregistered. Far from attempting to create the kind of perfect, seamless, immersive illusion Kostelanetz both suspected and desired, Whitman’s work offered only fleeting moments of coherence, all the more dramatic for their ephemerality. It was precisely this liminality that served to foreground the viewers’ desire for coherence, their readiness to surrender to what is obviously an illusion. The flickering, spectral bodies within Prune.Flat. served not so much as images but as screens for the spectator’s phantasmal projection.

Whitman had no interest in unequivocally transporting the spectator into the world of the image—“I don’t want the audience mindlessly to be part of the piece and swept along with it”—but instead sought out instances of “separation between the audience and the stage,” which he “tried to keep and make even stronger.” The intentional inclusion of sprocket holes, flashes of white and colored film leader, and other crude marks of facture all served to foreground the materiality of the cinematic apparatus and to distance the audience from the spectacle. Unlike the more militant avant-garde filmmakers of the next decade, however, Whitman was not interested in aggressively withholding the pleasures of identification, immersion, or even voyeurism. Rather, he actively solicited and played on these desires in order to foreground their centrality within the work of spectatorship. Whitman encouraged his audience to
invest itself in the creation of images, rather than simply confronting them with his own. The operative model of spectatorship was thus neither purely absorptive nor purely detached. As he stated, “I want objective rational distance as well as emotional participation. Let them come up on the stage, remembering that the work is an image to be perceived.”

The delicacy of this critical operation—its complicity with the techniques of cinematic spectacle, rather than the wholesale repudiation of them—proved too subtle for many critics either to understand or to accept. Still, the popularity of Whitman’s production helped to make “expanded cinema” a commonplace term by 1966, and in so doing, it cemented an association of that term with a conjuncture of stage and screen, an interaction of live performance with projected imagery. Unfortunately, it also helped to cement the very spectacular, synesthetic readings of the term that Whitman had himself attempted to forestall. Most pivotal among these readings was a lecture for the fourth New York Film Festival that fall given by the distinguished film scholar and critic Annette Michelson. “Film and the Radical Aspiration” was delivered just days before the first major critical symposium on expanded cinema—a symposium that had been organized in response to the growing interest in works like Prune.Flat. and in which Whitman himself would take part. Preempting that presentation, Michelson’s spirited broadside inveighed against the emerging idea of intermedia practice, and against Whitman’s practice in particular, on what she contended were both aesthetic and political grounds.

Michelson was not entirely opposed to film’s “stimulus or nourishment from other, developing arts,” and she singled out the films of Robert Breer, in their “intransigent autonomy,” as an example of “a situation in which film and painting may converge within a tradition of radical formalism.” She even allowed that “the extraordinary advantage of American cinema does lie partly in the possibilities of these convergences and cross-fertilizations … a multiplicity of vital efforts unprecedented since the immediate post-Revolutionary situation in Russia. One thinks of its already established, though still embryonic, contacts with a new music, dance, theatre, painting and sculpture.” Yet Michelson equated Whitman’s “intermedia” practice with “the old dream of synesthesia”: the discredited model of the Wagnerian Gesamtkunstwerk that was not only antithetical to the medium-specificity of artistic modernism, but also thoroughly debased through its imbrication with Fascist aesthetics. The timing of this initial critical salvo proved damning. In addition to preempting the Expanded Cinema Symposium, her talk was published several months later in an issue of Film Culture immediately prior to the journal’s special issue on expanded cinema—the first, and last, collective publication on the movement.
The force of Michelson’s rhetoric, together with her stature within the academic film community, undoubtedly led many to oppose this nascent exploration of intermedia and to view it as operating in opposition to the new intertextual strategies being developed in cinema at a moment when they might have been more productively aligned.\textsuperscript{20} With the memory of the slick multimedia spectacles of the New York World’s Fair still fresh, and with immersive sound and light shows suddenly de rigueur at all the fashionable dance halls and rock concerts, Michelson gave voice to a widespread suspicion that serious art practice was giving way to populist, technophilic kitsch.

In retrospect, however, the error of these early synesthetic interpretations has become clearer. Whitman’s association with the “Happenings Boys” had been grounded in Kaprow’s understanding of these performances as sui generis—individual expressions of what was commonly termed “painter’s theater,” descended from the “action painting” of Jackson Pollock. Yet in taking our cue from Kirby, rather than Kaprow, we are led beyond this painterly genealogy toward a more interdisciplin ary framing of aesthetic exhibition and spectatorship under the sign of Cage. And it was highly apposite that Michelson’s rethinking of this disciplinary “cross-fertilization” would ultimately be inspired by Yvonne Rainer, for it was the intersection of music, dance, theater, and film initiated by Cage’s association with the Cunningham Dance Company in the 1950s, and extended by Rainer in the Judson Dance Theater in the 1960s—that would provide a fertile space in which to explore this new staging of cinematographic projection.\textsuperscript{21}

Cinema, an abbreviation of the original “cinematograph,” shared with choreography the desire for a registration of movement in time, and the projected image was welcomed into performance in this period not because of its ability to create a seamless, totalizing environment, but precisely on account of its heterogeneous, disjunctive nature. The projection of the cinematographic image itself inevitably entailed a live performance, yet the projected image could additionally serve as the medium for crystallizing the “liveness” of a performance in time—embalming a duration in amber, frozen, to be endlessly reprojected as an always new temporal hybrid of past-present performance. The duality of this performat ive condition fascinated a new generation of choreographers then seeking to challenge the traditional representation of performance on stage.

Forti, who had been integral to developing the choreography of* Prune. Flat.*, had been a member of Robert Dunn’s choreography class at the Cunningham studio since the beginning of the decade. Dunn, a student of Cage’s at the New School from 1956 to 1960, had introduced Cage’s time
structures and aleatory frameworks in an effort toward “constantly extending perceptive boundaries and contexts.” From his very first class performance at the Judson Church in 1962, Dunn had sought to make use of the *dislocating* qualities of the cinematographic image as part and parcel of this contextual expansion. Not unlike the audience of Lemaître’s *Has the Film Begun?* a decade before, the audience of Dunn’s first “Concert of Dance” entered the space to find a film already in progress. As Sally Banes describes, “Dance number one was actually a film, and it was billed under the musical term: *Overture*. So from the moment the concert started, the irreverent trespassing of artistic boundaries was present.”

Dunn had juxtaposed footage shot by dancers John McDowell and Elaine Summers with W. C. Fields’s comedy *The Bank Dick* (1940), sometimes orienting his cinematic “dancers” upside down or backward, displacing the idea of movement from the literal space of the stage to the mediated space of the screen. Furthermore, the film’s presentation itself served to upend the usual situation of the dance performance by making a physical intervention into the space. “In order to get to their seats they had to walk across a movie that was going on. It was embarrassing, and Bob’s whole point was to discombobulate them, to quash their expectations.”

Just as this audiovisual environment lacked a specific moment of commencement, it also lacked a definitive conclusion, forming a continuous whole even as the concert shifted into physical, proximate space: “There was a marvelous segue between the unexpected film and the dance . . . as the movie was just about to go off, the six or so people involved came out, the movie sort of dissolved into the dance, and as the stage lights came up the dancers were already on stage and the dance had already started.”

In his review of the work, Allen Hughes referred to powerful juxtapositions within the film as “perhaps, the key to the success of the evening” and tellingly referred to it as a “moving picture ‘assemblage.’” The “assemblage” here was not simply the juxtaposition of imagery within the cinematic frame, but the redoubling of that internal juxtaposition with a second, external juxtaposition of the physical movement on stage and the projected movement on the screen. What stands out is that, from the beginning, Dunn’s Cagean emphasis on multiplicity placed the integration of film and performance under the sign of an *audiovisual assemblage* whose emphasis on juxtaposition was quite obviously antithetical to the totalizing, synesthetic experience of the Wagnerian *Gesamtkunstwerk*.

Over the next decade, Dunn’s students—from Rainer and Forti to Elaine Summers, Trisha Brown, and Meredith Monk—would be some of the first artists to make cinematographic projection an integral component of choreography, staging movement and cinema so as to denaturalize, and hence reimagine, the possibilities of both in turn.
VanDerBeek’s *Movie-Mural* and the Cagean Origins of Expanded Cinema

Disorder is simply the order we are not looking for.  
HENRI BERGSON, 1920

Stan VanDerBeek was not a dancer, but he maintained a lifelong fascination with dance and, more generally, with the art of movement. Like so many artists of the period, VanDerBeek understood the moving image not simply as a technology, but as an idea—one that signaled a definitive break in the history of aesthetics and which offered up a fundamental challenge to static forms of thought and experience. To this day, VanDerBeek is probably best known as an “animator.” But to make sense of VanDerBeek’s fascination with this larger field of movement, and its importance for the art of the 1960s, we might begin by considering the idea of animation less as a technique of cinematic practice than as an essentially premodern idea involving the granting of life through movement.

Traditionally, these two terms—life and movement—are often conflated. Life requires movement; movement implies life. Yet with the invention of cinema, the relationship between these two terms was newly thrown into question. In his 1907 volume *Moving Pictures*, one of the first studies of the medium, Frederick A. Talbot declared, “What we describe as animated photography is not animation at all. All that happens is that a long string of snap-shot photographs … are passed at rapid speed before the eye.”

Talbot’s use of the term “animation” was not unfamiliar, and neither was his critique of cinema. The French philosopher Henri Bergson—arguably the foremost thinker on temporality and movement during cinema’s first decades—had popularized this critique, originally in relation to the chronophotography of Étienne-Jules Marey and Eadweard Muybridge and later to the cinematographic projections of the Lumière brothers. In *Creative Evolution*, Bergson reasoned that change and movement must—in deliberate contrast to Zeno’s ancient paradox—be indivisible. He thus deliberately contrasted the regularized mechanism of cinematographic animation with the dynamic and essentially creative process of human intuition: “Such is the contrivance of the cinematograph. And such is also that of our knowledge. Instead of attaching ourselves to the inner becoming of things, we place ourselves outside them in order to recompose their becoming artificially. We take snapshots, as it were, of the passing reality.”

In addition to this rhetoric of originality and creation, the idea of animation continues to bear the traces of its older, theological origins. A creator (originally, the Creator) imbues inorganic material with life. But in Bergson’s view, the mechanical animation of cinema certainly did not give life. Insofar as he understood life as endless modulation, transformation, and becoming, cinematographic animation seemed to him
to reinforce the positivistic fallacy that time and movement were best understood as regular and uniform: the nature of temporal experience reduced to an imperious ordering of clock time, the experience of movement to a logic of the assembly line. For Bergson, the making and experience of art—through its seeming incongruity of imaginative leaps and starts—was alone capable of intuiting the nature of creative evolution irreducible to the positivistic worldview. For the motion picture to accomplish this, it would need to work against the very source of its initial fascination: the automatic reproduction of reality seemingly engendered by its mechanical linkage of movement and time.

Bergson’s critique of cinematographic animation helps us to understand how VanDerBeek could be so fascinated by animation yet reject traditional methods of cinematography and animated film. Any attempt to understand VanDerBeek as an animator is fraught with difficulty, for his interest in film’s animating movement was precisely in its movement away from the balkanizing tendencies of medium-specificity. From the very beginning, VanDerBeek refused to call himself a filmmaker, devising various neologisms for his works, such as “Flims” or “Visibles.” But the playful distanciation in these terms possessed a serious undercurrent. For at that moment, a wide range of artists were turning toward the technology of the moving image, yet lacked “proper” cinematic training and, moreover, had no real desire to become “filmmakers” per se. Film, by the early 1960s, was already an established field, with complex forms of regulation, both implicit and explicit, governing the production and reception of the medium. And while it rejected many of the norms governing Hollywood’s industrial practice, the postwar European art film movement—centered around festivals like Cannes and Venice throughout the 1950s and newly present in New York through the founding of the New York Film Festival in 1963—was itself increasingly seeking to define and delimit how film should be understood as a form of modern art.

In his first manifesto, “The Cinema Delimina—Films from the Underground,” VanDerBeek had inveighed against the dangers inherent in this growing cultural legitimation. Written for the academic journal Film Quarterly, the artist’s collage of text and image did more than disrupt the journal’s staid scholarly conventions—it directed a challenge to those specifically implicated in the burgeoning cultural and academic institutionalization of cinema as an art form. VanDerBeek correctly foresaw a growing gulf between the legitimation of film art through organizations like the New York Film Festival and the Museum of Modern Art’s film lending library and his own belief in a moving-image practice that could break with established protocols of theatrical exhibition and spectatorship so as to intervene more broadly in contemporary art and culture. What was at issue was not simply the material form of exhibition and the ways in which this form structured the spectatorial experience, but
the cultural and financial implications of these different exhibitionary models. VanDerBeek’s playful neologisms implicitly reflected a more tumultuous confrontation then taking place between the “underground” film art of the New American Cinema and the decidedly “above ground” conception of the European art film then being championed at Lincoln Center.

In the summer of 1965, VanDerBeek would bring a glimpse of an entirely new vision to audiences at Lincoln Center, and perhaps fittingly, it was not screened during that year’s New York Film Festival. In fact, it was not part of any kind of traditional cinema program, but rather part of a curiously hybrid production of musical composition and dance choreography organized for Lincoln Center’s Philharmonic Hall. It was a marquee
performance for the artist who, only a few years before, had had to sneak into his former employer’s animation studio after hours to work and then screen his creations at his own storefront theater in the East Village. Within those few years, VanDerBeek’s dozens of short, satirical collage animations had proved remarkably successful with the audiences of New York’s independent cinemateques as well as with international juries screening experimental and animated films. Through his writings, public lectures, and interviews with news media, VanDerBeek had emerged as something of a spokesman for the “underground film”—a term many at the time credited him with inventing. His film Breathdeath (1964) had proved a high-water mark, winning awards internationally and helping him to secure both the financial lifeline of a Ford Foundation grant and a teaching position at Columbia University. Yet despite, or perhaps because of, what he had already achieved within this field of collage animation, VanDerBeek instituted an abrupt change of direction. His interest in collage would remain, as would his interest in the idea of animation. But his primary medium would no longer be the animated film. Instead, he began to spatialize the idea of animation through an interdisciplinary collage of film and performance. It was a practice for which he would become an early and steadfast proponent across his art, his writing, and his teaching—a practice he termed “expanded cinema.”

While VanDerBeek was drawn to the movement of cinematic animation, he had also long been drawn to the art of movement in a broader, more interdisciplinary sense. VanDerBeek had first met Cage, Cunningham, and Rauschenberg when he was a student at Black Mountain College in 1951, and he had closely followed their groundbreaking collaborations in dance, music, and visual art over the next decade as he began his own practice. Their lives would become much more tightly intertwined in 1963, when VanDerBeek’s Manhattan brownstone was condemned by the city, and he accepted an invitation from Cage and Cunningham to join them at The Land, a small artist’s community in Stony Point, New York, where former Black Mountain colleagues M. C. Richards and David Tudor also lived. While building a house and beginning work on a domed theater he would call the Movie-Drome, VanDerBeek became newly fascinated by the idea of live performance and the opportunities it afforded him for rethinking his ideas about collage and animation. But his breakthrough would come when he was invited by Cage and Cunningham to occupy what had been Rauschenberg’s place as the Cunningham Dance Company’s resident visual artist, set designer, and “muralist” in what was arguably the company’s most ambitious work to date: the production of Variations V for the New York Philharmonic’s “French-American Festival” at Lincoln Center.

The interdisciplinary conjunction of art and technology within Variations V was unprecedented in its scale and complexity. Max Matthews of
Bell Laboratories built a fifty-channel mixer specifically for the performance, which was operated by Tudor and Cage. The composers Fredric Lieberman, James Tenney, and Malcolm Goldstein together operated two dozen tape recorders and radios that provided live audio signals to the mixer. These signals were themselves mediated by two sets of electronic relays distributed across the performance stage. The first set, created by Billy Klüver, the Swedish engineer who had helped Jean Tinguely build his *Homage to New York* in 1960, consisted of a series of photoelectric cells oriented toward the stage lights, which would be triggered as the dancers interrupted the beams. The second set, designed by the pioneering inventor of the music synthesizer, Robert Moog, consisted of a dozen five-foot capacitance antennae that reacted to the proximity of the dancers. This “sparse forest of electronic spears,” as the *New York Times* reviewer Allen Hughes wrote at the time, suffused the stage with an invisible electromagnetic field.\(^ {29} \)

During the 1950s, Cage and Cunningham had established a collaborative relationship based on an idea of autonomous complementarity: “the belief that neither dance nor music need function as a dependent of the other.”\(^ {30} \) In so doing, the pair sought to shift modern dance away from a ubiquitous model within which the music would enhance, but also govern, the movement of the dancers. Within this “propulsive” conception, choreography was almost a kind of musical interpretation, judged on its ability to form a singular synesthetic coherence. Cage and Cunningham intentionally segregated the creation of the sound from the creation of the movement until the performance, asserting their mutual independence as coequal elements, neither placed in a relationship of subordination to each other nor both subsumed within a preordained totality. For Cage, the necessarily public or social occasion implicit in the musical performance served as a metaphor for social relations more generally: “Though we are not living in a society which we consider good, we could make a piece of music in which we would be willing to live … a representation of society.”\(^ {31} \) This society did not involve leaders and groups, but rather an anarchic collaboration of individuals: according to Joan Retallack, Cage, “envisioned, and wrote music for, an ensemble or orchestra without a conductor, without a soloist, without a hierarchy of musicians: an orchestra in which each musician is, in the Buddhist manner, a unique center in interpenetrating and nonobstructive harmony with every other musician.”\(^ {32} \)

*Variations V* marked a major shift for Cage and Cunningham in that it replaced their previous model of anarchic autonomy with a new paradigm of anarchic interdependence. Cage described wanting to push into a more interactive space, “to implement an environment in which the active elements interpenetrate … so that distinction between dance and
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music may be somewhat less clear than usual.” Under the “propulsive” model, dancers might justifiably be considered human antennae, able to receive and instantaneously translate sonic variation into human movement. Variations V was an almost programmatic rejection of this paradigm: Cunningham’s dancers were not antennae, but rather transmitters of sound through movement. Yet if the music had simply been controlled by the movement, one model of subordination would have merely been exchanged for another. Instead, the relationship between the two was intentionally complicated through a range of mediating technologies that themselves introduced new dimensions of authorial input.

According to Cunningham, the proximity sensors and photocells were not used “to produce a sound which you then heard, but [one] which was made available, like a library.” While the dancers’ movements were not themselves directed by sound, as in a traditional performance, neither did their movements serve to direct the final soundscape the audience would hear. Rather, the movements on stage set a certain train of sonic events in motion. These events, in turn, were influenced by the choices made by Tenney, Goldstein, and Lieberman as they operated an orchestra of tape recorders and AM/FM radios. Due to the structural parameters established through these various mediating technologies, the relationship of sound and movement was kept indirect rather than determinate. Suggestive rather than prescriptive, it oscillated between independence and interdependence.

The movements of the dancers taking place on the stage were set against another field of movements occurring in the space above and behind it. There, in the space for which Robert Rauschenberg had long designed murals for the company’s performances, was something entirely unprecedented: an immense variety of imagery, both still and moving, generated from a dozen different projectors organized around the space. VanDerBeek called it his Movie-Mural, and despite its almost total elision from the existing scholarly literature on Variations V, it was described in many of the initial reviews as the single most striking and unconventional aspect of the entire performance. Carolyn Brown, in her memoir of the twenty years she spent dancing with the Cunningham company, goes so far as to claim that VanDerBeek’s Movie-Mural “stole the show.” While Rauschenberg’s murals had established a precedent for competing centers of visual attention, the visual environment VanDerBeek created for Variations V was on a wholly different order. Moving from the background to the foreground, it competed directly for the audience’s attention, provoking complaints that it did not know its place as décor. The reviewer for the New York Herald Tribune complained that the films were so large, so surprising, and so amusing that they distracted one’s attention from the dancers.
Figure 4.6. Carolyn Brown and Merce Cunningham in front of Stan VanDerBeek’s Movie-Mural in the Merce Cunningham Dance Company production of Variations V, 1965. The shadow of Cunningham’s hand is visible on the projection screen above Brown.
This would have been precisely the point. Through the use of multiple slide and film projections, and through the active transformation of these multiple projections during the course of the event, VanDerBeek’s images would move with no less variation and complexity than the dancers. As such, the Movie-Mural would itself become part of the dance—an active collaboration with the other “living” movements on stage. Neither an autonomous spectacle nor a mere stage decoration, it invoked a movement of the so-called moving image outside the fixity of the cinematic frame, profoundly destabilizing our familiar experience of the moving image.

This quality of fracture can be most clearly observed in perhaps the most curious formal property of the Movie-Mural as a whole: the images are constantly breaking their frames. VanDerBeek deliberately mismatched the sizes of his projected images with the physical screens meant to receive them, so that there was a large degree of spillage or overlap between the various images. In so doing, he took up Cage’s stated desire to “accept leakage” as a formal and conceptual principle, orchestrating a continuous movement of framing and deframing. Eliminating the conventional correspondence between the projected image and the receiving screen, these deframed images seem to invoke both a spatial and a psychological dynamics of projection. To cultivate such “leakage,” he placed an array of small screens toward the rear of the stage. When projected, his larger images would become split, diffracted, or splayed out across multiple surfaces. Images, though still recognizable, became internally divided. Slide and movie projectors were deliberately positioned so that their beams would cross the paths of the dancers, like the active photocells of the work’s soundscape. As this happened, the projected images would constantly be interrupted, the deep space of the photographic cut apart by the dark voids of the dancers’ indexical silhouettes (see fig. 4.7, bottom left).

Cage had described his aim within the work as seeking “to implement an environment in which the active elements interpenetrate.” Like the proximity sensors and photocells, the Movie-Mural actively promoted an interpenetration of live and mediated activity. VanDerBeek began by shooting footage of the dancers during their rehearsals in the days leading up to the performance. During the live performance, these images were then projected beside the live dancers on stage. Various close-ups of dancers’ feet and hands in subtle movement were shot, and certain sections of the larger movements of the body were slowed to quarter speed. The audience was thus witness to a curious overlapping of past and present performance as well as a separate and distinct perspective on many of the very actions then taking place on stage. Feet gathered together and then suddenly sprang outward; a hand gracefully twisted and arced as it traced a line of movement through the air. Movements seemed to take...
place on stage and in the images, and occasionally to cross over from the
one to the other. Like the sound triggers, VanDerBeek’s images did not
supplement, enhance, or reflect the dance choreography in a direct way,
but rather acted with it in a relationship of relative autonomy. Motivated,
but not strictly conditioned, by the other aspects of the work, they pro-
vided what was, in effect, a different layer of movements against which
the dancers’ movements would be juxtaposed. These images did not pro-
vide an intentional complementarity for the audience to grasp, but rather
a series of largely unanticipated and unintentional correspondences be-
 tween the movements on the screen, the movements on stage, and the
movements in sound.

For the images of the Movie-Mural not only moved like the dancers, but
from the perspective of the audience, moved in and among the dancers.
In addition to the redoubling of live and prerecorded dance previously
mentioned, the light from the film and slide projectors was constantly
being interrupted by the movements of the dancers as they crossed the
stage. Just as Billy Klüver’s photocells made a sonic impression of the
movement every time a dancer “tripped” the light beams crisscrossing
the stage, VanDerBeek’s moving images were overlaid with the shadows
carved out by the dancers as they crossed in front of the multiple beams
of projection. Images became actors on stage, not in such a way as to
make the audience mistake the images for the actors, but so as to set up a
range of correspondences, duplications, or reflections between the differ-
ent dimensions of spatiality and movement.

In their duet, Cunningham and Brown specifically draw our attention
as they cross the stage and seem to circle two 16mm projectors being op-
erated on the left. Those projectors throw their beams back across the
stage to the right, striking a far wall, where one imparts the image of
a dancer—Cunningham himself—in a circling series of movements. In
contrast to their traditional position behind or even parallel with our
gaze, the perpendicular orientation of these projectors foregrounds the
circling movements of their film reels, a movement itself redoubled by
the circle Cunningham and Brown create around them through their
dance. Cinematic projection is itself presented as theater, as another se-
ries of movements orchestrated and on display. Our gaze traces lines and
circles that are reduplicated across the stage in real bodies and projected
images, in past and present tense, all in motion.

These various movements are neither deliberately aligned nor delib-
erately juxtaposed, but in their intentionally imprecise alignment, func-
tion solely to pose the question of relationship for the spectator. Van-
DerBeek’s Movie-Mural maintains the relative autonomy of these distinct
media elements even as it places them in a “living” relationship of par-
tial correspondence and occasional harmony. For whatever relationships
could be seen would have to be picked from a vast sea of visual stimuli.
Alongside the images of rehearsal, VanDerBeek shows drawings, paintings, diagrams, classic photographs, television commercials, animated shorts, and Hollywood movies—a virtual cacophony of heterogeneous visual material through which the audience is invited to wander. In the diversity of images, we catch a glimpse of a commercial for Pan Am Airways, a TV cartoon called *The King and Odie*, and George Cukor’s popular romantic comedy *Born Yesterday* (1950). These are not only different moving images, but different kinds of moving images—each of which implies a distinct modality of spectatorship. *Born Yesterday* would have been a familiar reference to many in the audience. VanDerBeek had probably re-filmed a short sequence of it as it was being rebroadcast on TV. Perhaps he had simply stumbled on the old stock and decided to include it. Regardless, it was most likely employed for the associative significance of the title alone, rather than for any profound meaning to be discerned within the work’s formulaic narrative. As such, the audience confronted a short clip whose title would have led to certain vague, likely idiosyncratic recollections. Presented here, deliberately ripped out of context, it was forced into strange new associations.

The diversity and heterogeneity of the images VanDerBeek employed within the *Movie-Mural* would have naturally led to its being understood, within the rhetoric of the time, as a kind of “assemblage” or “combine.” These terms characterized a variety of artistic practices in the 1950s and early 1960s, from the “cut-up” writings of William Burroughs to the frenetic animations of Bruce Conner and Robert Breer. But the single most influential reference point within the New York art world of that period was incontestably the work of Robert Rauschenberg. Given that VanDerBeek quite knowingly took over Rauschenberg’s role in designing the visual environment for *Variations V*, it seems important to understand how Rauschenberg had reconceptualized the idea of painting, helping to contest the postwar ascendancy of abstract expressionism and prepare the way for a diverse range of artists that John Gruen memorably termed “the Combine Generation.”

While there was an obvious formal similarity between the collage aesthetics of Rauschenberg and VanDerBeek, a much more important connection between them lay in their understanding of the idea of assemblage as a new paradigm for exhibition and spectatorship in the postwar era. Rauschenberg’s “combines” of the 1950s existed somewhere between painting and sculpture, expressivity and nonintentionality. Their definitive acceptance into the canon of postwar art occurred with William Seitz’s 1961 exhibition *The Art of Assemblage* at MoMA. In his catalog essay for that exhibition, Seitz sought to break the term’s common conflation with collage as the mere incorporation of heterogeneous material within the singular pictorial frame of the canvas. Seitz understood the “radical juxtaposition” of assemblage not simply as a formal combination inter-
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nal to a given structure or field, but rather as a kind of bridge between the inner and outer space of the aesthetic frame—a setting of the work’s internal frame over and against the institutional frames within which that work was exhibited and seen. While tracing premonitions of this idea within the work of Picasso, Duchamp, and Cornell, it was clear that the combines of Rauschenberg served as Seitz’s privileged example for the postwar development of the form.

In Leo Steinberg’s interpretation, Rauschenberg’s work upended a centuries-old representational doxa—unbroken even at the height of abstraction—that took the canvas as a figurative window on the world. This reorientation—which Steinberg described not as a literal configuration of the image, but rather of what he called its “mode of imaginative confrontation”—exchanged the vertical metaphor of the “picture window” for a newly horizontal metaphor of the drafting table or shop room floor. Here the canvas was analogous to a “receptor surface on which objects are scattered, on which data is entered, on which information may be received, printed, impressed—whether coherently or in confusion.”

No longer referring to a perceptual encounter with the world, the work of art now seemed to implicate the “operational processes” of information management. As such, this kind of work was not “pre-formulated” for the viewer, but came about only through an idiosyncratic performance of information management by the viewer. The idea of Rauschenberg’s canvases as “receptive” rather than “expressive” goes all the way back to the artist’s first *White Paintings* of 1951, which he showed to Cage at Black Mountain College. While many saw the young painter’s work as an unseemly combination of “passive” and “aggressive,” Cage tellingly understood them as “hypersensitive.” Like the proximity sensors Cage would increasingly come to employ, Rauschenberg’s canvases served as a conduit for information. “One could look at them and almost see how many people were in the room by the shadows cast, or what time of day it was,” Cage would say; “they became airports for the lights, shadows, and particles.”

The first live performance of the *Movie-Mural* at Lincoln Center in the summer of 1965 adopted Cage’s metaphor of the white canvas as a receptive surface quite literally. A thirty-foot white canvas was set up behind the stage, and VanDerBeek’s moving images and slides were actually projected on it. In taking Rauschenberg’s place as the Cunningham company’s “muralist,” VanDerBeek both adopted Rauschenberg’s conception of the “combine” and translated it into a manner of cinematic assemblage. Instead of the paint and cloth and assorted material objects that made up Rauschenberg’s canvases, VanDerBeek would employ Hollywood dramas, television commercials, and animated cartoons, alongside graphic patterns, historical works of art, and recently shot close-ups of the dancers on stage, to create a kaleidoscopic visual field of past and present, local and
distant, high art and popular culture—a dumping ground through which the audience would be forced to sift. The point is not that Rauschenberg and VanDerBeek shared a formal aesthetics of collage. Rather, it is that VanDerBeek’s *Movie-Mural* was a deliberate attempt to reconceptualize the paradigm of cinematic spectatorship according to the principles of nonintentionality and anti-immersivity to which Rauschenberg, Cage, and Cunningham had long been devoted.

As the only non-filmmaker invited to the 1967 Cinema Now symposium, Cage praised VanDerBeek’s *Movie-Mural* as perhaps the furthest cinema had yet gone toward an aesthetic of nonintentionality. Significantly, Cage did not describe the work as a form of audiovisual communication, but as an abdication of the speaker’s place altogether: “a renunciation of intention which is effected by the multiplication of images. In this multiplicity, intention becomes silent, as it were, in the eyes of the observer.”

“Multiplicity” was a term Cage often used to describe Rauschenberg’s combine paintings. As such, it can be understood to link

Figure 4.9. Cover of *Cinema Now: Stan Brakhage, John Cage, Jonas Mekas, Stan VanDerBeek, Perspectives on Underground Film*, no. 1 (Cincinnati: University of Cincinnati Press, 1968).
VanDerBeek’s *Movie-Mural* to this distinctly new nonintentional, non-expressive tradition, not through an aesthetic of formal reduction—as in Rauschenberg’s *White Paintings*, Cage’s own 4’33” (1951), or Paik’s *Zen for Film* (1964)—but through a surfeit of visual information. Since within these works, “a person can’t look in all directions at once,” Cage explained, “one’s observation is no longer focused; rather, it’s given some freedom . . . individuality that can enter into the state of observing in contrast to the observer being given what someone else has already pre-digested.”

VanDerBeek’s performance, true to the expanded conception of assemblage Seitz had articulated a few years before, signaled a shift of emphasis from the interior construction of the image to the exterior conditions of its encounter. The *Movie-Mural* gestured away from the moving image as self-contained entity and toward its new mobilization as but a single component of a larger intermedia assemblage, one whose complexity necessarily precluded singular authoritative control. Alongside this conceptual coherence, there was nonetheless a dramatic formal divergence between Rauschenberg’s combines and VanDerBeek’s *Movie-Mural*, and this divergence took on added weight in the context of a live performance. While
Rauschenberg’s works would have competed for attention with the dancers on stage, they necessarily remained static, plastic constructions, quite easily contrasted with the dancers’ living movements around the stage. By contrast, VanDerBeek’s Movie-Mural would “animate” this background on multiple levels, erasing the traditional distinction between actor and set. Moving images of the dancers on-screen competed with the images of movement provided by those same dancers on stage. Additionally, this slippage between on-screen and off-screen movements could be found in the moving images of “non-dancing” bodies—in Born Yesterday, for instance—such that the movement of Judy Holliday on the screen would be placed in relation to the movement occurring in proximity on stage.

The animation VanDerBeek sought within the Movie-Mural did not simply place still images in motion, but rather animated the cinematic apparatus itself—mobilizing our idea of how cinema functions. The images not only surpass the boundaries of the screens—spilling out onto the walls of the space and interacting with the dancers on stage—but are constantly being manipulated, in real time, by projectionists who now function as dancers in their own right. In the 1966 performance recording, we can see the two film projectors on stage being stopped and started, reloaded and reoriented, across from the images being projected. But even the still images have been placed in motion: no slide projection remains constant for any length of time before it is shifted out for another. We could easily imagine these shifts being mechanized, either with a straight mechanical advance or with the kind of A-to-B dissolve that would become commonplace in trade presentations. But VanDerBeek has done neither. The slides’ movements are clearly performed by hand— their artisanal quality is evident in their irregular movement within the context of the performance. The spectator is consistently brought back to the origin of their movement in the movements of the human animator—VanDerBeek, or one of his collaborators—as an active participant in the movement on display.

In the terms of Bergson’s critique with which we began, VanDerBeek might here be understood as reversing the traditional technique of cinematic animation. Rather than still images placed in effortless motion, projection is itself exhibited through a display of effortful activity. VanDerBeek’s slides shift and change through a sometimes clumsy mechanical labor that leaves no doubt as to its cause. As if to underline the point, the animator’s hand itself makes an appearance toward the end of the performance, silhouetted on stage and screen by an overhead projector in a series of rhythmic gestures. In so doing, it models a transference between the human and the mechanical that takes place throughout the performance. The dancers on stage take on “mechanical” poses, but those poses only serve to convey the great human effort required to achieve them. Like the arduous performances of mechanization beneath it, the
spatialization of VanDerBeek’s *Movie-Mural* images—their constant ceaseless movement outside of their frames—depicts an act of human animation that is modeled on, but ultimately stands opposed to, the mechanical animation of the projectors.

VanDerBeek’s *Movie-Mural* modeled a new paradigm of animation in which it was not the still image that was placed in motion, but the moving image that became newly animated through techniques of displacement and correspondence. By animating the cinematic apparatus itself, he dislocated the idea of projection from the fixity of the theatrical paradigm. Displacing the moving image into the institutional situation of the dance performance allowed for new ways to conceptualize movement across bodies and images. For Stan Brakhage and Jonas Mekas, the camera had become an extension of the body and thus an embodiment of their vision of the world around them. VanDerBeek, by contrast, followed Rauschenberg and Cage in exchanging a model of expression for one of appropriation. In his *Move-Movies: A Choreography for Projectors* (1965), presented at the Expanded Cinema Festival that winter, VanDerBeek and his associates employed handheld 8mm projectors in a new vision of cinematic choreography, recycling found footage in a real-time collaborative performance. In this “ballet of handheld projectors,” the movement of projection was conjoined with the movement of the human body. It was a performance that would inspire Trisha Brown’s own iconic pas de deux, titled *Overture*, the following year, in which the dancer performed with an 8mm projector strapped to her back, projecting a prerecorded film of the same dance, which had been shot by Robert Whitman.

Cinema on Stage
Uprooted from Cage and Cunningham’s model of authorial divestment, the social and institutional dimensions of VanDerBeek’s practice might easily be lost in the flurry of excitement over multiscreen cinema that was then taking hold. And it is just such a misleading formal homology that one finds in the first published accounts of the expanded cinema in 1967, in which VanDerBeek’s work is associated with the superficially similar practice of Charles and Ray Eames. Within the Film Culture issue devoted to the expanded cinema, for instance, an image of the Eameses’ Glimpses of the USA (1959) is curiously placed, without explanation, in the section devoted to VanDerBeek’s work. The image seems to imply a historical precedent, or even stand in for an absent image of the interior of the artist’s Movie-Drome, whose exterior is pictured immediately beside it. Similarly, the important chapter on expanded cinema within Sheldon Renan’s An Introduction to the American Underground Film begins with this same image of Glimpses of the USA, and a similar association is directly implied between VanDerBeek and the Eameses, based on their shared interest in multiple projection and geodesic domes.44

Such superficial parallels tended to reinforce a misconception of VanDerBeek’s practice as a poorly funded and less well rehearsed version of the spectacular multimedia environments at the World’s Fair, when in fact their aims were diametrically opposed. Glimpses of the USA, commissioned by the US Information Agency for the American National Exhi-

Figure 4.12. Charles and Ray Eames, Glimpses of the USA, 1959
bition in Moscow, was an overtly didactic and monumentalizing work of Cold War propaganda intended to amaze and overwhelm its Soviet audience. The images spread across its seven massive screens were intentionally cohesive, rather than disjunctive, reinforcing one another to communicate a single, unmistakable message of limitless abundance and prosperity—a theme unsubtly echoed by the enormous golden dome within which it took place. The Eameses’ later Think presentation for the 1964 World’s Fair may have been less overtly propagandistic, but it was no less didactic. Fuller’s domed theater was there replaced with a massive elevated sphere into which the audience was lifted en masse. The number of screens was doubled, and these screens—like VanDerBeek’s—were of various shapes and sizes. Yet the work’s rapid-fire presentation was specifically organized to facilitate absorption and comprehension of the intended message—thus serving as a fundamental continuation of the very authorial and communicative models VanDerBeek was attempting to challenge.

As for the domed theater, Fred Waller had already completed two domed Cinerama theaters in 1963 for Hollywood’s Sunset Boulevard and the Las Vegas strip. Even the monumentality of the spherical theater at the ’64 World’s Fair was but a pale shadow of the truly gigantic Perisphere built on those same grounds for the ’39 World’s Fair. There, a quarter century before, Waller had projected a “movie-mural” on the structure’s
enormous domed ceiling. A hundred times the size of VanDerBeek’s Movie-Drome, the Perisphere was the site of the popular *Democracy City* exhibit, an immense diorama depicting a future city of 2039. Audiences looked down from a rotating circular balcony, while the top of the sphere was bathed in blue light to suggest the sky. For the dramatic conclusion, this sky was turned into a vast cinematic mural: “a battery of ten four-fold projectors” and “a hundred of the largest long-focus f1.6 lenses ever made” were required to project these moving images on a screen over an acre in size. But like so much from the history of world’s fairs and industrial expositions, Waller’s domed “movie-mural” was a great technical achievement hampered by its utter lack of aesthetic or conceptual innovation. For all its phenomenal size and expense, the ninety-second work seems to have depicted utterly generic scenes of “happy workers” going about their affairs, albeit at an intentionally overpowering, monumental scale.

If this image of VanDerBeek’s *Movie-Mural* is admittedly spectacular, it is nevertheless fundamentally misread as an image of spectacle. At the very moment when so many cinematic spectacles at the New York World’s Fair were generating acclaim—largely unmerited—on account of their formal novelty, the modesty of VanDerBeek’s own project belied the
radicality of its aesthetic and conceptual innovation. Conducted at an intentional remove from the established spaces of both art and entertainment, and grounded in his longtime association with Cage and Cunningham, VanDerBeek’s Movie-Mural was an attempt at a new model of visual communication diametrically opposed to the didactic singularity of the authorial message. The living murals that appeared within Variations V, or on the heavens of VanDerBeek’s Movie-Drome, were moving pictures in a radically different sense. Seeking to recast the idea of “movement” within the moving image, VanDerBeek’s Movie-Mural brilliantly congealed a metaphors of experience in the televsual age—simultaneously live and mediated, chaotic and predigested, focused and diffuse. The spatialization of cinematic projection and its real-time manipulation in performance were both attempts by VanDerBeek to recast our understanding of spectatorship beyond the traditional model of

Cinema on Stage
communicative reception—to extend Duchamp’s idea that the mediation of aesthetic spectatorship itself invariably constitutes a complex act of creation. Freed from an obligatory point of focus, spectators were given the responsibility of creating what sense and significance they would. This unstable field of correspondence was newly vulnerable—open to and dependent on the spectatorial motivation of audiences as never before. Rather than broadcasting content for their audiences to receive, VanDer-Beek, Cage, and Cunningham together sought to orchestrate an environmental situation within which unanticipated forms of communicability and correspondence might spontaneously erupt.

The intermedia assemblage that was Variations V can be seen as a collage made of discontinuous elements and disjunctive media. But the important point is that, in its self-understanding as assemblage, it is only ever provisionally “made” at all, for the temporality of assemblage persistently belies the finality of a construction. The work of assemblage, we might say, is always only a work to-be-constructed through an act of collaboration, with its spectator actively solicited to rework light, movement, sound, and image. If animation historically connoted a singular act of “bringing to life,” the kind of “life” granted by VanDerBeek’s Movie-Mural was a flickering, contingent one. It offered an anarchic conception of the social, based on an irreducible respect for the singularity of the individual over and against all forms of collective interpellation. True to their creators’ memories of Black Mountain and their contemporary efforts at The Land, these performances functioned as a transient microcosm of utopian freedom, a glimpse of a society within which “you would be willing to live.” They did not do so through the seemingly chaotic profusion of imagery, sound, and movement alone, but through the complex and fleeting relationships of complementarity and correspondence that arose between those elements—relationships uncovered through the spectators’ own work of construction, their own participation in the performance.
5: THE FESTIVAL, THE FACTORY, AND FEEDBACK
Artists against the Art Film

A photograph taken during the Fourth New York Film Festival provides an index of the radical dislocation the idea of expanded cinema had engendered by 1966. It shows a mix of artists, filmmakers, critics, and other spectators who had been bused out that day to Stan VanDerBeek’s home at The Land, about an hour north of Manhattan. Several small children are playing on an elevated platform supporting the apex of an aluminum grain silo. We can make out Andy Warhol in the distant background, talking perhaps to Paul Morrissey, while VanDerBeek himself appears in the center of the frame. The artist Ken Dewey, hands in pockets, stands at the far left talking to the art critic Fred Wellington, in a suit jacket. Annette Michelson, also with hands in pockets, seems lost in thought at the extreme right. We are far indeed from New York’s Lincoln Center—the New York Film Festival’s institutional home.

The films screened at Lincoln Center were presented as the apex of cinematic distinction: these were the greatest works of the world’s greatest filmmakers. They were certainly finished products. Yet VanDerBeek had brought three dozen influential critics, filmmakers, and fellow artists from Lincoln Center to experience *Feedback*, a live multimedia performance requiring the manipulation of a dozen film, slide, and overhead projectors, alongside a barrage of audio equipment—which had never been rehearsed. The equipment was ready only two hours before the actual performance, and the theater within which it was taking place, VanDerBeek’s Movie-Drome, was itself not completely finished. From what we know of that first performance, it went off pretty much as one might expect. There was reportedly some snickering during VanDerBeek’s preliminary exposition, which concerned the urgent social and political necessity for an “international picture-language,” and a general kind of non-committal acquiescence during the performance that followed.¹ Suffice it to say that by the standards of the New York Film Festival, the event was not a success. By the fall of 1966, it had become clear that VanDerBeek was not interested in the critical standards by which works at the festival were being judged.

As we have seen, during the early 1960s, VanDerBeek had emerged as both an exemplar of and a spokesman for the “underground film.” Now, in 1966, he had finally been asked to exhibit his work at the New York Film
Festival. Ironically, it was VanDerBeek’s experience at Lincoln Center the year before that reinforced his decision to abandon both the traditional film-theatrical situation and even, to some extent, the medium of film itself. As we have seen, VanDerBeek’s *Movie-Mural* had been an integral component of Cage and Cunningham’s multimedia production *Variations V* for the French-American Festival at Lincoln Center in the summer of 1965. Both literally and metaphorically, VanDerBeek had traveled a long way in the intervening year.

Already in December of 1965, he had taken a version of his *Movie-Mural* performance—which he had taken to calling *Feedback*—to packed auditoriums in Berlin, Vienna, and Copenhagen, with the Berlin performance even being rebroadcast over German television. VanDerBeek’s *Movie-Mural* would receive even greater attention when *Variations V* went on an extended international tour in 1966, with two separate trips across Europe and twenty-nine performances across the United States and Canada, including a special performance filmed for a German/Swedish television coproduction. Exhibited in a dozen countries and rebroadcast on television numerous times, VanDerBeek’s *Movie-Mural* would become one of the key works through which the New York expanded cinema would become internationally known.

At home, VanDerBeek had been the subject of two short television features, and he was increasingly being given opportunities to lecture and perform at university campuses across America. While continuing his long-standing interest in dance through collaborations with Elaine Summers and the Judson Dance Theater, he was becoming increasingly involved with computational media through a collaboration with Ken Knowlton at Bell Labs. In short, VanDerBeek—in only a year’s time—had managed to reach a vast array of new audiences beyond the traditional confines of film culture. If the Movie-Drome remained unfinished at the time of the 1966 film festival, it was because the structure was, by its very nature, unfinishable. VanDerBeek’s theater was less a physical environment than a conceptual model, one devoted to a larger process of questioning the exhibition and spectatorship of visual culture in the televisual age. *Feedback* revealed the palpable disjunction between the open-ended experimentation of the expanded cinema and the new institutionalization of film art at Lincoln Center. A mirror held up to the New York Film Festival, *Feedback* asked both what it had become and what it had aspired to be.

Since its founding in 1963, the New York Film Festival had presided over an increasing recognition of the importance of cinema as a modern art, even as it precipitated a growing dispute as to the specificity of the cinematic medium within the broader topology of contemporary art practice. The Festival, co-organized by Amos Vogel, was founded as
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an institution devoted to the contemporary art of cinema. Like Vogel’s legendary Cinema 16 before it, the festival had always intended to cast a wide net in its selection of films. Yet Cinema 16, unburdened by the mantle of Lincoln Center or the obligation to showcase the very best of world cinema, had screened a fantastically heterogeneous range of work,
combining ethnographic documentaries, scientific films, and avant-garde experiments with more traditional narrative works. The festival, by contrast, was designed to be a forum for the art of cinema at a time when there was little critical or popular consensus about what that nomination might entail.

In the 1966 festival program, director Richard Roud lamented that the “low status of films in the so-called intellectual community” and “the way in which films are seen—and judged—more as illustrated literature than as anything else” had caused most critics to reject films that strayed from established practices of the industrial narrative. “The notion that film can come as close to painting as to literature or the theater never seems to have occurred to most of our intellectual critics,” Roud concluded. Vogel would agree, but with a markedly different emphasis. It was not simply that cinema had finally caught up with the rival arts, but rather that cinema was increasingly enmeshed with a larger aesthetic transformation then taking place across the arts: “The cinema is changing . . . thematically, stylistically, philosophically, aesthetically . . . It was always a bit silly to imagine that film (insofar as it is art) could remain exempt from what is happening in other arts.”

Despite these public affirmations, that winter’s program would paradoxically mark the zenith and conclusion of the festival’s flirtation with those forms of quasi-theatrical film practice that had recently emerged precisely at the intersection of film and the plastic arts. Even as the 1966 program boasted “all new, state-of-the-art 16mm projection equipment” purchased to accommodate the ever-increasing number of international submissions, the split between experimental film and international art cinema had grown into a chasm. As Jonas Mekas wrote in the Village Voice, “For the last three years, the excuse given for not showing The Art of Vision, Scorpio Rising, or other films which we felt were superior to the usual festival fare was that there was no 16mm projection. And we thought that was true.” In attempting to understand this state of affairs, Mekas evoked the institutional situation of the festival at Lincoln Center: “There are good people working for the festival. Their intentions are good. But they are split between their own tastes and what Lincoln Center stands for.”

Just as MoMA had come to be understood not simply as an institution of modern art, but as the very arbiter and bellwether of artistic modernism, the festival’s prestigious location signaled the long-desired cultural legitimation of cinema as a modern art. The question of “what Lincoln Center stands for” had become particularly important in regard to cinema, for it seemed to stand in for a whole host of questions raised by cinema’s newfound status. For the cultural recognition of film was not simply reflected in the programming of a few select urban theaters, but in the founding of a new academic discipline and the production of knowledge therein.

Over the next two decades, hundreds of new courses
and millions of new students would be educated within this new academic field of film studies. What was at stake in these early debates about legitimation was the critical paradigm by which film would be incorporated into the discursive field of modern aesthetics at the very moment when the foundation of modernist medium-specificity was itself breaking down.

In his column, Mekas refers to Stan Brakhage not as a filmmaker, but as an artist. The shift is symptomatic. At a time when Clement Greenberg’s model of medium-specificity was increasingly being questioned across a broad array of contemporary artistic practices, filmmakers and film critics were still pounding on the gates, insisting that an art of cinema be acknowledged precisely in its exclusive autonomy and independence. Perhaps the sole figure to repeatedly and effectively straddle the discursive gulf between “art” and “cinema” was the French new wave auteur Jean-Luc Godard. Conjoining sophisticated literary and philosophical allusions with a playful Brechtianism, creating a frisson of difficulty while employing young, stylish actors within the comfortable framework of the theatrical drama, and ceaselessly referencing Hollywood classics at the very moment when cinephiles were seeking to secure an aesthetic canon, Godard seemed predestined to become the paragon of the international “film artist.” Between 1963 and 1968, the festival would screen almost twenty hours of Godard’s films while refusing to run so much as a short by artists as diverse as Stan Brakhage, Kenneth Anger, Andy Warhol, Michael Snow, Paul Sharits, or Hollis Frampton.7

These artists were and were not “filmmakers.” Like so many artists turning toward the moving image in this period, they were fascinated by the forms, the ideas, and the technologies of cinema, but their artistic practice could not be understood or appreciated within the increasingly hegemonic and normative model of international “art film” then becoming institutionalized. In chapter 1, I described the importance of Warhol’s Sleep in its attempt to renegotiate the entrenched norms of cinematic exhibition and spectatorship. Yet when Warhol received an invitation to screen his work at Second New York Film Festival in 1964, it was in such a guise as to effectively neutralize any challenge the work presented to these traditional structures. Rather than being asked to present his works on the main screen with the rest of the festival works, Warhol was merely offered a space in the Lincoln Center lobby to display short excerpts of his films on 8mm loop viewers. Exhibited on these small, backlit projection devices, a work like Sleep was transformed both in scale—from more than twenty feet to less than twenty inches—and in duration—from over five hours to under three minutes. Lest this prove too long for the crowds on their way to the next feature, Sleep, Eat, Kiss, and Hair-Cut were all presented simultaneously, side by side, so that viewers might literally take them in stride. Even more than transforming the works in scale
and duration, the installation unequivocally transformed the theatrical situation for which the works had been created—a situation in no way marginal or ancillary to the work, but rather of paramount importance to its very conception and functioning.

Marketed within the official promotional literature as an “extra added attraction,” a literal sideshow to the serious works being exhibited in the theater, the festival’s backhanded acceptance of Warhol’s work seems, in retrospect, a clever form of inoculation. Presented within this liminal space—under the aegis of the festival, but kept well “within their place” vis-à-vis the actual films in competition—Warhol’s works were denuded of their aura and stripped of their seductive inaccessibility. Warhol’s desire to “open up” the theatrical situation raised the possibility of confusion, anger, and even resentment, but it also raised the possibility of a more radical critique of the traditional spectatorial paradigm. In their exhibition at the New York Film Festival, that possibility was effectively neutralized through the works’ reduction to mere visual signs; the event of spectatorship was reduced to a mere recognition and confirmation of what was supposedly already known. Fifteen years later, Warhol still remarked the treatment of his films. In *Popism*, he describes traveling to the Cannes Film Festival in 1967 with his *Chelsea Girls*, only to find that “the guy supposedly arranging everything hadn’t even set up one showing.” He compared the situation to “when the Lincoln Center Film Festival had so graciously shown our movies—on little crank up machines in the lobby!”

Frustrated by his initial experience with the New York Film Festival, and with its subsequent lack of interest in any of the dozens of films he had made, Warhol soon abandoned any attempt to find favor with the emerging institutions and discourses of the modern art cinema. Instead, he became increasingly interested in both making and exhibiting his work in a private space that lay entirely within his own control. Nevertheless, he set up the Factory in such a way that it was rarely private and almost never under his control. In the institutional dialectic between the art gallery and the cinematic theater that we have observed, Warhol’s Factory seemed to exist simultaneously as both and neither. It was a hybrid, variegated space of production and consumption, exhibition and spectatorship, in which these different aspects were not so much conjoined as confused through their mutual imbrication. As the site Warhol ambivalently ran and occupied (“I don’t feel these people hang around me so much as I hang around them”), the Factory was itself structured by a dynamic oscillation of outer and inner space, an environment in which the traditional distinction between theatrical performance and interior identity was dissolved through the ubiquity of recording, registration, and reproduction—a (barely) controlled experiment in social and technological feedback.
Outer and Inner Space (1965): Feedback at the Factory

The Factory was quite unlike the steel mills for which Warhol’s native Pittsburgh was known. Even before Warhol arrived, it had produced “the frivolous stuff of fashion,” according to Caroline Jones, rather than “the serious matter of which tanks and destroyers were made.” Of course, fashion was anything but frivolous to someone so conscious of the power of the image and its constitutive role in the formation of subjectivity. While Warhol’s Factory no longer produced clothing, it was organized around that intimate association of the inner subject and the outer image that fashion seeks to address. Warhol’s taking over the space in January 1964 coincided with the high-water mark of his early career as a painter and the beginning of his almost fanatical devotion to film. Immediately, Warhol set about converting this space into something like a permanent theatrical stage: the large, bright windows were painted black, and everything else was covered in reflective aluminum foil or silver spray paint. Michelson has described its décor as bestowing “the minimal reflective potential upon surfaces, which could transform the Factory into a dim Hall of Mirrors, redoubling in its confusion of actor and audience the narcissistic dynamic of the site’s theatrical economy.” Decades before reality television or social networking, lives in the Factory were lived on camera, and personal conversations and private phone calls were taped for the record. More than fifty thousand feet of celluloid and quite literally miles of audiotape were employed from 1964 to 1966 alone.

While Warhol’s turn to film began in 1963, his engagement with tape recording would begin in August 1965, when he was given two very different tape recorders within the space of a few weeks. In conjunction with the Norelco Corporation, Tape Recording magazine loaned Warhol a brand-new high-end videotape recording system for a month in exchange for an interview about his experience. Television studios had been using videotape systems for over a decade, but it was only then that a number of companies were preparing to bring “consumer-level” equipment to the market. It is important to note that videotape recording, while obviously new and exciting, was here presented not as a new medium in and of itself, but rather as an “enhanced” version of an already familiar technology. Within Tape Recording, video was presented as simply a new kind of tape recording that additionally allowed images to be recorded alongside sound. Reversing the historical evolution of cinematic technologies in the 1920s, in which sound was added to the “silent” image, the magazine’s editors here imagined an audience of audiophiles—or eavesdroppers; the magazine explicitly catered to both—who might begin to incorporate visuals into their audio recordings.

Warhol was actually quite an appropriate choice for Tape Recording’s new promotion because he had become something of a tape-recording
Figure 5.4. Cover of Tape Recording, October 1965.
fanatic. Weeks before, Warhol had been sent a portable tape recorder by the Philips Recording Company and told that he could keep the machine as long as he did something to publicize it. He was immediately enthralled and began taking it everywhere, ultimately recording thousands of hours of encounters and conversations. As he would memorably describe it in his Philosophy:

> The acquisition of a tape recorder really finished whatever emotional life I might have had, but I was glad to see it go. Nothing was ever a problem again, because a problem meant a good tape, and when a problem transforms itself into a good tape it’s not a problem anymore. An interesting problem was an interesting tape. You couldn’t tell which problems were real, and which problems were exaggerated for the tape. Better yet, the people telling you problems couldn’t decide any more if they were really having problems or if they were just performing.12

Warhol’s first major endeavor upon obtaining his audiotape recorder was to instigate a book titled *a: a novel*, which would record a complete and unedited day in the life of his Factory “superstar” Ondine (Robert Olivo).13 For the project, Warhol intended to accompany his subject over a twenty-four-hour period and record everything that transpired. Neither the idea of a “day in the life” novel nor the use of a tape recorder for journalistic reportage was in any way unconventional. The project’s uniqueness lay in Warhol’s unabashed literalism: his “day in the life”
would actually chronicle every single second of a solitary day. His record-
ings were not notes out of which to cull and shape a compelling narrative,
but rather the very material and form of the narrative itself. Furthermore,
Warhol refused to manage the translation from audiotape to page, paying
a pair of neighborhood girls to transcribe the continuous undulations
of the audio signal without any understanding of its original context.
The resulting “novel” lacked standard punctuation, confounded diegetic
form, and often failed to distinguish individual subjects. It reads not as a
series of discrete dialogic episodes, but as a swirling, ungrounded collage
of voices—a largely indecipherable mass of language.

Taking its place in the history of modernist poetics, a gave textual
form to the situational character of communication, offering a powerful
object lesson in the problems of mediation within the documentary
form. Developed under the aleatory practices of John Cage rather than
the crafted expressionism of Stan Brakhage, Warhol’s general conception
of recording lay in harboring these very accidents of performance and
production, allowing a space for the random, chance encounter to enter
in. Works like a make a mockery of the documentary pretenses of the
“reality” genres they foreshadowed. For while contemporary reality tele-
vision is as heavily edited as any Hollywood drama, it is the very refusal
to edit that allows a to capture the extraordinary heterogeneity of reality.
A poignant example occurs near the beginning of the novel, when
Ondine’s amphetamine-driven tales of his sexual exploits are suddenly
and inexplicably interrupted by the delivery of a strange new device to
the Factory: a videotape recorder. Everyone is afraid to open the package
until Paul Morrissey arrives and begins to explain how it works.

Hello Paul

PAUL—Hello. How are you?
Fine, how are you? Are you excited about the new camera?
P—Yeah, I wanna see it.
You got, you gotta, you got, sit down here on the xx couch and tell me
about it please.
(P) The tape recorder, right? You set a aim at, the microphone at people.
You aim the, the lens at the people.
Oh.
P—And the microphone.
Oh.
P—And the picture goes onto the tape and then you push the tape …
Oh, do you hear this Lucky? Do you hear how this thing works?
And you push the tape just like you play back your tape recorder and the
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tape plays back through a television set.
Oh man, and you get a picture too.
(P) Yes, immediately.
Oh wow.
(P) So the sound …
This, its in films?
(P) Right. The sound … adequate or the lighting is not good …
You could fix it immediately.
(P) You stop it, you look at it and you say “Okay, let’s do it again.” Or “Let’s continue with this light.”
Is this a new product?
(P) Yeah. You remember Hamlet in Richard Burton Electronovision?
No, I never. I don’t know anything about it.
(P) They had Richard Burton in “Hamlet” in the movie theatres.
Oh, og yeah, yeah.
(P) Electronovision, this is electronovision. You see they make it very cheaply but then they transfer the tape to movie film.
You got …
(P) To movie theatres.¹⁴

This brief scene offers us a privileged window into the initial reception of this technology and its curious intersection with the changing role and character of art institutions in its time. Warhol initially calls it a “camera,” while Morrissey refers to it as a “tape recorder.” Both its use and its relation to cinema are explained by invoking something called “Electronovision,” which is assumed to be self-evident.

Short-lived and soon forgotten, Electronovision was an industrial process developed to enable the immediate and inexpensive recording of live performances on videotape for distribution to conventional cinemas. *Hamlet* (1964) was a “theatrofilm” made from the wildly successful Broadway run starring Richard Burton. For the recording, more than a dozen video cameras were placed around the stage at various angles, a single performance was captured live by constantly switching between them, and the resulting video was filmed directly from the television monitor to create the celluloid master. As one might expect, the result—a relatively washed-out black-and-white image with little visual detail and mediocre sound—proved distinctly underwhelming to audiences now conditioned to expect the glamour of Cinemascope, Technicolor, and stereophonic sound. These, after all, were the very advances the industry had developed
to differentiate the cinematic experience and maintain its cultural relevance in the era of free and unlimited televisual content. Electronovision effectively combined the worst aspects of both worlds: its audiovisual quality was as poor as television’s, yet it was neither free nor available in the comfort of one’s own home.

Nevertheless, these formal qualities were understood to be secondary to the radical new model of exhibition and spectatorship the format proposed. For after the celluloid master was created from the video, a thousand celluloid copies were printed and shipped simultaneously to theaters across the country for a single two-night engagement. Although the film was shown in traditional cinema theaters, tickets were sold in advance for what was advertised as a unique theatrical event: four performances (screenings) would take place before all copies of the film were destroyed and the possibility of any future theatrical run or television screening deliberately foreclosed. Paradoxically, the Theatrofilm process sought to maintain the aura and the exclusivity of Burton’s Broadway performance while broadening its geographic reach.

Advertisements described the process as a deliberate conjunction of television, stage, and screen: “Theatrofilm’s ‘Hamlet’ combines the dramatic excitement of the stage technique with the immediacy of television and big-screen effect of motion pictures.” This curious fusion of televisual, cinematic, and theatrical models of exhibition is symptomatic of the conflicted relationship between art and the moving image within the new televisual culture of the 1960s. In an era of free and ubiquitous television programming, cinema could no longer hold onto its claim as the most popular and democratic of the arts. Yet if the classical understanding of cinema—with its studio system of production and its opulent theatrical exhibition—was increasingly obsolete, no one was yet sure what might emerge in its place. Could the basic cinematic experience simply be enhanced, or would it have to be fundamentally transformed? Could the cinema compete with television for a mass viewership, or should it follow the lead of film’s growing festival culture in catering to a more exclusive and specialized audience? Would changes primarily take place in the mode of production or in the structure of exhibition? Questions like these weighed on the industry and the public alike, and it was within this uncertain institutional climate that the artists of the 1960s first took up the technologies of film, and later, video.

Theatrofilm’s ill-fated mixture of theatrical, cinematic, and televisual exhibition might seem little more than a historical curiosity—a transitional artifact from a period of cultural adjustment to new technologies. The process was largely a critical and commercial failure and would soon disappear. But the fundamental issues it raised about the fate of live performance in the televisual age have been surprisingly resilient. In fact, since 2007, the New York Metropolitan Opera has effectively resuscitated
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the Theatrofilm model under its more contemporary-sounding “Live in HD” moniker, broadcasting live theatrical performances to over 850 movie theaters in 30 countries, and these broadcasts have emerged as a key source of much-needed revenue. But the very streaming technology that makes this new Theatrofilm possible has already threatened to replace these theater-based events with “on-demand” broadcasts to the individual home subscriber.

In the transcript from Warhol’s *a*, Paul Morrissey does not seem particularly interested in these social and cultural dimensions of the Theatrofilm model of distribution. Rather, he sees video technology as a means to replicate the traditional cinematic production with greater efficiency. Most important, as he sees it, is video’s ability to foreclose all manner of interruption and accident. As he says, “You stop it, you look at it and you say ‘Okay, let’s do it again.’” Ironically, this was precisely the model of industrial production that both Warhol and the Theatrofilm were seeking to overthrow. Both were committed to the particular character of performance prompted by the uncompromising record of an unedited single take. But there the similarity would end, for the master of the serigraphed soup can was certainly not interested in simulating an aura of singularity, uniqueness, and authenticity through the deliberate attenuation of copies. Rather, the video recorder provided Warhol with a new means to explore the social and psychological dynamics of feedback—an inquiry in which he had been engaged since the creation of the Factory through his nearly ubiquitous practice of recording.

To his arsenal of recording technologies, the videotape recorder added more than a new formal aesthetic—it brought with it a profound association with television and televisual culture, which had been nothing less than a lifelong obsession for the artist. Even if he did not have the ability to engage in broadcasting, much less the live broadcasting still in its cultural infancy, the videotape recorder allowed Warhol to take up the idea—ambivalently a fantasy and a nightmare—of seeing, and being forced to respond to seeing, one’s own image on TV.

Yet precisely because of its technological novelty, it is crucial to distinguish what was truly new and innovative about Warhol’s use of video technology. While the introduction of the Sony Portapak in 1967 is rightly considered a seminal moment for artists’ engagement with the moving image, myth and legend have tended to inflate the relative significance of its early uses. While video technology’s real-time feedback loop would be a subject of great aesthetic and philosophical inquiry in the early 1970s, the formal dynamics of this technology would have been well known to anyone in the New York area since 1964.

For as we have seen, the New York World’s Fair had opened that summer to countless millions, and at the very entrance to the fairgrounds—given deliberate pride of place—stood the pavilion of the electronics

**CHAPTER FIVE**
corporation RCA. The company had been granted this location in honor of its history with the fair, for it had been on these same grounds that RCA had first introduced the futuristic new technology of television to the public in 1939. The intervening years had promoted television from a curious but marginal technological innovation to perhaps the predominant cultural force within postwar American life. For the ’64 World’s Fair, RCA’s technological innovations were decidedly less spectacular—it showcased the wonders of its new color televisions and predicted that soon everyone would have one of their own. But this technological innovation was less important than the company’s attempt to foreground a wider-ranging cultural dynamic that television could be said to have introduced: the idea of universal celebrity.

Within the RCA Pavilion’s *See Yourself!* exhibit, visitors would enter a curved central area and step onto a turntable that slowly wound them past several gigantic video cameras weighing hundreds of pounds. Encountering their first television set, they would there see themselves live and in color as a camera directed at them played back their image in a real-time closed-circuit loop. Next, they would then encounter a second television on which they would see themselves in black and white as they were just
moments before, as a second camera, having captured them unawares, now presented them with that image through a tape-delay mechanism. Finally, they encountered a third television monitor that again showed them caught unawares through a second delayed video image in color.

The See Yourself! exhibit concluded at a glass-walled production center linked via closed circuit to two hundred fifty television monitors located around the fairgrounds. Throughout the six months of the fair, mobile crews were constantly interviewing fairgoers and shooting “news” programs about their experiences with the various exhibits. Lost children also became part of the exhibit when they were brought by the fair’s security to the RCA studio, where they were televised and broadcast to tens of thousands of visitors in the hope of locating their parents. Since viewers at the RCA exhibit could literally watch these episodes being produced, the company had in effect created another gigantic feedback loop. The public no longer simply came to the fair to view the exhibits, but was itself made part of a show about the fair and the exhibits that was, in turn, exhibited to them as another part of the fair. Advertisements for the exhibit went so far as to claim that, given the great number of exhibits at the fair and the long lines at each exhibit, spectators would do well simply to watch the exhibits on TV rather than trying to see everything in person!

RCA’s corporate video installation would demonstrate the purely formal dynamics of video feedback and tape delay to more people over the course of its six months than video artists the world over would manage within the next six years. But to say this is simply to register the changing criteria for advanced art within this period. Dissatisfied with the purely formal investigations of high modernism, artists turning to film, video, and performance in this period were increasingly exploring the wider social and cultural implications of these forms.

Outer and Inner Space may very well have germinated from Warhol’s experience at the 1964 New York World’s Fair. We know that Warhol attended the fair, since he specifically describes his excitement over Ford’s “Magic Skyway” ride in a period interview. It is impossible to imagine Warhol, given his fascination with television, missing a pavilion at the entrance to the fairgrounds from the company that had first introduced the technology of television twenty-five years before—especially one that lured its viewers with the quintessentially Warholian tagline “See Yourself on TV!”

The importance of the RCA Pavilion lay not simply in its demonstration of the peculiar phenomenological experience of seeing one’s image both live and on tape delay, but also in its intuition of a more general economy of media feedback; it would exhibit the live production of television programs about the fairgoers’ experiences, which were themselves exhibited throughout the duration of the fair to the fair’s visitors.
Unintentionally, RCA had created a prescient vision of televisual society caught in a feedback loop of surveillance, voyeurism, and exhibitionism. Within *Outer and Inner Space* (1965), Warhol would explore this emergent dynamic of the media feedback loop, focusing in on the specific forms of subjective dislocation it had begun to entail.18

The work had begun as but another of Warhol’s *Screen Tests*—three-minute-long films Warhol had shot of hundreds of visitors to the Factory since 1964—and had originally borne the simple title *Edie*.19 Edie Sedgwick was Warhol’s complex fascination throughout 1965. Warhol’s constant companion and sartorial mimic, she was the “it girl” of the moment, the “Femme Fatale” Lou Reed sang about—at Warhol’s request—on the Velvet Underground’s debut album.20 If Ondine had been subject to ubiquitous audio recording, Edie was perpetually situated in front of the camera. To complement his twenty-four-hour-long audiotape of Ondine, he had undertaken a twenty-four-hour-long film of Edie. While the film was never completed, enough material was generated to produce half a dozen lengthy character studies, from *Beauty #2* and *Poor Little Rich Girl* to *Face, Restaurant*, and *Afternoon*, among others. Edie was an ideal subject for Warhol in that she deposed herself—seemingly effortlessly and automatically—into a blank screen for projection. “She had a poignantly vacant, vulnerable quality that made her a reflection of everybody’s private fantasies,” Warhol wrote, “she could be anything you wanted her to be—a little girl, a woman, intelligent, dumb, rich, poor—anything. She was a wonderful, beautiful blank.”21

By means of a novel technology, the videotape recorder, and a novel technique, the split-screen projection, *Outer and Inner Space* incorporated an unprecedented degree of aesthetic complexity while retaining the artist’s trademark formal austerity. Using the video recorder, Warhol recorded two thirty-minute tapes of Edie unselfconsciously seeking to en-
gage with a variety of weighty themes. For the duration of both tapes, she appears in close-up and in profile, the bright, high-contrast image of her face almost completely filling up the frame. What remains is completely black. Her face does not appear in space so much as seem cut out from it—without depth, the image is as flat as a screen print. Throughout the hour of video recordings, her face barely moves, and she never faces the camera. Rather, she gazes off to screen right—toward the empty black expanse at the edge of the frame. Warhol then played back this video on a television set as he filmed Edie, who was situated between the television and his film camera, where she seems to settle into the dark area beside her pre-recorded video image. While the video is persistently fixed on a close-up of Edie in profile, the film presents her in a dimensional three-quarter view facing the camera. Due to this imbalance, at many moments, the video Edie seems to be speaking directly into her ear. Throughout the course of the film, this metaphor will become actualized—the video recording becoming the voice in the back of her head she struggles not to hear.

For the spectator, the film and video images are conjoined in a complex alternation of flatness and depth. Film has a tendency to flatten objects, and given the long lens Warhol here employs, we would expect this effect to be exaggerated. Yet the opposite is the case. The lighting under which Edie is placed, her three-quarter pose, and the unusually distant camera position conspire to grant her filmic image a sense of fullness and depth when compared with the exaggerated flatness of the video image, its cut-out profile floating in an empty black void. Psychological depth cues also undergo a subtle manipulation. For identical objects, a change in size is often read as a change in distance. Since the “live” Edie’s face is slightly smaller than her image on the video monitor, we might unconsciously want to read the video image as closer, but we know this is not the case: the television monitor is quite evidently situated behind the live figure, and thus farther away. Combined with the differences in resolution—the video image almost completely burned out, the film image full of nuanced detail—these depth cues present us with a kind of figure/ground relationship that initially highlights the vast formal difference between the two images. It is precisely this stark initial distinction that will allow us to perceive the film’s narrative movement, a movement that occurs unconsciously, on a formal level, quite independently of the stories Edie will relate. It is a movement in which the two Edies—film and video, past and present—slowly but steadily move toward a relationship of convergence or accommodation.

The reels of Warhol’s film camera were thirty-three minutes long, while those of his video camera were only thirty. While he could have easily edited them to sync, Warhol intentionally left them disjointed such
that each film reel momentarily begins and concludes in the absence of its video counterpart. These brief interludes are crucial in revealing Edie's relationship to her prerecorded video image. As the sole protagonist of a sixty-six-minute film, required to keep up a steady monologue without the benefit of interruptions or retakes, one might reasonably expect her to be unnerved by the camera she is facing. Yet Edie, having been the subject of a half a dozen similar films over the preceding few months, begins the film like a confident professional: animated and relaxed, fully comfortable with the camera's attentive gaze. It is only with the onset of the video image that she suddenly shrieks in palpable horror and disgust. Quickly turning back to face the camera, she regains her composure and plays down her initial reaction, attempting to shrug off the strange mirror speaking beside her.

The sound of the video is barely discernible … to the spectator. It was not the best initial recording, but rather than editing it separately to ensure appropriately matched sound levels, Warhol simply rerecorded the distant television’s playback on his film camera’s already low-fidelity optical soundtrack. The resulting audio is indistinct, muddied, and muffled—emerging only in fits and starts. But it becomes obvious that our spectatorial experience is quite different from Edie’s: she seems to hear her prerecorded voice loud and clear. In fact, since the video image is more or less behind her, she experiences her double more often as sound than as image. Her reactions to it are not so much reactions to the image we can see as they are to a voice we cannot hear. As such, the splitting of Edie across film and video is not only a split between present and past,
but also a split between public and private—between the “outer space” of
the public image and the “inner space” of the private monologue.

What can be heard of Edie’s speech on the video monitor is vague
and rambling—its tone steady and uniform, sedate and unselfconscious.
In contrast, the “live” Edie before the camera is both hyperactive and
hyper-self-conscious—conscious both of her own self-presentation
before the camera and of this second, video self that has suddenly appeared
and started to speak outside her conscious control. As the recorded image
continues to speak unselfconsciously in the past, the live Edie becomes
ever more desperate to divert attention from it, to reclaim her image in
the present. About half the time, she’s smiling and giggling, drawing at-
tention to herself with exaggerated facial expressions and gestures. The
rest of the time, she seems unable to cope with the competition from the
video double, increasingly outraged at having to share the screen with
that . . . thing: “I can’t stand it—really, I can’t stand it!” She is completely in
control of herself in the present, but her prerecorded image—the one she
can no longer control—begins to unnerve her: “How can I think about
anything else when I have to listen to that nonsense?!” She continues to
laugh and joke, yet despite her best efforts, she cannot keep from return-
ing to this uncanny double—becoming amused, annoyed, angered, and
finally saddened by this disjunction between her embodied self and its
exteriorization. “Why should I listen to it?” she implores, while referring
to herself in the third person, “I hate it!” As she is placed in the impos-
sible position of being both speaker and listener, her self quite literally
becomes an other, as in those anxiety-ridden moments when we become
too aware of our own speech-as-performance and become paralyzed by
this excess of self-consciousness. Even if she chooses to be silent, her re-
corded self will continue to speak for her.

“I’m out of my mind . . . It’s terrible . . . horrid voice whisper in my ear,”
Edie exclaims. “I get absolutely abstracted. I get—I could just—I find the
voice very disturbing!” In his philosophical study of the voice, Mladen
Dolar has argued that the Western metaphysical tradition was able to
disavow this radical alterity of the voice, this trace of the Other within
ourselves, only by privileging the voice as the source of an originary self-
presence. Following Freud, he postulates that the divide between “inner
and outer space”—the model of all other metaphysical divides—origin-
ally derives from the inner voice of consciousness and the narcissistic
illusion of self-presence we acquire through a deliberate mishearing of
the otherness of our own voice: “The auto-affective voice of self-presence
and self-mastery was constantly opposed by its reverse side, the intract-
able voice of the other, the voice one could not control.” Following this
scenario, Dolar situates the voice as the ur-form of self-recognition. Just
as the gaze haunts the field of vision from a place exterior to it, the voice
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functions as its aural analogue. Narcissus and Echo thus emerge as the two fundamental objects of psychoanalysis insofar as they represent the two forms of self-estrangement constitutive of subjectification.24

This self-estrangement forms the dramatic kernel of *Outer and Inner Space*. Edie treats her image like a dummy or a doll—a specter or hollow shell. Yet that very apparition is what threatens to overwhelm the flesh-and-blood Edie and unsubstantiate her in the here and now. For as the second reel begins, Edie appears noticeably worn down. The game has lost its charm and has become an ordeal to be completed. Most surprisingly, she no longer seems either concerned about or attentive to the video image that previously so disturbed her. Her own manner becomes less and less animated, her speech more and more akin to the droning monologue of the videotape. By the end of the second reel, the film and video images, while still formally discernible, have taken on a peculiar emotional equivalence. It is as if the “live” Edie has come to mimic, with neither overt intention nor desire, her prerecorded image.

Structurally, the film proceeds according to an almost classical A-B-A narrative form: we begin with a formal arrangement that then changes before ultimately returning to the way it began. At the beginning of the first reel, Edie and her video image are both presented in close-up, and the formal and psychological disparity between the two images is especially marked. Halfway through the first reel, the camera pulls back to bring Edie’s whole torso into view. While Edie’s video image and her “live” image have become less differentiated formally, the latter’s animation and speech continue to differentiate the images psychologically. By the time we reach the second reel, this psychological differentiation has also become muddied—the real Edie has lost her former energy and spirit and has begun to adopt the endless monologue of her video image. For the first third of the second reel, the two images seem to reach their utmost similarity, both formally and psychologically. After this, the camera zooms in again to return to a close-up of the video image and the live Edie’s face, side by side. Now, as in the opening moments of the film, their formal differences have again become pronounced. Yet, the formal similarity that has returned only serves to highlight the dramatic psychological change that has come over the live Edie—how undifferentiated from the video image her demeanor and performance have become.

So far, I have described the film as it was recorded in August of 1965. It is unclear whether or how often Warhol showed it in this form at the Factory that fall. When the work was first publicly exhibited at the Film-Makers’ Cinematheque five months later, Warhol made a final, crucial transformation: the two reels were projected simultaneously, side by side. The resulting work was entirely transformed in that it not only documents but in effect re-creates this experience of temporal splitting for
the theatrical spectator. Even more than before, Edie appears snared in a confrontation with the past as it forces its way into the present—trapped between the image she projects in the present and the video image from the past that both literally and metaphorically lies behind her. The film’s double projection re-creates something of this temporal chiasm for the theatrical spectator, our perceptual situation unfolding as almost the mirror image of Edie’s. Rather than being forced to confront an uncomfortable past from which we have been delivered, we view Edie’s present confrontation with that past with knowledge of her future. We view the egoic shell she confidently projects the distance she establishes between herself and that other image from a future in which that shell has been broken, and that distance shot through.

The double-screen presentation preserves Warhol’s reductive formal aesthetic while provoking an unprecedented degree ofspectatorial activity. Our eyes immediately turn to the left screen, as that is where the visual action is taking place. The two large images of Edie’s face—film and
video—dominate the screen. The “live” Edie is animated and expressive. But just as we are trying to make sense of it, we hear the first distinct sound from the right reel, and our eye unconsciously follows. Here the scene is the same, but different. Still two Edies, a “live” and a video image, but they are smaller, farther from the camera. They are at a spatial remove, but we quickly come to understand that this distance is not merely spatial but also temporal. Accustomed to reading from left to right, we might automatically intuit a progression from present to future, but even if not, we are given many immediate clues. The video image, for instance, is already present on the right, but only just appears—to an excited and quite obviously initial response—on the left. Furthermore, in one of the first phrases we can distinctly make out—on the right—Edie tells us, “I can’t remember what I did say …” her voice trailing off in an insubstantial attempt at recollection. These temporal signifiers mark what has by now already become apparent: that we are dealing with a “before and after” sequence. Not a singular moment, but two discrete blocks of time presented
in juxtaposition, together evidencing a temporal ordeal that has clearly taken a psychological toll.

And this experience is not something merely given us to view, but something instantiated in the spectator’s experience. Like Edie, the spectator is split within time: the present as past and the present as future. We are also split between perceptual registers—the visible and the audible—just as Edie is split between her own self-image and the voice at the back of her head that she cannot manage to dismiss. The two are, of course, importantly related. The video image is, for Edie, primarily audible. Since it is behind her, she rarely perceives the image directly, but its insistent monologue forces its way into her ear. For Edie, then, the video image has the qualities of an echo—it is primarily audible, but also something of an unwanted reflection. Edie herself—the “live” Edie, here and now in the present—this is what she desperately wants her inquisitive spectators to focus on. But her past keeps impinging on her present performance, undermining the stable identity that performance wishes to instantiate.

Despite the animated theatrics of the “live” Edie on the left screen, the spectator is inevitably drawn back toward the Edie of the right screen, where a subtle but perceptible change has already occurred. And if the distance we sensed on the right screen was originally understood in spatial and then in chronological terms, we are finally given to understand it in psychological terms. Here, after an extended period of confrontation with that other image, that other voice, her defenses have been lowered, her animated performance slowed to a crawl. From outright dismissal or anger, a complex psychological interplay has developed between the “two” Edies, between the Edie of the past and the Edie of the present. Her speech, like that of the video image, has come to assume the character of a monologue. “Pinned by the camera against a wall of time,” she begins to free-associate, as if submitting to the psychoanalytic scenario. In so doing, she seems to lose her grip on the present moment and enter the time of the video image.25

As she does so, the metaphor of exchange, of crossing over, begins to emerge by way of the film’s formal structure. A third of the way into the film, a slow zoom literally transforms the distanced image on the right screen into an uneasy reflection of the left. They are similar, but not identical: in this, the formal register mirrors that of the temporal and psychological. The two images—those of the left and right screens—take on a formal similarity, but only now that we have fully understood them in their temporal and psychological disjunction. After a few brief minutes, the image on the left screen pulls back to reveal the tableau that began the film on the right, completing the “chiasmic” movement.

For the spectator, this gives rise to a schizoid experience of time. If we were to dissect the film formally, the structure appears quite simple:
a close-up pulls back to an establishing shot, then zooms again to a close-up. Yet our perceptual experience of the film is much more complex. Because the second reel was begun halfway through the establishing shot, and both reels are running simultaneously, we view the same shot later in the past of the left reel that we have already seen earlier in the future of the right. As the left screen zooms out toward the establishing shot that will begin the second reel—which we have already seen—we feel that we are catching up to the future, though it is a future that has already passed. And when we look at the right screen, we see the close-up of Edie that seems so similar to that shot on the left with which we began—but this formal similarity only underscores our knowledge that the two scenes are nothing alike.

A symphony of temporal exchange, this perpetual imbrication is as exhausting as it is exhilarating. Edie struggles to keep the viewer focused on a present that she can control and away from a past that she cannot. Warhol prevents the spectator from occupying any simple present. We are constantly being reminded of a present just past or a present yet to come. The split Edie experiences between her inner self and its exteriorization is thereby replicated in the spectator’s own experience. The inner space of the film and the outer space of the theater converge in a present endlessly trapped between anticipation and recollection. The essential duality of Edie’s role in *Outer and Inner Space*—her ambivalent position as both spectator and subject of the drama—exemplifies the more general situation Warhol created within the Factory.

The idea that broadcast television precipitated a widespread challenge not simply to our understanding of proximity and distance, but to our very conception of temporality was one that would draw many artists to the use of video feedback in the coming years. In the shrinking televisual world, as scenes of John F. Kennedy’s assassination, of confrontations over civil rights, and of the escalating war in Vietnam took place inside one’s home, the effects of these violent intrusions were being felt in new and unpredictable ways. As the ubiquitous televisual image brought that which was spatially distant into a precarious proximity, psychological borders became less distinct, more permeable. The inner space of the psyche and the outer space of the world seemed increasingly, frighteningly interwoven. One’s relation to others—even one’s basic sense of self—seemed newly in flux. Implicitly responding to this emerging culture of televisual feedback, *Outer and Inner Space* emblematized Warhol’s Factory as itself a kind of feedback loop wherein subject, work, and environment were effectively collapsed, and it spoke to the ambivalent social and cultural ramifications of such a collapse.
Figure 5.12. Cover of *Life*, March 19, 1965.

“The Savage Season Begins: Civil Rights Face-Off at Selma,” declares the cover of *Life* magazine’s March 19, 1965 issue. Inside, the cover story juxtaposes a photo of Martin Luther King Jr. with one of a young African-American marcher whose skull has just been cracked open by a baseball bat. Dramatic images of brutal police repression of a civil rights march in Selma, Alabama, will constitute the focus of the issue, as well as the balance of this chapter. But first a brief interruption—even before the first article, an editorial note announces that Howell Conant, “a crack photographer who runs a big New York Studio,” will conclude the issue by showing “what some pretty girls look like in ‘underground movies’ fashions.” To its credit, *Life* here captures the schizophrenic blend of politics and fashion that constituted the new media reality of the mid-1960s.

Already in early 1965, the underground cinema—or Warhol’s version of it, at least—had become fashionable enough to bring before mainstream America. As at Lincoln Center the year before, Warhol’s films were once again displaced from the theatrical setting, denuded of the durational experience that marked their raison d’être, and reduced to the fashionable photographic icons for which the artist was popularly known. But Conant’s images were also prescient, for they mobilized the moving image in a way that looks forward to Warhol’s own use of his early films as projected backdrops for the Velvet Underground during the “Exploding Plastic Inevitable” national tour over the course of the following year.  26

Indeed, by the end of 1966, the idea of expanded cinema had served to deracinate the moving image for a whole generation of contemporary artists. Far from being confined to the movie theater, it was now showing up in art galleries and concert halls, theatrical performances and dance exhibitions. During the Expanded Cinema Symposium that fall, Ken Dewey would describe this new ubiquity of presentation as necessitating a new sensitivity to context: “We’re suddenly thrown into this realm where the audience has got to know more, they’ve got to know, they’ve got to be able to evaluate what they are seeing and the conditions under which they’re seeing a work.”  27 The moving image was also beginning, slowly but surely, to become detached from its traditional celluloid medium. If the Norelco video system Warhol employed was still a prohibitively expensive industrial technology, the Sony Corporation’s new Videocorders were being marketed directly to the middle-class consumer, giving rise to a newly televisual context wholly distinct from that of the traditional cinematic theater.

Questions of context had long been central to Dewey’s thought and practice, and his installation for the New York Film Festival in the fall of 1966 would confront this new placelessness of the moving image with an
unprecedented focus on the specificity of the institutional site of exhibition. The piece, titled *Selma Last Year*, was arguably one of the most formally and conceptually revolutionary works of its time, yet it is one that has been unjustly neglected within the art and film historical literature. Dewey’s collaboration with minimalist composer Terry Riley and civil rights photographer Bruce Davidson resulted in an audiovisual installation of unprecedented ambition and complexity. Quite unlike the “old dream of synesthesia” Annette Michelson would denounce in her Festival lecture, “Film and the Radical Aspiration,” that month, *Selma Last Year* exemplified the critic’s call for an aesthetic of subversion equal to the period’s entrenched “social and economic hierarchies.”

Unlike so many of the multimedia shows then emerging—whose multiple media tended to promote a unified, immersive amalgamation—*Selma Last Year* leveraged formal disjunction as a metaphor through which to confront the social disjunction then widening perilously within the social body. At issue were questions of identification and misidentification, exteriority and interiority, and the ability of art—through technologies of reproduction and representation—to provide an experience of alterity no longer comfortably distant, but disconcertingly proximate.

Like Allan Kaprow and the so-called painter’s theater of the early 1960s, Dewey was less interested in the creation of objects than in the production of situations. But there was an important difference. While Kaprow’s background was in painting and the plastic arts, Dewey’s background had been in conventional theater and performance, and it was from these models of structure and exhibition that he was trying to break free:

> the whole thing that Allan Kaprow talks about—off the wall and into the room, add people. My adventure was a completely different one from that. I was trapped, literally, in the notion of all the formalities of theatre—the script, the rehearsal process and the architecture. The script defining what you were going to do, the rehearsal process defining how you were going to do it, and the stage defining where you were going to do it. My problem was to break myself loose from those dependencies—develop new methods in each of the three areas."

Like those of Yvonne Rainer and Robert Morris, Dewey’s “adventure” began to take form within Anna Halprin’s dance company in San Francisco. It was through Halprin that he met Riley, who had written his early tape loop composition *Mescaline Mix* (1960–1961) for Halprin’s production of *The Three-Legged Stool*. Unsatisfied with the rigorous structure of academic serialism, Riley had become interested in combining the new aleatory techniques promoted by John Cage and Karlheinz Stockhausen with what he called the “shamanistic” improvisation of John Coltrane. He had already begun working with tape-looped composition in the 1950s, and...
he helped to found the San Francisco Tape Music Center in 1962 before moving to Paris. Dewey accompanied him as the production manager for the Halprin company, and the two lived among a number of expatriate artists—Riley playing gigs to entertain American soldiers stationed there, and Dewey collaborating with the members of the Living Theatre, themselves recently arrived from New York.\textsuperscript{30} They would all collaborate on Dewey’s 1963 production of \textit{The Gift} for the Theatre of Nations. The Chet Baker Quartet was asked to perform Miles Davis’s “So What” from his enormously popular 1959 album \textit{Kind of Blue}. Riley recorded each of the soloists individually in isolation, then cut up, redoubled, modified, and recombined the recordings using a rudimentary tape-delay system that he referred to as his “Time-Lag Accumulator.”\textsuperscript{31} The hauntingly beautiful yet almost completely unrecognizable transformation was a breakthrough for Riley, securing his movement away from an earlier interest in serialism and \textit{musique concrète} and toward the qualities of repetition and phase delay as a musical form. As Riley described his experience, “I was noticing that things didn’t sound the same when you heard them more than once. And the more you heard them, the more different they did sound.”\textsuperscript{32}

Dewey himself was taken with this field of difference and repetition that Riley had opened up, and after the two returned to America in 1965, Dewey began to transpose these audio investigations into the field of performance and the moving image. For the Expanded Cinema Festival that winter at the Film-Makers’ Cinematheque, the two continued their collaboration with an audiovisual performance titled \textit{Sames} (1965), the first of Dewey’s works to incorporate film projection within the context of a staged performance. Dewey had performed in Robert Whitman’s West Coast production of \textit{Water} (1963), in which film was projected directly onto the bodies of performers. But he considered Whitman’s use of film mostly extraneous and supplemental within that work, a kind of decoration or prop. Dewey was more interested in Whitman’s earlier \textit{American Moon} (1960), in which the cinematic metaphor implied a more general reconfiguration of the theatrical situation. He was particularly interested in the possibilities of projecting films onto nearby buildings in order to invoke a radically disjunctive experience of scale and space.\textsuperscript{33}

Dewey’s interest in destabilizing the spectatorial conventions of theatrical performance led to a curious inversion. Perhaps playing off Warhol’s own inversion of stillness and the moving image in his portrait films and \textit{Screen Tests} the year before, and clearly rooted in the minimalist musical aesthetics with which he was well acquainted, Dewey’s first use of film did not expand the action on stage so much as displace it. For \textit{Sames}, his contribution to the Expanded Cinema Festival of 1965, five women dressed in bridal gowns were instructed to form a loose circle on stage and then stand absolutely still for the length of the hour-long piece. As Jonas Mekas wrote in the \textit{Village Voice},
Dewey’s piece wasn’t a shadow play, but it was shadowy from somewhere deep, or far, repeating, repeating, and overlapping themselves, and there was light going on and off, and when it was on, you could see four or five women standing on the white stage, white like milk, five women in milk and in wedding gowns, like in a store window on a misty morning, with streets still empty, in Williamsburg, Brooklyn.34

_Sames_ staged a performance of enduring stillness, a theater of the frozen pose. The lack of obvious movement only caused the audience to look closer, where they would begin to discern traces of time’s entropic forward march. Like Cage’s night-long performance of _Vexations_ two years before and the Warholian cinema of stillness that followed it, Dewey’s work presented its audience with a simple image that became increasingly less simple over time—a dialectic of movement and stasis, fixity and transformation. As if to highlight this dialectic, the “brides” were spotlighted in ways that would occasionally shift, transforming a set of live yet motionless bodies into a kind of moving image.

But if the collected women were turned into an image, with the proscenium stage that image’s frame, that image was counterbalanced by the literal projection of a moving image _hors-champ_, or “outside the frame,” on the rafters and ceiling of the exhibition space. There, a film depicted these same women as they traveled about the city, undertaking various typical actions, yet decked out in the very bridal regalia they were wearing on stage. Just as their costumes caused these women to seem displaced

![Figure 5.15. Ken Dewey, _Sames_, 1965. Film still.](image)
from their normal everyday activity into the particular event of the wedding ceremony, the audience's attention was displaced from the stage to the ceiling. Yet the projected image in *Sames* was not intended to be the center of attention. Rather, the moving-image projection *actively competed* for attention with the live performers on stage in a manner much closer to the way in which VanDerBeek's *Movie-Mural* had interacted with the Cunningham company dancers in the production of *Variations V* just months before. Using "the ceiling beams as screens, breaking the image into four or five depth levels," Dewey's multiply decentered film was simultaneously more and less real than the bodies it represented.35

The bridal dress is both ordinary and extraordinary, as it marks both a common custom and a highly singular, ritualized occasion: there is one and only one situation or context within which it is justified, expected, and normalized. As such, the garment serves as an appropriate synecdoche for the illocutionary or performative condition that, according to Michael Kirby, characterized the "new theatre" more generally throughout this period. And it was precisely this illocutionary dimension that was heightened by the addition of a soundtrack Riley produced to accompany the work. The soundscape was made up of three independent works. *I*, from 1964, consisted solely of the dancer John Graham changing the signification of that pronoun through a wide range of vocal inflections, reflecting different contexts or situations.36 Graham's voice was then subjected to the "Time-Lag Accumulator" to further transform the word through feedback and time delay into something that eventually came to approach a continuous drone. This work was then conjoined with two other pieces following a similar structure: *It's Me*—spoken by Riley himself—and *That's Not You*—spoken by his daughter. A cacophony of reference, Riley's score served to audibly redouble the experience of perceptual dislocation that Dewey produced through his inversion of the still and moving image, the profilmic "real" and its cinematic reproduction.

The various forms of spectatorial destabilization Dewey and Riley elicited within *Sames* remained principally on a formal level. Questions of gender, while obviously invoked, were not explored in any sustained way. Yet the formal strategies Dewey and Riley initiated within *Sames* would be given a more incisive social and political edge in their next collaboration, *Selma Last Year*. Immediately upon his return from Paris, Dewey had become involved in the American civil rights movement, traveling to Selma, Alabama, to participate in the march to Montgomery. Fascinated by the novel possibilities of sound recording and editing he had witnessed through his collaborations with Riley in Europe, Dewey secured a commission, and equipment, from a Finnish broadcasting company to produce high-quality audio recordings of the march. Dewey set about recording the answers he received to intentionally blank
questions such as “What do you think about what’s going on here?” to produce what he would later describe as audio portraits—of individual marchers, protestors, onlookers, and children who were only partially cognizant of what was taking place. Rather than standard interview equipment, Dewey employed an omnidirectional microphone to capture the texture of ambient sound in the speaker’s immediate environment, so that a speaker’s voice might be suddenly concealed behind the tumult of a helicopter passing overhead. The recordings were not so much interviews, as one would hear them on the radio or television, as attempts to capture the aural “atmosphere” of a given place and event. Working from Dewey’s extensive audio documentation, Riley set about remixing the hours of audiotape—individuals within the march and those protesting it from the roadside, singular interviews and group chants, cars, whistles, army trucks, and police sirens—together into a twenty-minute audio collage.

While Steve Reich has acknowledged the importance of Riley’s early work in sparking his own interest in “process” composition and tape phasing, Riley’s interest in editing Dewey’s documentary recordings of the Selma march would have been affected by Reich’s own incorporation of such “found sound” into his composition *It’s Gonna Rain* the previous year. First presented at the San Francisco Tape Music Center in January 1965, Reich’s work captured the flip side of the 1960s counterculture then ensconced in the apotheosis of the civil rights movement. In distinction to the early tape compositions of Cage, Stockhausen, Pierre Schaeffer, or Reich explicitly chose fragments charged with social and cultural history and presented those clips initially without manipulation, ensuring that his resulting formal transformation of the material maintained an emotional, even theatrical, connection with its indexical, worldly referent.

Using a borrowed shotgun mic, Reich recorded the sermon of a young black preacher named Brother Walter “prophesying apocalypse in quasi-musical declamation” in San Francisco’s central Union Square. In *It’s Gonna Rain*, Reich preserved the expressivity of the source material by keeping his own manipulation to a minimum, looping selected fragments and phase-shifting them so that the repetition of the preacher’s voice multiplied and fragmented into an ecstatic cacophony befitting the sermon’s apocalyptic theme. Soon after moving to New York, Reich was asked by the civil rights activist Trumer Nelson to edit down a series of tapes to create a documentary sound collage in support of a retrial for the “Harlem Six,” a group of African American boys widely believed to have been wrongly convicted for the murder of a white woman during the 1964 Harlem riots. Reich agreed to do the editing work for the defense on the condition that he be allowed to use a section of the tapes in the creation of a musical piece.
For *Come Out*, Reich selected a brief passage that itself foregrounded questions of documentary representation. Daniel Hamm’s testimony describes his purposely reopening one of the bruises he had sustained in order to have “the bruise blood come out to show them” the degree to which he had been beaten by the police. Reich repeated only that phrase—“come out to show them”—progressively decomposing it into a field of syllables, consonants, and pitched vowels so as to produce an effect of abstract intensification: “By not altering its pitch or timbre, one keeps the original emotional power that speech has while intensifying its melody and meaning through repetition and rhythm.”

Premiering in April 1966 in New York City, *Come Out* extenuated the racial dynamics Reich had inaugurated the previous year in *It’s Gonna Rain*, explicitly aligning the emerging interest in the possibilities of looped recording and feedback with the explosive social and cultural dynamics of the civil rights movement.

But if Reich considered *Come Out* to be a “musical piece” distinct from the more prosaic documentary sound collage he produced for the legal defense, Riley’s audiotape for *Selma Last Year* forewarned such musical techniques in order to extenuate the very indexical, documentary nature of the recordings themselves. There was no pitch shifting or phase manipulation, nothing “musical” at all about the resulting composition. Redoubling the spatial schism between the direct interview and the larger expanse of environmental sound playing against it in the background, Riley’s soundscape cut across temporal registers, mixing up signals and cues to create a sonic collage in which time and space were consistently being fractured. But Riley’s work had never been intended to stand independently. Rather, it functioned as an integral component of a larger audiovisual environment Dewey and Riley created together with their new collaborator, Davidson.

It would be almost impossible to overstate the importance of photojournalism to the success of the civil rights campaign. While the ostensible goal of the march from Selma to Montgomery had been to present Alabama governor George Wallace with a petition to remove obstacles to black voter registration, no one seriously believed that the man whose mantra was “segregation now, segregation tomorrow, segregation forever” was likely to be persuaded. The real target of the march was the cameras of the network media and the national audience to whom those cameras gave privileged access. By 1965, there was a strong national consensus in favor of voting rights, but despite great efforts at voter registration, a mix of bureaucratic restraints and overt intimidation had kept 98 percent of the black population in Selma from being able to vote. By creating a media spectacle, Martin Luther King Jr. and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) would use photo and television journalism to bring the nation’s attention to this situation, spurring Congress to pass a new...
Voting Rights Act. Selma mayor Joseph Smitherman would later claim that “they picked Selma just like a movie producer would pick a set.”

Dewey was one of the many white Northerners who joined the march at Selma after “Bloody Sunday”—the first attempt on March 7, 1965. Police had been lying in wait that day as the marchers tried to cross out of Selma over the Edmund Pettus Bridge, and they brutally set on the marchers with whips, clubs, and tear gas. The national media were present, and the scenes were recorded on film and quickly broadcast on prime-time national television, where they broke into ABC’s feature presentation of a Nazi war crimes documentary, Judgment at Nuremberg. The scene outside Selma that viewers saw on their TV screens looked like a war, and it brought people from around the nation to Selma to join the subsequent march to Montgomery. After another failed attempt and the death of a white clergyman, President Johnson personally intervened, and hundreds of armed FBI agents and National Guardsmen were deployed to protect the marchers. Dewey understood the final, successful march from Selma to Montgomery on March 21 as representing a momentous, yet precarious, racial alliance:

The event had an extremely curious position in the civil rights movement. It was a fleeting moment. The March on Washington had been essentially a white march. The Jackson March, which followed, was a black march. For a complex number of reasons, Selma, which followed Jackson, seems to stand out as a moment at which there was a real contact. It was a fifty-fifty march. People on it recall the innocent—a kind of mutual affection which surrounded it. Perhaps it was illusory and even shallow—but it did grip the entire country and it was almost classical in its development and ultimate tragedy.

The “classical” frame Dewey invokes was one he found represented in Davidson’s photography. On the basis of his 1959 series of a Brooklyn street gang, Davidson had been invited into the Magnum group of documentary photographers and, in 1962, awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship to document “Youth in America.” But his experience covering the 1961 Freedom Rides for the New York Times had been transformative, and he henceforth dedicated himself to covering the changing civil rights landscape. In considering Davidson’s documentary practice, it is useful to recall how Anne Wagner has described the earlier work of Davidson’s contemporary, Charles Moore. Writing about the ambivalent role of Moore’s images of Birmingham, Alabama, in Andy Warhol’s Race Riot series, she claimed that these images—which are tellingly not depictions of race riots, despite Warhol’s title—tended to reproduce the familiar news spectacle of what she calls the “rioting black body” dehumanized.
under the “sovereign white gaze.” Davidson explicitly refused to portray his subjects as abject, suffering bodies—subjects that might elicit pity, but only at the cost of a profound disidentification. Unlike the press photojournalists during the Selma march, who rode on flatbed trucks and depicted either the leaders of the march or masses of faceless subjects, Davidson walked the fifty miles with the marchers, taking images of ordinary individuals or small groups. Dewey was taken by the pictures’ unusually empathic perspective. He described them as simple “human portraits—almost classic in their composition.”

At the time that Dewey proposed their collaboration, Davidson was already engaged in planning for a show of his work at the Museum of Modern Art. The formal qualities of the two resulting exhibitions—which would take place simultaneously a short distance from each other—could not be have been more dramatically opposed. We should recall that the exhibition of photography at MoMA in the postwar period had been a confused, even schizophrenic affair. Over the course of the 1940s and 1950s, beginning with The Road to Victory (1942) and most emblematically in The Family of Man (1955), MoMA adopted Edward Steichen’s “informational” model of photographic exhibition, in which images were often uncredited, exhibited without frames or mats, and enlarged to the size of murals and plastered directly onto walls or plinths, only to be disposed of after the show had concluded. Yet the early 1960s saw a dramatic, 180-degree change of direction when John Szarkowski, succeeding Steichen, reinstituted the “fine art” paradigm of minute, superbly crafted prints, well spaced on a blank white wall, mounted identically with archival white mats behind unobtrusive frames, and protected behind sheets of expensive, nonreflective plate glass.

While Davidson’s MoMA exhibition would proceed along the lines of this “fine art” model, Selma Last Year, his collaboration with Dewey and Riley for the New York Film Festival at Lincoln Center, would evince a radically different model of exhibition and spectatorship. The project was initially titled Faces and Voices and was described as a deliberate conjunction of “two sets of portraits—the seen and the heard—two separate reflections on an event which drew together people from all across America.” Dewey conceived of the work not as a single multimedia spectacle, but as the bringing together of three distinct “atmospheres”—the image of the past, the sound of the past, and the work’s situation in the present—in a nonsynchronous, nonsynthetic way. Working in the space between performance and installation, and subsuming their individual identities under the collective nomination “Action Theatre,” Dewey, Riley, and Davidson would together produce a new kind of “continuous environment” that would have its basis not in a static form, but in a “process situation”: “the living change of people and time.”

Sensitive as he was to
the specificity of context, Dewey would allow the third atmosphere—the physical and historical situation of the work itself—to change quite dramatically over the course of 1966.

The first of these situations was the First Unitarian Church of Chicago, just outside the University of Chicago in the Hyde Park neighborhood, from March 20 to 25—on the one-year anniversary of the Selma march. Dewey clearly understood the massive role religion had played in promoting national engagement with the civil rights movement in general and with the Selma march in particular. The news coverage of white clergy beaten by police in Montgomery and the death of the white Unitarian minister James Reeb in Selma was arguably a major factor in securing both juridical permission and federal protection for the final march. President Johnson specifically invoked Reeb’s death in his speech to Congress. First Unitarian, for its part, was an institution specifically devoted to social and cultural diversity, with a long history of outreach in the racially and socioeconomically mixed neighborhood of Hyde Park.

Davidson’s images were shown in two formats, both unframed. Medium-sized, fiberboard-mounted prints were affixed directly to long horizontal wooden beams hung across a church wall, while a series of slides were projected at a much larger scale onto a sealed arch across the lower nave. Displaced from the fine art museum, Davidson’s photographs here lost their aura of precious commodity, but only to take on an entirely new and different kind of aura in its place. In the quiet and relatively confined space of the church, Riley’s soundtrack would have been clearly

Figure 5.16. Installation view of the exhibition The Family of Man, Museum of Modern Art, New York, January 24–May 8, 1955. MoMA Archives.

Figure 5.17. Installation view of the exhibition Bruce Davidson—Photographs, Museum of Modern Art, New York, July 7–October 2, 1966. MoMA Archives.

Figure 5.18. Bruce Davidson, Civil Rights Marchers Side by Side, Selma, Alabama, 1965. © Bruce Davidson/Magnum Photos.
audible throughout. Dewey’s press release advertises the work under the title *Selma Commemoration* and describes it as taking place “within the main sanctuary of the church” as a kind of reverential memorial. Davidson’s prints, straightforwardly situated at eye level, were neither large enough to appear monumental nor small enough to feel precious. His projected images, appearing for fifteen seconds apiece, took on the location—and the scale—of a traditional religious painting. Like the simple wooden beams on which his prints were affixed, these images put unmistakable religious allusions into play. But just as significant would have been their ephemerality. For what might otherwise have seemed a conventional slide show took on, in this specific context, a palpable sense of haunting, of loss, of mourning. Such a sense would have been extenuated by Riley’s omnipresent soundscape, in which the insubstantial voices of jaded old folk and naïve children, determined marchers and equally determined hecklers, echoed among the darkened stone walls.

Yet if the march being commemorated was unambiguously victorious—having overcome violence and impediment to reach both its proximate destination in Montgomery and its ultimate destination in the Voting Rights Act of 1965—why was the tone of the work less exuberant than melancholic? One answer lies in the work’s immediate situation and context. For while it was timed to commemorate the anniversary of the Selma march, the specificity of the work’s placement in Chicago—and more precisely, in the mixed-race neighborhood of Hyde Park—had everything to do with the inauguration of the “Chicago Freedom Movement” just two months before. This movement resulted from a bold decision by King and the SCLC to pivot from the overt civil rights violations in the South toward what would prove the much more intractable problem of substantive inequality in housing and employment throughout the cities of the North. Its ostensible goal was to pressure city governments to end housing segregation the way they had ended school segregation—through a mix of political persuasion, legal regulation, and—if necessary—armed intervention. Affordable housing would no longer be constructed exclusively in outlying, poor, black neighborhoods, but in the very heart of existing all-white neighborhoods. At least, that was the plan. But white Northerners, who had embraced the abstract ideals of the civil rights movement when it was far away in the Deep South, suddenly found themselves divided on the question of integration when it came to their own schools and neighborhoods. As the year wore on, such questioning—for many—turned to outright resistance.49

Dewey had always fixated on social psychology, but since returning from Europe, he had become increasingly preoccupied with questions of distance and intimacy—specifically, the paradoxical conjunction of distance *and* intimacy afforded though contemporary print and television photojournalism. *Selma Last Year* was fundamentally oriented around

**Figure 5.19.** Projection of Bruce Davidson photograph on interior church wall, *Selma Last Year* installation, First Unitarian Church of Chicago, 1966. New York Public Library.

**Figure 5.20.** Visitor viewing Bruce Davidson photographs mounted within *Selma Last Year* installation, First Unitarian Church of Chicago, 1966. New York Public Library.
such questions, in their temporal, spatial, and ultimately, psychological dimensions. The soundscape Dewey and Riley crafted for *Selma Last Year* was neither polemical nor manichean, but evidenced a range of emotional and psychological complexity.

Dewey was a Chicago native, and his decision to stage *Selma Last Year* in Chicago’s Hyde Park was based in his understanding of the area’s complex racial history. The University of Chicago, its anchor employer, had integrated in the nineteenth century, and by the 1950s it had graduated more black PhDs than any other school in the country. Nevertheless, its faculty and students were overwhelmingly white men of privileged backgrounds, and it remained an elite, affluent institution quite literally encircled by the poorer, predominately black neighborhood of Hyde Park. Rising crime had led the school to campaign for one of the largest urban renewal plans ever undertaken, and over the course of the late 1950s and early 1960s, whole city blocks were razed. Crime shrank and the average income soared, but the redevelopment drove out nearly 40 percent of the black residents and a vast number of small local businesses.  

Dewey’s initial commemoration at the First Unitarian Church treated this local situation only obliquely, yet the work’s subsequent installation endowed it with a decidedly more polemical edge. Harper Court was an outdoor shopping plaza constructed with the intention of allowing a number of small, predominately black-owned businesses to remain in Hyde Park through subsidized rents, thus helping to maintain something of the neighborhood’s history and character in spite of its rapid gentrification. By installing the work after the plaza’s construction in an NAACP-sponsored tribute, Dewey saw himself intervening directly in support of King’s Chicago Freedom Movement, attempting to draw a broad connection between the specific and geographically delimited issue of voting discrimination in the South and the more widespread issue of housing discrimination across the nation. Now given the title *Selma Last Year: Its Faces and Voices*, Dewey’s installation maintained the wooden support beams from the First Unitarian Church installation, but now situated them outside, in a precariously open space. Their situation was precarious not simply because of their potential exposure to inclement weather, but in that the future of this space—Harper Court in particular, but also Hyde Park more generally—seemed delicately poised on a fulcrum. Poetically, Dewey’s plans situated the slide projector in the interior of an as yet unoccupied shop space, so that Davidson’s images would be projected against the exterior window in a strange kind of advertisement. Much rested on whether the public would view equal housing legislation—a government intervention into private, rather than public, space—as a necessary continuation of the civil rights struggle or as a dangerous new experiment in state-mandated social engineering.
Despite King’s efforts, the latter narrative would prove the more persuasive for large numbers of whites, who felt their communities were under siege. That summer, whites violently attacked anti-housing discrimination marchers in Gage Park and Marquette Park. King was hit in the head by a brick during the latter march, and he was quoted the next day in the Chicago Tribune as saying, “I have seen many demonstrations in the South, but I have never seen anything so hostile and so hateful as I’ve seen here today.”52 The Chicago Freedom Movement was an unmitigated disaster. Not only had King failed to win additional public support for the movement, but the marches in Chicago had severely harmed its standing in the public eye. That August, a housing discrimination lawsuit was filed, which would result in the court finding that 99 percent of public housing was both black-occupied and in predominately black neighborhoods. But rather than comply with a court order requiring that the next 700 units be constructed in white neighborhoods, along with 75 percent of the new construction thereafter, the city simply stopped new construction of public housing altogether.53 Similarly, a presidential commission inquiring into the causes of the Detroit riots in 1967 would declare that the country was “divided into two separate and unequal societies, one white and one black,” but would conclude that neither the courts nor the federal government had the power to change this situation.54

In other words, far from being resolved, the civil rights struggle after Selma actually seemed to be threatening to tip over into mass violence. Only five days after the 1965 Voting Rights Act had been passed, riots in Los Angeles had given the national news media a disturbing new vision of mass mobilization—one that would only grow in power as riots spread to major cities around the country. The formation of the Black Panther Party that October would introduce a new image of the civil rights struggle—one in which King’s commitment to nonviolence was replaced with a conspicuous display of loaded shotguns. In the few months since Dewey had presented his work at the First Unitarian Church of Chicago, the fragile coalition of racial, geographic, and socioeconomic communities that materialized briefly during the Selma march was in danger of unraveling completely.

Selma Last Year would be shown at New York’s Philharmonic Hall at Lincoln Center from September 12 to 22, 1966, as one of the “expanded cinema” works organized in association with the New York Film Festival that year. Dewey felt that the stakes for the work had been raised tremendously. Just days before the Lincoln Center opening, a march on Cicero (near Chicago) had gone ahead without King’s blessing and had quickly degenerated into open violence on both sides. Like VanDerBeek, Dewey invoked a global perspective in his description of recent events, expressing his concern that
unless a majority of mankind learns to willingly balance their particular needs and wants and the particular aspirations of the groups of which they are a part (national, religious) with the needs and wants of the world as a whole, that we will gradually slip backward. The changes we make will be fearful, tightening retreats from the promise which exists. I can’t tell you how strongly I feel that theatre within itself reflects, is these very problems.\textsuperscript{55}

At Lincoln Center, \textit{Selma Last Year} had the potential to reach many more viewers than ever before, but it would also reach a different kind of viewer, and Dewey was very conscious of the change. In contrast to the relatively diverse early audiences in Chicago, the audience at Lincoln Center would be disproportionately white and affluent. Dewey describes wanting to “break through” the “self-satisfied nature” of those largely insulated from the harsh reality of the civil rights struggle and rapidly becoming inured to its images of suffering: “Our problem was to introduce this into the Philharmonic Hall situation in such a way that it could function as a reference point for people’s current backlash thoughts.”\textsuperscript{56}
Selma Last Year would reflect the larger reality of the civil rights movement as it sought to sustain a precarious new balance. On the one hand, increased agitation was necessary if the movement was to maintain its momentum—the public might otherwise come to view the Voting Rights Act as the culmination of the struggle. On the other hand, the intensity and, more importantly, the proximity of this new agitation was engendering an exhaustion among those it most had to convince. For his part, Dewey sought to “break through” to his audience by creating an installation that confronted them while retaining its basis in emotional communication:

The problem that we’ve had so much of in this country is that we get the logic of the situation, we get the logic of what should be done, but the emotional necessity is something we are unable to communicate until somebody goes out and kills somebody, until there’s a riot. We only take action on the basis of our emotional communication … for me this whole thing—is about] attempting to bring these two things into the same place.57

At Lincoln Center, Dewey would dramatically transform previous elements of the work while adding several others, which resulted in a qualitatively new experience. Rather than placing Davidson’s images at eye level, where they had always been installed previously, he placed them near the ground, mounted to small, irregularly inclined plinths near the viewers’ feet and scattered near the periphery of the mezzanine floor. They were in dramatic juxtaposition to the centrality, regularity, and uniformity of Davidson’s MoMA exhibition then under way and the ostensible neutrality it afforded. Dewey described the verticality of the installation as a response to the “terrific weight” of Lincoln Center’s institutional history “pressing downward.” He also described the plinths as tombstones. But they functioned less in the sense of a memorial—as at the First Unitarian Church in Chicago—than as an exhuming of the dead. By September 1966, Selma was old news. Everyone had seen its dramatic imagery in countless newspapers, glossy magazines, and television programs. “The notion [at the New York Film Festival] was that this was a dead subject,” Dewey would later state.58 The doubly peripheral location of these images—small, out of the way, almost huddling together near the edges of the Philharmonic Hall lobby—conveyed a palpable awkwardness, a feeling that the images did not belong here, that they were out of place.

This feeling was reiterated in the images that were hung near eye level on the columns and banisters: documentary photographs of the works’ previous installation at Harper Court and the First Unitarian Church in Chicago. The images Davidson captured at Selma were intentionally dramatic and absorbing. Dewey sought not to negate, but to complicate
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this absorptive quality by means of his installation. The strange and peripheral placement of the Selma images necessitated a degree of physical adaptation in the viewer, making one aware, even self-conscious, of the act of viewing them. Encountering those same images in the dramatically different contexts of Harper Court and the First Unitarian Church only reinforced the singularity of this act of looking *in the present* and the ways in which it was necessarily, and unconsciously, being conditioned by the particularities of its time and place. Dewey spoke of the goal of his photographic juxtapositions in terms of a “mnemonic layering” through which he intended to stage an incursion into the Lincoln Center site itself: “taking a familiar situation and putting pictures in such a way that they would burn in … so that later, when people came back again … and they were gone, they would still be there.”

A third part of the installation took place in a separate, darkened space downstairs. Spectators who entered this area were engulfed within a projected horizontal image approximately eight by ten feet in size. Two other projections of approximately four by five feet were visible on additional...
walls, while three projectors and a series of benches crowded the space. The three projectors, all showing slides of Davidson's photos, slowly progressed through a series of timed dissolves, each changing every fifteen seconds with a different rhythm of images. In addition, the space was completely suffused with sound—the ambient sounds of demonstrators and protestors, interviews, helicopters, trucks, and children. As visitors sat down, they became cut off from the rest of the festival upstairs. Dewey thought of the space as analogous to the march itself: “you had to go down and be involved.”

Dewey’s conception of this “involvement” was immersive. Yet this immersivity was not a matter of suturing the spectator into a single representational perspective, as in the traditional feature film. Nor was it simply a matter of overwhelming the spectator through a barrage of audiovisual data. Rather, the spectator was subjected to an intentionally disjunctive environment, a representational cacophony in which sound and image were left purposely unaligned, competing for attention. The spectator’s attention was then further split among the three large projections, each transitioning through a syncopated dissolve every fifteen seconds. Davidson’s images were themselves already somewhat disjunctive: passive innocents and antagonistic dyads, broad surveys of groups as well as individuals in close focus. The three projectors were nestled among the few benches in a relatively small space, so the atmosphere probably would have felt more akin to a conventional slide show than the kind of slick multimedia spectacle many viewers would have previously experienced. Furthermore, the relationship of sound and image was deliberately kept asynchronous, “out of phase.” While the sound collage cycled every twenty minutes, the slide projections cycled every twenty-one, ensuring that the relationship of the images to the sounds remained unfixed and perpetually changing—two people coming in at different times would not see the same piece. Dewey mentions a final aspect that was crucial to his imagination of the environment: with only one staircase in and out, spectators had no choice but to walk in front of an immense horizontal projection when entering or leaving the space, before having sufficient distance to view it. For those already within the environment, seated on the benches in the center of the room, every incoming or outgoing spectator would necessarily carve out a silhouette within the photographic scene—entering the representational space of Selma, but only as a kind of ghostly shadow or negative presence. It was an image that could not but provoke an uneasy identification, as those just entering the space enacted the seated participants’ recent past, while those leaving it enacted their imminent future. The projected photograph was not only a spectacle to be seen, but a stage on which the spectator would appear to others.

This public staging of spectatorship echoed what was perhaps the most innovative aspect of the Lincoln Center installation. On the mezzanine
floor, opposite the stairwell leading downstairs, two unpainted plywood boxes stood side by side, elevated to eye level on plain white stands. On the left, an 8mm rear-screen film projector showed footage of the iconic confrontation on the Edmund Pettus Bridge, as it had been broadcast on ABC News. As opposed to the fleeting but noble Davidson portraits projected downstairs, the film footage came on like a traumatic nightmare constantly reenacted—the two-minute scene looped endlessly without pause. This film footage of “Bloody Sunday” was one of the most pivotal sequences to be broadcast during the civil rights struggles of the time. Comparable to the Zapruder film of Kennedy’s assassination less than two years before, it galvanized national support for civil rights in undeniably visceral terms. Doubtless the reason this particular footage was so effective is that it inverted the stereotypical representation of the “angry black mob” so prevalent in media representations of the time. Even the comparably restrained initial coverage of the Selma march in the New York Times was framed in terms of a failure to maintain law and order: marchers were “fighting with bricks and bottles,” and a “handful of volunteer possemen were pushed back by flying debris when they tried to herd the angry Negroes into the church where the march had begun.”61 The film footage, broadcast by television stations around the nation, showed

Figure 5.25. Large-scale projection of Bruce Davidson photographs within the darkened, lower-level audiovisual environment in the Lincoln Center installation of Selma Last Year, New York Film Festival, 1966. New York Public Library.
something very different. In it, a mixed group of white and black men and women, young and old, stood on an embankment while an ominous line of dark-clothed men, their identities hidden under full-face gas masks, initiated a brutal attack using nightsticks, whips, and tear gas and continued to beat those who had fallen and were not fighting back.

At Lincoln Center, the traumatic scene was not quickly subsumed into some greater narrative, as in a traditional documentary film or television broadcast, but simply repeated again and again, looped continuously. While gruesome and difficult to watch, the footage must have also been difficult *not* to watch—the violence and chaos evoking a certain morbid fascination with the event as spectacle. Reflecting this ambivalence, Dewey chose to make the Selma footage difficult to watch in a wholly new way. Adjacent to the plywood box on the left, containing the rear-screen film projector, he had placed another box containing a television monitor. The image on that monitor, to a visitor just arriving, would probably have been unrecognizable. A black-and-white image of relatively low resolution and dynamic range, it depicted a mostly empty space, perhaps with some indiscernible movement in the background. As such, it would have been passed over in favor of the dramatic scenes unfolding on the film projector beside it. This temporal construction was essential to the drama of recognition Dewey sought to enact. For after a few seconds, spectators would surely have recognized something familiar out of the corner of the eye and turned back to the television monitor. There, they would have seen something shocking in both its familiarity and its unfamiliarity: themselves, but themselves as they had been eight seconds before, transfixed by the events at Selma unfolding on the other screen.
Capitalizing on the publicity to be gained through association with the prestigious and well-attended New York Film Festival, the Sony Corporation agreed to loan Dewey its new Videocorder equipment for the installation. Quite obviously inspired by Riley’s experiments in tape delay, but probably finding additional motivation in the industrial practice of delaying live broadcasts so as to censor unwanted content, Dewey set up the tape to run through two Videocorder units, delaying the live video playback by eight seconds. In so doing, he created a spectatorial juxtaposition whose aesthetic and technical economy was as great as its effect was profound. For spectators looking at themselves looking, it was not merely the event, but that act of spectatorship, that was itself being staged. Spectators were transformed into unwitting actors in an experience as familiar and pleasurable as it was disorienting and disturbing.

In a 1967 interview, Fred Wellington would essentially accuse the artist of trafficking in the technophilic spectacle of the World’s Fair to the neglect of his earlier interests in social interaction. Yet Dewey felt that the particular conjunction of film and video feedback in Selma Last Year was an extension of his previous work in “social theatre”—one specifically relevant to the situation of the New York Film Festival at Lincoln Center.
Indeed, while Dewey’s use of video feedback might have been almost identical to its use at the RCA Pavilion in formal terms, the effects of this feedback within the overall context of the installation were almost diametrically opposed. At the World’s Fair, the video feedback loop was detached from any conception of its increasingly powerful social role. Presented as a mere curiosity, this ostensibly neutral display played to the very narcissistic and exhibitionary tendencies that network television was just then discovering how to profitably exploit. *Selma Last Year*, rather than mirroring viewers back to themselves in a regressive fantasy of integrity and self-sufficiency, sought to disrupt this basic narcissistic circuit.

No term had yet arisen to classify what Dewey, Riley, and Davidson had created. A brief mention in the *New York Times* described it as a “static happening.” A press release, of unknown authorship, described it as a “sight and sound visual happening portrait.” Today, we would place it under the generic rubric of “installation.” Dewey, however, specifically referred to the work as a “continuous environment.” Marshall McLuhan’s idea that every new technology creates a new environment, with new forms of human association and perception, was fast becoming a cultural commonplace. Yet McLuhan’s ideas were often far less sanguine than their popular reception would suggest. In a short piece titled “Art as Anti-Environment,” written for *Arts News* in 1965, he ominously proclaimed that “such new environments that all of us react to with the precision of marionettes turn whole populations into servo-mechanisms.”

Since the given environment always remains imperceptible as such, it is adopted at the time “without any difficulty or awareness of change. It is later that the psychic and social realignments baffle societies.” McLuhan believed that contemporary art, having rejected its traditional role as personal expression, was now able to act as an “early warning system” for the “psychic and social consequences of the new environment” through its “training of our perception and judgment.” Assuming that they can provide sufficient “contrapuntal stress” to avoid a mere mimetic repetition or intensification of their environment, the arts can effectively constitute a temporary autonomous zone or “anti-environment” from whose distance and vantage point the ordinary environment can be experienced. *Selma Last Year* did not seek to represent the events of Selma, because those events had already been represented countless times. Indeed, while their widespread dissemination had been part of the original, successful strategy of the civil rights movement, the very familiarity of these images had since come to constitute a significant problem. As such, Dewey did not attempt to represent the events of Selma through yet another reiteration of its imagery so much as he sought to present the complexity of his viewers’ own encounter with this imagery—with all the recognition and misrecognition that would inevitably entail. Dewey speaks of “a
capacity of the piece to adjust itself to each person who comes in there, you know, to recognize them in a certain sense so it is constantly changing.66 Within Selma Last Year, Dewey frames this event of spectatorship quite literally for the spectator, showing her own act of watching the moving image. The video monitor was not a simple mirror: his viewers did not see themselves seeing themselves. Rather, they saw themselves from outside, as another might see them.

Dewey had feared an almost unbridgeable chasm between the easy security of his largely white, privileged audience at Lincoln Center and the utter vulnerability of the civil rights marchers in Alabama. His solution was profound in its economy: to truly see these images of Selma, the audience at Lincoln Center were asked to look beyond themselves. It was a metaphorical demand made literal. Dewey understood how compelling the narcissistic lure of his video mirror would prove—how it would tear people away from the Selma footage in spite of themselves. Yet in foregrounding their own status as viewers, he invariably turned his audience toward the events at Selma and against their own narcissistic identification. Caught between conflicting imperatives, Dewey’s audience was left without the possibility of an easy resolution, and their reaction was not hard to predict. “It got people very angry with themselves and angry with us,” Dewey later recalled, “but I don’t think it was unfair because Lincoln Center is so pleased with itself and the people who were going to it were so pleased with themselves that to be able to whip that around them a bit was good for them.”67

While Selma Last Year did bring together photography, slide projection, sound, film projection, and video, these components in no way functioned holistically in the manner of a coherent, unified spectacle. Rather, both in their theoretical conception and in their practical execution, the multiple “environments” of Selma Last Year functioned according to a principle of disjunction. It may seem an obvious point, but it is one that would be historically significant. For in her influential polemic “Film and the Radical Aspiration” at the festival’s critical symposium, Michelson would single out Dewey’s work, alongside Whitman’s, as a mere “revival of that old dream of synesthesia,” the term with which she disparaged the idea of expanded cinema more generally. Given the specifically Brechtian flavor of advanced art and film criticism throughout the late 1960s and 1970s, one would readily expect that such a “synesthetic” project would arouse little interest, and it is thus lamentably explicable that Dewey’s groundbreaking collaboration would be almost entirely forgotten within art and film history for almost fifty years.68 This is doubly ironic in that Dewey’s background and interest in social theater made him more of a natural heir to Bertolt Brecht’s dramatic ideas than most of his contemporaries. He described his emphasis as specifically seeking to bring together the intellectual reflexivity of Brecht with the emotional force of Artaud, claiming
that such a knitting together of rational analysis and emotional identification was necessary for any effective critique of contemporary media society. Dewey found the projected image a uniquely powerful tool for accessing this essential register of affective identification. Yet Selma Last Year was certainly no simple return to the synesthetic ideal. Rather, it was a self-consciously disjunctive articulation of multiple atmospheres: one in which film and video would not enhance one another, but quite specifically struggle for attention. Through this disjunction, Selma Last Year staged a political problem of image and identification that would become decisive for the development of film theory over the next decade.

In practical terms, Selma Last Year was an abject failure. Whether out of deliberate censorship, malice, or merely administrative incompetence, the Lincoln Center staff refused to allow audiences near any of Dewey’s complex, multi-part installation until just before the feature film was about to commence. As such, thousands of potential spectators literally rushed past the work—catching at best a glimpse of some imagery, a brief passage of the soundscape—on their way to secure a good seat for the night’s festival program. This audience was obviously never given the chance to experience the different parts of the work, much less consider how those parts were aesthetically and conceptually conjoined. Dewey’s complex work was thus reduced to a curiosity and quite understandably overlooked by most of the day’s prominent critics of art, film, and performance. Like Warhol’s installation in the lobby in 1964 and Bruce Conner’s 10 Second Film trailer of 1965, Selma Last Year would join the catalog of works foiled in their attempt to work within but against the parameters of the New York Film Festival at Lincoln Center.

Nevertheless, in its juxtaposition of documentary film and video feedback, sonic collage, and oversized photographic projection, Selma Last Year was formally and conceptually unprecedented. By placing his delayed televisual mirror immediately adjacent to a documentary newsreel clip—one that had itself played a major role in a broadcast news event just a year before—Dewey’s installation succinctly indexed the challenge posed by televisual feedback to the postwar art cinema’s long-standing concern for a “new realism.” Like Warhol, Dewey seemed to intuit that long-standing debates over documentary authenticity were being displaced by a new set of questions around the complexities of audiovisual temporality. By working in this liminal space between art and cinema, Dewey had attempted to shift the festival’s critical emphasis away from its exclusive focus on film as an autonomous and independent medium and toward an interrogation of the institutional situation of audiovisual spectatorship more broadly understood. Finally, by disrupting what he understood to be the conventional spectatorial dynamic, Selma Last Year sought to create a fissure in the isolating armor of the coherent, self-contained subject “seeing itself seeing”—to enable the possibility of an
affective bridge between the self and the other through a fleeting, yet insistent, foregrounding of the self as other.

Both *Outer and Inner Space* and *Selma Last Year* brought film projection together with video feedback in ways that deliberately resisted formal synthesis and cohesion. The splitting both works occasioned—between multiple screens, multiple temporalities, and multiple registers of sensory experience—was left purposely unreconciled. Rather than producing a singular multimedia amalgamation, these works were intentionally, dramatically fractured. Their deliberately disjunctive use of media sought to express the social and psychological disjunction these media were then provoking within the culture more generally. Yet for all these similarities, *Outer and Inner Space* and *Selma Last Year* took place in manifestly different situations, which represented very different alternatives for future practice. Dewey’s interest in the social force of institutions had led him to stage a site-specific intervention within the space of Lincoln Center and within the cultural politics of the New York Film Festival. Warhol’s Factory, like VanDerBeek’s Movie-Drome, was not an intervention so much as a wholly new manner of institution: a temporary, semi-autonomous space distinct from existing organizations of art, film, or theatrical practice.

Intervention or reinvention—by 1966, these were the two models that had emerged for maintaining the relevance of art and its institutions within a newly televisual age. In either case, the focus had decisively shifted from the material medium of a given individual work to the more encompassing situation within which that work took place, and to the traditions of exhibition and spectatorship embodied therein. This transformation was the legacy not only of Cage and minimalism, but of a nascent idea and practice of expanded cinema.
We do not say “experimental painting”: painting is a repaired medium, constantly patched and reworked through the centuries, accepted through endless growth. Is the label “experimental film” to say that we cannot deny the cinema is still an unknown, only hinted at by hindsight, fantasy, dreams, hallucinations, comedy?


It is because the aesthetic regime blurred the borders between what is art and what is mechanical, between what is poetic and what is prosaic, that the “mechanical” arts (photography, cinema, video) have been able to assume a place in art. We must therefore cast doubt on the idea that new technologies have the power to introduce breaks in the paradigms of art. If you take video and its derived forms, you will notice that its apparatus lends itself to any number of possible identifications.

Jacques Rancière
In her *Passages in Modern Sculpture*, Rosalind Krauss famously described the emergence of modernist sculpture in terms of a new condition of homelessness as the traditional monumental vocation of site marking gave way before the newly peripatetic condition of objecthood. Cinema, while never originally site-specific in the same way, was nevertheless culturally bound to the cinematic theater as its proper exhibitionary site. A whole complex of social, cultural, and economic conventions would adhere to this particular model of exhibition. The postwar expanded cinema divorced the idea of cinema from the historical contingency of this exhibitionary model, creating a new and provocative condition of homelessness for the moving image within the institutions and discourses of contemporary art.

In introducing this study, I had recourse to Krauss’s succinct yet ambitious genealogy of our contemporary “post-medium condition,” in which she claimed that the “constitutive heterogeneity” of video marked the definitive collapse of the modernist conception of medium-specificity as an ontological investigation. No doubt, video’s constitutive heterogeneity played an important role in this historical process. Yet as I have tried to demonstrate, it was the heterogeneity of cinema—its complex of mechanical, chemical, optical, cognitive, affective, and mnemonic processes—that the artists and theorists of the mid-1960s expanded cinema had already sought to reveal. Krauss chooses to begin her story at this later point because the structural film of the late 1960s and early 1970s was often understood within Clement Greenberg’s high modernist conception of medium-specificity, and by overlooking the expanded cinema, she is able to construct an orderly progression whereby the postmodern heterogeneity of video comes to replace the modernist specificity of film. It allows her to leave these discrete historical categories intact. Yet as Krauss herself makes clear, the structural film intentionally deemphasized film’s differential condition so as to help it accede to the coveted stature of modern art: “Structuralist film’s self-definition, as I have said, was modernist,” Krauss writes, “the impulse was to try to sublate the internal differences within the filmic apparatus into a single, indivisible, experiential unit that would serve as an ontological metaphor, a figure—like the 45-minute zoom—for the essence of the whole.” Yet the
proliferation of these “internal differences” in the widespread adoption of video over the next decade would foreground what had already been inherent in film—its fundamental instability as a medium and the challenge its constitutive heterogeneity held for the modernist conception of medium-specificity as such.

I risk belaboring Krauss’s account because the rhetorical construction of the moving image at this early moment—when its history and theory were only just beginning to be institutionalized within academic research and pedagogy—would frame much of the subsequent discourse around the place of the moving image within contemporary art. The heterogeneous, situationally oriented model of expanded cinema that emerged in the early to mid-1960s was not without its theorists, but it would prove too diffuse and inchoate to upset the dominant high modernist paradigm established by Greenberg. Within the academy, medium-specificity dictated that a body of practice called experimental film be made the exclusive province of a new discipline of film studies—partitioning off an aesthetic and conceptual domain whose practitioners had rarely understood themselves as far removed from the other arts. It dictated an autonomous study of the history, theory, and practice of film, rather than pursuit of its intersections with adjacent domains, such as photography, video, or performance. The effects of expanded cinema’s displacement by the more traditional medium-specific aspirations of structural film and video art meant that when those medium-specific aspirations became untenable—as they quickly would—a large and diverse range of artists were left without critical support. Historians, theorists, and practitioners of experimental film within the academy were thus isolated and ill-equipped to contest the discipline’s inexorable shift toward the study of popular culture. For if the modernist conception of medium-specificity was the only model for artistic specificity on offer, then these works could only be seen as unpopular forms of cultural production—lacking even the socially diagnostic power of which the rising field of cultural studies would make use.

As this study has endeavored to show, the idea of expanded cinema that emerged in the 1960s was not a straightforward repudiation of medium: its artists and critics were almost single-mindedly concerned with the specific ways in which cinema functioned to destabilize existing art institutions and practices. It was rather that the cinema had no specificity in Greenberg’s strict ontological sense. The material of projection was multiple—consisting of the celluloid strip, projector, and screen, to say nothing of the original camera and processing. Varying across space and time, the celluloid frame indexed a reality both past and distant while its projection constituted an event both present and local. The complexity of the cinematic dispositif included not simply the material conditions of production, but also the psychological conditions of spectatorship:
conditions both innate in human biology and born of the disciplinary codes of spectatorship formed over a half century of industrial exhibition. For the artists and critics of the expanded cinema, what specificity cinema possessed seemed less the timeless ontology of a material form than the contingent historicity of that form’s cultural elaboration.

As D. N. Rodowick, one of the foremost chroniclers of the history of film theory, has described, the lack of consensus about the nature of the cinematic medium resulted in a kind of “aesthetic inferiority complex” vis-à-vis the traditional arts in the first half of the twentieth century. In the postwar era, the precipitous decline in theatrical attendance that accompanied the proliferation of television threatened a questionable future for the institution of cinema. Yet by the mid-1960s, the success of the New York Film Festival—situated as it was amid the spectacular pomp of the Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts—seemed to signal the long-sought institutional legitimation of cinematic art. For Annette Michelson, writing in 1966, cinema was “on the verge of winning the battle for the recognition of its specificity”: a battle that “every major film-maker and critic [over] the last half-century has fought.” Given the recently proclaimed “death of cinema,” such institutional recognition was especially vital, and she praised the “intransigent autonomy” of those filmmakers committed to the cause, even as she castigated the “intermedia” as a symptom of its decline.

Much of the historical and conceptual significance of the expanded cinema arises from its rejection of the legitimating models of both the European art film and the avant-garde structural film—both attempts to stabilize a singular conception of cinema as a proper modern art. The failure of the historical expanded cinema to establish itself within postwar discourses of film studies or art history should thus in no way be understood as a simple historical oversight or accidental case of benign neglect. Its omission was rather structurally requisite insofar as it constituted a direct challenge to medium-specificity and even disciplinary specificity as a regulatory ideal. The discursive and institutional promiscuity of the expanded cinema—its interstitial location between physical, institutional, or discursive sites—would necessarily relegate it to a netherworld between art history and film studies insofar as those disciplines remained grounded on this ideal. Despite photography’s challenge to the romantic conceptions of authorship and originality, Rodowick speculates that film was the first art form to fully confound Gotthold Lessing’s division of the spatial and the temporal arts and thus “to challenge fundamentally the concepts on which the idea of the aesthetic were founded.”

French philosopher Jacques Rancière would agree with the importance Rodowick gives to cinema as a force of destabilization, but would contest the accepted narrative of aesthetic modernism Rodowick still takes for
granted. Over nearly a dozen books, Rancière has sought to establish that the very idea of aesthetics has been misunderstood as a particular domain of philosophical reflection when it is more appropriately conceptualized as a historical regime of experience. For Rancière, our modern aesthetic regime is that which bestows a particular mode of visibility and intelligibility by allowing certain objects and events to be perceived and conceptualized as art. This modern aesthetic regime is historically unprecedented in that it is no longer defined by positive rules about the proper nature and limits of art, but rather by the precise suspension or “disordering” [dérèglement] of customary relations between the various arts and the implicit hierarchical organization by which they were structured. Within this revolutionary sensibility—one that corresponds precisely to the emergence of social and political egalitarianism in the late eighteenth century—we can no longer know in advance what will qualify as art and by what criteria. Art will continuously challenge whatever criteria become established in the name of a kind of perpetual undoing of the distinction between art and non-art.

Rancière’s genealogy of the aesthetic regime helps to explain how the institutional legitimation afforded the European art film, or in a different way, the avant-garde structural film, would precipitate a radical heterogeneity of artists’ film and video over the course of the next decade. Simply put, the legitimation of certain forms of cinema as “high art” was antithetical to the hierarchical disruption that properly characterizes the work of art within the aesthetic regime. In the case of cinema, it was a disruption that had been historically predicated not on the medium’s purity, autonomy, and specificity, but rather a paradoxically essential impurity, hybridity, and implication. The openness of the expanded cinema was correctly seen as a damning liability for film’s legitimation as an autonomous sphere of modernist art. Yet, it was this very openness to other traditions, other institutional spaces, other visions of aesthetic practice and spectatorship that led it beyond the solipsistic cul-de-sac of high modernist theory. The expanded cinema prods us to reconsider the aesthetic and conceptual validity of our disciplinary frameworks insofar as they derive, consciously or unconsciously, from this medium-specific paradigm. For Rancière, a discipline “is not first of all the definition of a set of methods appropriate to a certain domain or a certain type of object. It is first the very constitution of this object as an object of thought … a way of defining an idea of the thinkable, an idea of what the objects of knowledge themselves can think and know. It is therefore always a certain regulation of dissensus.” By implication, Rodowick’s narrative about film theory’s historical failure is thereby recast as a theoretical advance: the constitutive heterogeneity of cinema establishes a model for the reevaluation of the modernist conception of medium as well as the disciplinary fortifications that would be deployed in its name. The
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study of film—that debased field originally determined to mimic art history—ends up serving as a model for the reinvention of a contemporary art history, one that has turned away from the essentializing, ahistorical rhetorics of medium-specificity toward an archeology of media forms and culturally specific histories of audiovisuality across a range of discursive and institutional sites.

In situating the expanded cinema both historically and conceptually prior to the medium-specific rhetorics of both video art and structural film, we are spurred to reconsider the diverse investigations traditionally grouped under those rubrics as well as the substantive range of work that terminology rendered “out of place.” To do so is to understand the moving image as a destabilizing force within the aesthetic and conceptual framework of medium-specificity itself, disorganizing institutional conventions of production and exhibition as well as those of spectatorship and criticism. For this reason, this book has not aimed to institutionalize the expanded cinema as a movement that might be neatly slotted into existing historical narratives so much as to articulate the motive, conceptual force of the expanded cinema as an unresolved disruption within the spaces, institutions, and discourses of late modern art. In so doing, it aspires to contribute to the more encompassing effort under way to reframe overarching narratives of twentieth-century art around movement rather than stasis, event rather than object.

Since the turn of the millennium, the moving image has reemerged within the contemporary art world with such overwhelming force and speed that it threatens to overcome the very strangeness of the questions it reignites. This is where the institutional challenge posed by the historical model of the expanded cinema acquires a renewed importance. Before the moving image becomes completely naturalized within the practices, spaces, and discourses of contemporary art, it is imperative that we attend to the strangeness it still carries within it, and thus its potential for a far-reaching reimagining of these very institutions. By displacing the conceptual orientation from one of the specificity of medium—in which individual forms are constantly demarcated, separated out, and even policed—this book has sought to bring a forgotten conceptual framework of site and situation to the story of the emergence of the moving image in contemporary art. This rhetoric—and the aesthetic and conceptual issues it implies—better allow us to critically engage the proliferation and the transformation of the moving image across the diversity of contemporary art practice.

The fundamental question of the cinematic situation—the conceptual tension between the essentially peripatetic nature of cinema’s material exhibition and its ability to so powerfully evoke an experience of cognitive and psychological displacement—has evoked a whole matrix of questions and possibilities for artists working after the eclipse of the
modernist paradigm. Contemporary moving-image installation takes place within this liminal or hybridized situation existing between the black box and the white cube: a situation whose liminality is both physical—embedded within the material structures of spectatorial institutions—and psychological—bound up with the problem of interiority and exteriority foundational to human subjectivity. The strongest work to date has tended to work on this dynamic, integrating both the material and the psychological components of the exhibitionary situation into the aesthetic and conceptual structure of the work itself.

As both the formal codes and the narrative structures of Hollywood have spread across the globe, they have created an international language within which contemporary artists have defamiliarized these codes and structures in rich and sophisticated ways, challenging our ideas of center and periphery just as the cinematic serves to challenge our ideas of interiority and exteriority. These artists no longer recoil reflexively from cinema’s illusionistic power or from the lingering ambiguity of its institutional situation between high art and mass culture. Rather, they employ cinema’s powers of spectatorial dislocation to address the dislocated qualities of contemporary subjectivity, just as they utilize cinema’s ambiguous cultural and institutional location as a means to intervene within the palpably ambiguous landscapes of our new media ecology.

While not beholden to a material or even strictly geographic conception of site specificity, the particular placelessness invoked by the cinematic form does not float ungrounded, for it is necessarily situated within an iterative history of social and institutional conventions. At its most ambitious, “post-cinematic” art might be understood as a stratigraphic engagement with this history—making long-sedimented conventions immediate, tangible, and sensuous through a polyphony of spectatorial dislocation. As such, the original promise of the historical expanded cinema is reawakened for a new era.
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11. Hammid articulates the principal difference in saying, “Unlike Cinerama, which always uses the same focal length lens, we can photograph with the full range, from telephoto to wide angle.” Haleff, “*To Be Alive!*” 4. These contentions were borne out in their later practice, for after initial experiments in three- and later six-screen projection, Thompson and Hammid focused on developing super-70mm or IMAX cinema in the 1970s and 1980s.

12. The monumental, spectacular, and profoundly immersive *Think* presentation by Charles and Ray Eames for the IBM Pavilion was doubtless the most formally audacious of the fair, lifting its audience into the air and enclosing them within its elevated, egg-shaped theater before bombarding them with the imagery of fifteen still- and moving-image projectors. But while the imagery was visually heterogeneous, it was not in the least disjunctive. To the contrary, like the Eameses’ similarly monumental *Glimpses of the USA* (1959), it had been explicitly crafted for the purpose of effective communication. See Beatriz Colomina, “Enclosed by Images: The Eameses’ Multimedia Architecture,” *Grey Room* 02 (Winter 2001): 6–29.


14. “So this is what’s happening—the Expanded Cinema. Even the Lincoln Center for Performing Arts library has a multi-screen film wall. Even NBC has tried split-screen video for the Gemini launch/football game. And just wait until Montreal’s Expo ’68. Francis Thompson of the Johnson’s Wax film, Disney, the National Film Board of Canada, etc., are busy preparing cinema dreams.” Howard Junker, “The Underground Renaissance,” *Nation*, December 27, 1965.

15. Mekas, *Movie Journal*, 208. The series was originally titled New Cinema Festival I, but became widely known as the Expanded Cinema Festival.

16. Ibid.


19. Paik claimed to have conceived of the work years before, and given the work’s integral relationship with the aesthetics of John Cage—whose influence Paik would have felt strongly when he was studying music in Germany in the late 1950s—such a chronology seems entirely plausible.


22. Ibid.
23. Robert Rauschenberg, as quoted in “The Art of Assemblage: A Symposium,” a panel
discussion moderated by William C. Seitz at the Museum of Modern Art, New York,
October 1961, in conjunction with the exhibition The Art of Assemblage. Reprinted in Es-
says on Assemblage, ed. John Elderfield, Studies in Modern Art, no. 2 (New York: Museum
of Modern Art, 1992), 137–38.
24. Joan Retallack, ed., Musicage: Cage Muses on Words, Art, Music (Hanover, NH: Wesleyan
25. On Picabia’s set design, see Rosalind Krauss, Passages in Modern Sculpture (Cambridge,
Artwork Caught by the Tail: Francis Picabia and Dada in Paris (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press,
2007), 289–337.
27. Ibid.
Second Version,” in Jennings et al., Work of Art, 19–55 (see introduction, n. 26).
30. Ibid.
Shadow: Surrealist Writings on Cinema, 3rd ed., ed. Paul Hammond (San Francisco: City
Lights, 2000), 78–79.
32. Branden Joseph has a detailed discussion of Rauschenberg’s Map Room II (1965) in
chapter 5 of Random Order: Robert Rauschenberg and the Neo-Avant-Garde (Cambridge,
MA: MIT Press, 1999). I discuss Whitman’s piece Prune.Flat. (1965) in chapter 4 of this
book.
33. Richard Kostelanetz’s original notes from the performance were published in “The
Discovery of Alternative Theatre: Notes on Art Performances in New York City in the
34. Richard Kostelanetz, The Theatre of Mixed Means: An Introduction to Happenings, Kinetic
Importantly, Oldenburg had already stressed the “supersensitiveness to place and to
circumstance … the place itself doing the work” of his 1963 Autobodys, situated in an
empty Los Angeles parking lot near a drive-in movie theater. See Claes Oldenburg, Raw
Notes: Documents and Scripts of the Performances: Stars, Moveyhouse, Massage, The Typewriter
35. Such a staging of spectatorship has been used, with varying degrees of critical aware-
ness, since the origins of cinema. Two of the most poignant and enduring examples
from the age of silent cinema are Buster Keaton’s Sherlock, Jr. (MGM, 1924) and Dziga
Vertov’s Man with a Movie-Camera (VUFKU, 1929).
(Winter 1965–1966): 585, and in Roger Copeland, “Sense and Sensibility in Contempo-
rary Dance,” Theatre 4 (Summer 1973): 140.
mine.
38. For an overview of the early debates over “apparatus theory,” see Rodowick, Crisis of
Political Modernism (see introduction, n. 8). Barthes was clear that Bertolt Brecht never
advocated eliminating all manner of pleasure or identification from the theater, only
counterbalancing them through modes of distanciation or estrangement. See John

NOTES TO PAGES 32–36
40. Ibid., 106–7.
41. Ibid., 106.
43. Boris Groys recently described this idea of site specificity in surprisingly similar terms: “Because the distinction between original and copy is solely topological and situative, this means that all of the objects placed into a museum are actually originals—also and especially when they otherwise circulate as copies. The installation makes copying reversible: it transforms a copy into an original ... each new contextualization of the image is its originalization, its reinvention.” See Boris Groys, “From the Image to the Image-File, and Back,” in 40 Years Video Art de: Digital Heritage: Video Art in Germany from 1963 to the Present, ed. Rudolf Frieling and Wulf Herzogenrath (Ostfildern, Germany: Hatje Cantz, 2006), 50–57.
44. Quoted in Rose, Claes Oldenburg, 184 (see introduction, n. 10).
46. “I didn’t accept an invitation to do Moveyhouse in Hartford, because I knew the auditorium there was so neutral that it would have lost all its effect.” Kostelanetz, Theatre of Mixed Means, 143–44.
47. The much larger Roxy Theatre had been razed in 1961, and the Capitol Theatre would soon fall in 1968, leaving only Radio City Music Hall as a symbol of New York’s theatrical golden age.
49. “Talk of the Town,” New Yorker, December 4, 1965: 52–54. Fresh from a Columbia MBA and a stint a Bloomingdale’s, the twenty-four-year-old Brockman—”I’m not a businessman, I’m a process”—helped produce the expanded cinema programs for the Film-Makers’ Cinematheque and the New York Film Festival, before trademarking the term “Intermedia” and starting a business producing and marketing multimedia shows in the late 1960s and 1970s—interweaving the worlds of art and industrial spectacle this chapter has been attempting to pry apart.
51. Ibid.
52. But must an artist acquiesce to this prohibition? This question raises the larger question of willed impermanence as it comes into conflict with the preservative instincts of institutions, whether museal or academic.
53. This idea forms the principal structure of Branden Joseph’s Beyond the Dream Syndicate: Tony Conrad and the Arts after Cage (New York: Zone, 2008).
56. Rebello, Alfred Hitchcock, 151.

NOTES TO PAGES 36–43
58. The film’s length has become a matter of not inconceivable variation. Jonas Mekas reported that Warhol was making “an eight-hour-long movie that shows nothing but a man sleeping” in the Village Voice, September 19, 1963. Long after the film was released, that time would be repeated—for instance, critic Thomas Meehan writes of “Andy Warhol’s eight-hour long film, ‘Sleep’” in “Not Good Taste, Not Bad Taste—It’s Camp,” New York Times, March 21, 1965. The film’s actual length is five hours and twenty-one minutes when it is properly screened at sixteen frames per second. In 1970, the industry standard for silent speed was increased from sixteen to eighteen frames per second to eliminate perceptible flicker, and projectors since then rarely accommodate sixteen frames per second. For this reason, Warhol’s films have often been projected at eighteen or even twenty-four frames per second (sound speed), thus reducing or even eliminating their subtle slow-motion effect.
59. Mekas, Movie Journal, 146–47. Curiously enough, Getz ends by noting, “Fifty were still left at the end. Some people really digging the movie.”
60. The premiere of Satie’s Vexations was organized by John Cage in 1963, seventy years after it was first composed. See Branden Joseph’s careful analysis of the film’s formal structure in “The Play of Repetition: Andy Warhol’s Sleep,” Grey Room 19 (2005): 22–53.
64. Andy Warhol, interview by Gretchen Berg, in I’ll Be Your Mirror: The Selected Andy Warhol Interviews, ed. Kenneth Goldsmith (New York: Carroll & Graf, 2004), 92. Asked about the “boredom” of his early films, Warhol would later describe them as attempting to “make comedy in the audience. People always have a better time, have more fun together than watching what is on the screen.” Andy Warhol, interview by Bess Winakor, in Goldsmith, I’ll Be Your Mirror, 225.
67. For an overview of the concept and its evolution within film studies, see Wanda Strauven, ed., The Cinema of Attractions Reloaded (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2006).
69. Gunning, “How Attractions Came into the World.”
71. Furthermore, regardless of their ambitions, American artists could not afford to compete with the heavily subsidized production budgets of many of Europe’s “national cinemas.”
72. On the New York Film Festival’s relationship to the New American Cinema, see chapter 5.
Chapter 2

1. Incredibly, there is no discussion of either Isou or Lemaître in any of the canonical histories of experimental film: Renan, Introduction (see introduction, n. 23); Parker Tyler, Underground Film (New York: Grove Press, 1969); Youngblood, Expanded Cinema (see introduction, n. 19); David Curtis, Experimental Cinema (New York: Dell, 1971); P. Adams Sitney, Visionary Film: The American Avant-Garde (New York: Oxford University Press, 1974); Amos Vogel, Film as a Subversive Art (New York: Random House, 1974); Stephen Dwoskin, Film Is … The International Free Cinema (London: Peter Owen, 1975); Le Grice, Abstract Film and Beyond (see chap. 1, n. 57); or Peter Gidal, Materialist Film (New York: Routledge 1989). One finally finds a passing reference to both in A. L. Rees, A History of Experimental Film and Video: From the Canonical Avant Garde to Contemporary British Practice (London: British Film Institute, 2000), which cites them as an indication of the postwar resurgence of the avant-garde in Europe and as a source for the American underground cinema (pp. 56, 63).

2. Traité de Bave et d’Éternité was screened on October 23, 1953, at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art’s “Art in Cinema” series under the heading “The Avant-Garde in France Today” and was introduced by Alan Watts. Scott MacDonald reproduces an announcement for the series in his Art in Cinema: Documents Toward a History of the Film Society (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2006), 253. Isou’s Treatise was the subject of a 1993 letter Brakhage wrote to Frédérique Devaux on the occasion of her research for Traité de bave et d’éternité de Isidore Isou (Paris: Editions Yellow Now, 1994). The letter is unpublished in English, but held at the Brakhage archive at the University of Colorado, Boulder. The iconic “moving” signature Brakhage appended to his films clearly seems to have originated from his early encounter with Isou’s Treatise.


4. I refer to the film as Treatise both in the interest of economy and to counter a series of mistranslations to which the title has been subjected. The French word bavé frequently refers to the liquid dripping from the mouth of an infant or a dog, hence “slobber.” Yet Isou expressly draws on its connection with the material body of human speech, perhaps making “drool” or “saliva” a more appropriate choice. When Raymond Rohauer imported the film to America, it was given the unfortunate title Venom and Eternity, which removed all connection to human speech and omitted the crucial word “Treatise” entirely.


8. Jean-Isidore Isou, Esthétique du cinéma, in “Numéro Spécial sur Cinema,” ed. Marc-
The history of benshi reveals an amazingly regionalized and performative practice whereby particular “voice actors” would become much more popular and celebrated than the movies for which they performed. Some of these benshi took great liberties with the film text, turning a drama into comedy, for instance, or even adding pornographic scenes to a classic romance. This history compels us to rethink the cultural inflections of a subgenre of deliberate mistranslation in films such as Woody Allen’s What’s Up, Tiger Lily? (1966) or René Viénet’s Can Dialectics Break Bricks? (1973).

Many of these marks were made not by Isou himself, but by the film’s editor, Maurice Lemaître.

Isou’s narrator claims to want to “make a film that hurts your eyes, like during the projection of those very old films in which you can see the numbers flashing by—1, 3, 5, 7—so quickly! I’ve always loved these flashing numbers. Perhaps because I always connected them with the beautiful classic films of old and my taste transposed itself from what I had loved to what went with that love.” Here, as elsewhere, we see an obvious premonition of the issues that will be taken up in the so-called structuralist filmmaking of the late 1960s and 1970s.

Lemaître had joined the Lettrist group in 1950, and like Isou, he was taken with the idea of youth as a revolutionary cultural and political force. Starting two journals at that time, Lemaître used Youth Front as a vehicle for social and political thought while developing Ur as a more literary, visual, and philosophical vehicle for the movement.

A decade later, Godard would employ a similarly disjunctive wordplay within films such as Contempt (1963) and Weekend (1967).

Clips containing logos of various movie companies, or those employing language of cinematic advertising, not only disrupt the integrity of that frame, but reveal the complex ways in which experience might be multiply or even contradictorily framed.
medium unable to be seen, Lemaître substitutes the experience of an old-fashioned classic for the anticipated experience of the latest thing.


27. Ibid., 250–51.

28. Ibid.


30. Gil Wolman, “Le Cinéma-tochrone—Nouvelle amplitude,” Ur 2 (1952), cited in Kaira Cabañas, “How to Do Things Without Words: Gil Wolman’s Lettrist Film L’anticontact,” Grey Room 42 (Winter 2011). Cabañas provides the most sophisticated reading of Wolman’s work I have read to date, and I am here indebted to her groundbreaking archival research.

31. See Umbro Appollonio (Boston: MFA Publications, 2001), 66–69. Corra’s conception of a white-clad audience was almost certainly indebted to the synesthetic ideas of the Russian composer Alexander Scriabin.

32. Krauss, Passages in Modern Sculpture, 207–12 (see chap. 1, n. 22).


34. Barthes, “En sortant du cinéma,” 105 (see chap. 1, n. 34). Rather than Isou’s discrepant, Barthes chooses décolle as his key term, thus linking this expanded conception of cinema to the postwar tradition of Décollage, not only in the well-known posters of Raymond Hains and Jacques Villeglé, but in the cinema collage/performances of Wolf Vostell.

Chapter 3

1. Significantly, none of Calder’s early motorized sculptures were included.

2. Besides the great range of abstract sculpture to which Calder’s work gave rise, a less sanguine strain might be traced through Jean Tinguely’s auto-destructive sculpture Homage to New York at MoMA in 1960 to Nam June Paik’s early robotic works of the mid-1960s.


5. “At first I was scared of the camera. I had an aversion to photography, partly, I suppose, because of my father’s fondness for it.” Robert Breer, interview by Scott MacDonald, January and February 1985, in A Critical Cinema 2: Interviews with Independent Filmmakers (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992), 19. Breer’s father was an engineer and inventor who had made his own 3D home movies in the 1940s.

6. Ibid.

8. “I have an aversion to just purely abstract films. That’s why I have trouble with Fischinger. I admire him in some ways and find him something of an abomination in others.” MacDonald, “Robert Breer,” 19.
14. Hans Namuth’s Pollock 51 (1951) and Henri-Georges Clouzot’s Mystery of Picasso (1956) might be viewed as parallel attempts to explore this “threshold” within the documentary film.
19. Ibid.
20. Contemporary neuroscience and psychophysics have called into question any simple distinction between the kind of movement we perceive within the cinematographic projection and that which we perceive regularly, thus complicating the traditional film-theoretical description of the status of cinematographic movement as “illusory.”
21. Not only does Breer’s Image by Images book go unmentioned in the literature, but one struggles to find Breer’s name even mentioned among the artists in the Movement exhibition.
25. Jonathan Crary’s work is here the exception that proves the rule. As might be expected, the philosophical toy has been subject to much greater attention within the discipline of film studies.
27. The various “discs bearing spirals” through which Duchamp explored the phenomenon
of depth perception were tied to the stroboscopic disc developed in different forms by Simon Stampfer and Joseph Plateau around 1833 and make use of the “persistence of vision” phenomenon discussed below.


31. The catalog for *Motion in Vision/Vision in Motion* lists Breer alongside Bury, Klein, Mack, Mari, Munari, Necker, Rot, Soto, Spoerri, Tinguely, and Van Hoeydonck. Curated by Marc Cammewaert, the exhibition took place at the Hessenhuis in Antwerp, Belgium, March 21—May 3, 1959.

32. *Bewogen Beweging*, literally, “Moved Movement,” is commonly and hereafter translated “Art in Motion.”


39. Some of the boxes Cornell constructed literally did glow from within, having either a tiny electric light built into the box itself or a translucent backing such that illumination from behind would provide something like the effect of rear-screen projection in cinema.

40. The abstract expressionist canvases of Jackson Pollock were thus sometimes presented in the “surrealist” mode due to the early critical reception of that movement. See Charlotte Klonk, *Spaces of Experience: Art Gallery Interiors from 1800 to 2000* (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2009), 144.


42. André Breton, “As in a Wood,” in Hammond, *The Shadow and Its Shadow*, 73 (see chap. 1, n. 28).


44. According to Harry Flynt, the sculpture was first publicly shown at a concert of La Monte Young and Richard Maxfield at the Harvard-Radcliffe Club in Boston on March 31, 1961. Cited in Brandon LaBelle, *Background Noise: Perspectives on Sound Art* (New York: Continuum, 2006), 86, n. 38.
47. See Kimberly Paice, “The Duchamp Connection,” in Paice, Robert Morris, 112–16.
48. By contrast, Rosalind Krauss has called attention to the very incompleteness that the work’s structure seems to model: “The presumed self-containment and autoreferentiality of the work . . . is exploded by the cord connecting the work to the plug in the wall, that in turn connects to the circuitry in the building, that in turn connects to the current in the ground . . . The mockery of this electrical dependence had, of course, been wired into the very possibility of Box with the Sound of Its Own Making’s ability to ‘think.’” Rosalind Krauss, “The Mind/Body Problem: Robert Morris in Series,” in Paice, Robert Morris, 4.
49. Morris later clarified that the playback mechanism was too large to place within the box and was usually placed away from the box, behind a curtain or other partition.
51. The classic account of this psychic transaction is provided in Christian Metz, The Imaginary Signifier, trans. Celia Britton et al. (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1982).
52. Michael Kirby states that “water could be heard inside and seen on a closed translucent curtain on which was projected the life-sized images of a girl taking a shower.” Kirby, “The Uses of Film in the New Theater,” Tulane Drama Review 11, no. 1 (1966): 52. Adrian Henri describes “a real shower with a film of a girl taking a shower projected on to the curtain.” Henri, Total Art: Environments, Happenings, and Performance (New York: Oxford University Press, 1974), 106. Chrissie Iles states that “a film of a woman taking a shower is projected in a continuous loop onto a curtain, behind which water cascades inside a metal shower stall.” Iles, Into The Light: The Projected Image in American Art, 1964–1977 (New York: Whitney Museum of American Art, 2001), 86. The only accurate historical description of the work was provided by Jonas Mekas, who wrote that the “effect was achieved by projecting a color film of the girl taking a shower onto the back of the shower box which was made of plastic glass, on the other side of which water was running down . . . getting the amazing tridimensional effect (probably because of the haziness and thickness of the glass).” Mekas, “The Expanded Cinema of Robert Whitman,” in Movie Journal, 189 (see chap. 1, n. 11).
54. Iles, Into The Light, 86.

Chapter 4

1. Given Whitman’s interest in silent comedy, his first image of the projector may have been an homage to Buster Keaton’s 1924 classic Sherlock, Jr., whose projectionist/
protagonist falls asleep on his machine and is carried into the world of the projected image.


5. Kirby, “Uses of Film in the New Theatre,” 52 (see chap. 3, n. 51).


12. As can be seen from Peter Moore’s photodocumentation of the 1965 performance at the Film-Maker’s Cooperative theater, *Prune.Flat.* was originally projected against a thin paper screen unfurling at the edges, whose inevitable oscillation during the performance would have emphasized both its materiality and its ephemerality—heightening the complexity of the spatial projection.

13. This is Slavoj Žižek’s formulation of the Freudian fetishistic split that fantasy provokes in the field of vision. See *The Sublime Object of Ideology* (London: Verso, 1989).


15. Kostelanetz continues, “Even though Whitman himself told me in conversation that he didn’t care how precise the visual match was, the difference in effectiveness is enormous. Sometimes I wonder how well he knows what he is doing.” Kostelanetz, 1965 notes on *Prune.Flat.* published in “Discovery of Alternative Theatre,” 128–72 (see chap. 1, n. 30).


20. As one of the most influential early advisors for the PhD in cinema studies, Michelson has exerted an incredible influence on the development of academic film studies, above all in the realm of experimental film. For an example of this intertextual engagement, see Eric de Bruyn, “Alfaville, or the Utopics of Mel Bochner,” *Grey Room* 10 (2003): 76–111.
21. Carrie Lambert-Beatty’s work is here indispensable in illustrating that Rainer’s complex critique of aesthetic spectatorship—usually traced to her experimental filmmaking of the 1970s—was already well developed in her choreographic work of the mid-1960s. Like the contemporaneous experiments in expanded cinema, Rainer’s work would seem to have important historiographic implications for the development of film theory in the next decade. Lambert-Beatty, Being Watched: Yvonne Rainer and the 1960s (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2008).


24. John Herbert McDowell, interview by Michael Rowe and Amanda Degener, New York, February 19, 1980, cited in Banes, Democracy’s Body, 40. Summers’s own intermedia presentation Fantastic Gardens of 1964 used the entire performance space, located the audience in several settings, bathed the whole space in film and slide projections, and combined many works of music and sculpture with her own dances, many of them improvisational scores realized by the dancers.


30. James Klosty, Merce Cunningham (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1975). This fundamental problem recurred in the work of Yvonne Rainer as she vacillated between giving over all directorial authority to her dancers, even dissolving herself within the Grand Union collective, and insisting on a more authoritative direction in her filmmaking of the 1970s and 1980s.


32. Retallack, Musicage, preface, xxx (see chap. 1, n. 21).


38. Gruen, “New Bohemia” (see chap. 1, n. 68).
Chapter 5


2. The VanDerBeek archive at MoMA lists “The Underground Takes to the Air: VanDerBeek tells what your in for, he’s up to, the why for? flics—flims-fill’ums on homey tv!!!” (Channel 4: October 23, 1965) and “The Underground Comes up for Air … an Electric Collage … by Stan VanDerBeek” (Channel 2: February 27, 1966).


5. Mekas, Movie Journal, 252–54 (see chap. 1, n. 11).


7. Robert Breer, whose animated shorts were exhibited regularly over the course of thirty-five years, is the exception that proves the rule. His Breathing had been shown already in 1964, then Fist Fight in 1965, 69 in 1969, PBL #2 in 1970, 70 in 1971, FUJI in 1975, LMNO in 1979; TZ in 1980; Swiss Army Knife with Rats and Pigeons in 1982; Trial Balloons in 1983, and Time Flies in 1999. Nevertheless, all eleven of these films together total barely over an hour.

8. Pat Hackett and Andy Warhol, Popism: The Warhol ’60s (New York: Harper & Row, 1980), 211–12. The installation was shut down prematurely in any case, when a single-note soundtrack La Monte Young was to provide proved too loud for the festival manage-
ment to be able to accept. Branden Joseph describes this ill-fated collaboration in “‘My Mind Split Open’: Andy Warhol’s ‘Exploding Plastic Inevitable,’” Grey Room 8 (Summer 2002): 80–107, claiming that it sought “to negate, rather than embrace, the realm of commercial culture, allowing for a consciousness of individual perception and an experience of bodily depth against the expropriating alienation of spectacle” (86). I would only stress that “expropriating alienation of spectacle” reads as a critique of the festival as such, but many of the works screened there—from Luis Buñuel’s absurdist Golden Age (1931) and Jean-Luc Godard’s Brechtian antiwar film Band of Outsiders (1963) to Robert Breer’s handmade animation Breathing (1963) and Jonas Mekas’s personal document of the Living Theater in The Brig (1964)—were entirely opposed to both mainstream commercial culture and industrial cinematic spectacle, even if their means do not correspond to the aesthetics of minimalism. Lest it not be clear, my critique of the festival is not intended to denigrate it, but merely to underline the effect that its rather limited conception of cinematic art would have on the emergence of expanded cinema in this time.

9. Caroline Jones has written a detailed account of the Factory as a cultural and rhetorical trope for Warhol’s production, exploring not only the specific importance of Warhol’s working-class background in the evolution of his thinking about production and management, but also the more general aesthetic trajectory in this period, leading out of the isolated authorial expression of the artist’s studio toward the collective or corporate model of production embodied by the industrial film studio. See Jones, Machine in the Studio: Constructing the Postwar American Artist (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996), 189–267.


13. Andy Warhol, a: a novel (New York: Grove Press, 1968). The tape recordings were made on three separate occasions from 1965 to 1967 and later transcribed for publication.

14. Warhol, a, 56. All typos in original manuscript.

15. This was not technically true, because Burton was given a copy of his own, and after his death, his widow allowed this copy to be remastered and rereleased on VHS in 1995 and on DVD in 1999. Russ Alsobrook, “Back to the Future: Reflections on the Brief History of Video Moviemaking,” International Cinematographers Guild Magazine, September 2001.


17. See “USA Artists: Andy Warhol and Roy Lichtenstein,” in Goldsmith, I’ll Be Your Mirror, 80 (see chap. 1, n. 59).

18. Warhol may have gotten his title from Robert Breer’s 1960 film Inner and Outer Space, which he had probably seen at the Film-Makers’ Cinematheque.

19. The Screen Tests, originally called “Film Portraits” or “Stillies,” were recorded on one-hundred-foot reels at twenty-four frames per second for two minutes and forty-six seconds and then projected at sixteen frames per second for four minutes and twelve seconds. See Callie Angell, Andy Warhol Screen Tests: The Films of Andy Warhol: Catalogue

30. The story of Edie's background, brief relationship with Warhol, and tragic early death at 28 is far too complex to recount in the present context. The classic account is Jean Stein and George Plimpton, ed., *Edie: An American Girl* (New York: Knopf, 1982).


34. I can only gesture here toward this rich and still underdeveloped theoretical topos. The classic elaborations can be found in Michel Chion's 1984 text *The Voice in Cinema* (New York: Columbia University Press, 1999) and in Kaja Silverman's *The Acoustic Mirror: The Female Voice in Psychoanalysis and Cinema* (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1988).


36. Branden Joseph provides the definitive account of the EPI in "‘My Mind Split Open.’"


38. Michelson, "Film and the Radical Aspiration" (see chap. 4, n. 19).


40. Riley worked entertaining GIs at a base until the assassination of JFK changed the base policies, making it hard for him to find work.

41. According to Keith Potter, it was Dewey who secured Riley's access to the ORTF radio studios in Paris where *The Gift* was recorded. Potter, *Four Musical Minimalists: La Monte Young, Terry Riley, Steve Reich, Philip Glass* (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 105.


43. "Interview with Ken Dewey by Fred Wellington," *Film Culture* 43 (1966): 2–3; Dewey, "Odyssey out of Theatre."

44. Mekas, *Movie Journal*, 216 (see chap. 1, n. 11).

45. Ibid.


48. Steve Reich, liner notes to *Early Works*, CD, Nonesuch Records (1987). This section is indebted to Sumanth Gopinath’s acute analysis in “The Problem of the Political in Steve
40. In an introduction to Davidson’s work, Congressman John Lewis has written, “Without the media and without these powerful images, I don’t know where we’d be today; I don’t know how the movement would have succeeded … it was the unbelievable photographs published in newspapers and magazines that literally brought people from around the globe to small Southern towns to join the movement.” Foreword to Bruce Davidson, Time of Change: Civil Rights Photographs, 1961–1965 (Los Angeles: St. Ann’s Press, 2002), unpaginated.
47. 1966 New York Film Festival press release, “Selma Last Year” file, Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, New York Public Library.
49. On the problems of translating the SCLC’s successful Southern strategies to the North, see James R. Ralph Jr., Northern Protest: Martin Luther King, Jr., Chicago, and the Civil Rights Movement (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1993).
50. Despite the turmoil of the 1950s and 1960s, Hyde Park has managed to retain an uncommon degree of racial and socioeconomic diversity. Nevertheless, it follows the income distribution of most major urban areas, with a relatively stable number of poor, but growing numbers of rich crowding out a rapidly shrinking middle class.
51. Dewey’s work was titled Last Year at Selma for its one-day exhibition at the Unitarian Church in Hinsdale, IL, on Sunday, April 17, 1966. It was presented on April 18 at the NAACP branch in LaGrange and from April 19 to 23 at the Friendship House (a Catholic Interracial Council affiliate), according to a press release dated April 15, 1966, in the Schomburg Center, NYPL.
52. Martin Luther King Jr., as quoted in “Dr. King Is Felled by Rock,” Chicago Tribune, August 6, 1966.
58. Ibid.
59. Ibid.
63. “Interview with Ken Dewey by Fred Wellington.”
64. “Selma Last Year” file, Schomburg Center, NYPL.
65. Marshall McLuhan, “Art as Anti-Environment,” Arts News Annual 31 (February 1965): 55–57. All further quotes in this paragraph are from this source.
68. The bulk of the Ken Dewey archive remained inaccessible in the New York Public Library’s storage rooms for almost twenty years, before finally being made available in 2013.
69. Judith Rodenbeck has detailed how art criticism would use a “differentiation between a Brechtian analytic secularism and an Artaudian mythopoeic expressionism as a heuristic wedge to isolate minimalism from other time-based work,” claiming that such a tidy opposition is a “structural simplification of the historical record” that “has created an aporia in our understanding of American postwar practices.” Rodenbeck, “Madness and Method: Before Theatricality,” Grey Room 13 (Fall 2003): 54–79 (60).

Epilogue

1. Krauss, Passages in Modern Sculpture (see chap. 1, n. 22).
2. Krauss, Voyage on the North Sea, 30 (see introduction, n. 10).
3. Rodowick, “Dr. Strange Media,” 1400 (see introduction, n. 9). Rodowick gives a fuller elaboration in his Reading the Figural (see introduction, n. 9) and traces the early film-theoretical debates around the founding of the discipline in his Crisis of Political Modernism (see introduction, n. 8).
4. Michelson, “Film and the Radical Aspiration” (see chap. 4, n. 19).
5. Rodowick, “Dr. Strange Media”; Rodowick, Virtual Life of Film (see introduction, n. 9).
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